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Chapter 1

2006

1.1 January

1.1.1 A brief return... (2006-01-02 21:13)

Back online for a few moments courtesy of my new neighbour, [ LJ User: theanonamerican
]. It’s been a nice Christmas and New Year’s, and I’ve settled well into my new abode. One
more day of holidays and then back to work, with the new route to work yet to be timed and
endured. I feel at a bit of a loose end, but doubtless many things will expand to fill my time
in the days to come.

My mind’s a bit of a blank at the moment. Nothing left to occupy my brain. Hopefully the rest
of the year will prove more fruitful in terms of brain fodder. Back presently.

Writing Report: Managed to get my 10k for the week over the holiday period (only just).
Proper numbers with next week’s report. Until then, more writing.

theanonamerican (2006-01-02 21:30:17)
No problem. Always happy to help!!!

1.1.2 Scene Stealers (2006-01-06 08:35)

Courtesy of a January cold, my voice has hoarsened to the point where I could be a voice
double for Darth Vader. Sadly, that kind of thing doesn’t translate too well to text, so you’ll
just have to take my word for it, my young apprentice.

Anyhow, in the midst of a stint of couch potatoing last night (amazing how quickly bad habits
come back to you) I came across "Jaws." Having seen it many times before, I skipped over it,
but a little while later I skipped back and stuck with it for a few minutes. Why? Because it
was just starting my favourite scene - where Quint tells the story of the U.S.S. Indianapolis.
(I won’t spoil it if you somehow haven’t seen it.)

Anyhow, this got me thinking about scene stealers: moments when actors walk away with
a film, providing a moment or monologue more memorable than everything else in the movie.
Below, I’ve described the first three that occurred to me. Feel free to add your own.

Robert Shaw - Quint in "Jaws": In the middle of a scene of levity and humour, Shaw ef-
fectively stops the film for a few minutes as he tells the tale of the U.S.S. Indianapolis and her
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doomed crew, utterly changing your view of his character.

Marlon Brando - Mark Anthony in "Julius Caesar": In the funeral oraction for Caesar, Brando
makes the Shakespearean dialogue sing, portraying a manipulative character in the depths
of grief and emotion.

Orson Welles - Harry Lime in "The Third Man": He’s barely in the film at all, but he’s the
one character everyone remembers, particularly for the cuckoo clock monologue, which he
apparently improvised himself.

theanonamerican (2006-01-06 12:15:15)
I¼ve never seen that version of Julius Caesar, but it¼s a damn cool speech so I can imagine how
rocking it is. As for the other two scenes, damn straight they are cool! Hmm, other scene-stealing
moments in films that come to mind is the aftermath of the "Lust" killing in "Se7en" as that poor
bastard describes what happened (I still get queasy when I think of it); and when Captain Willard
throws the fit in his room near the start of "Apocalypse Now" (it wasn¼t intentional, Martin Sheen
lost it, and Coppola told his crew to keep filming). There¼s probably more though.

1.1.3 Lazy, Hazy Saturday (2006-01-07 16:32)

Not really fair to say that I’ve been lazy today. After all, I had to stay home early on to get
broadband installed (all happy and fluffy now). But NTL proved quick and efficient, contrary
to many reported instances, and I had the rest of the day. Wandering into town to spend
money I don’t have didn’t sound too appealing given the overcast state of the day, so I just
stayed here in the apartment. Doing what? Cleaning, ironing and belatedly fixing felt pads to
the feet of my couches and beds. (Moving into a new place always delivers a big list of stuff
that needs doing.)

There’s a promise of drinks and general camaraderie tonight, but I’ll have to work my way
up to it: my cough doesn’t like the idea of saying goodbye just yet. So, I’ll stick around here
for a while more, down some orange juice, cheer for West Brom in the FA Cup and generally
live up to the title of this entry.

1.1.4 Writing Report (2006-01-08 22:38)

Well, I didn’t feel the best this morning. I rarely have good mornings when I have a cough.
Going out on the town last night really didn’t help. Still, I seem a bit better now, even if my
voice has deepened further to a point particularly appropriate for my sandpaper throat.

Anyway, as promised, some numbers. Last week, I churned through 10,153 words, this
week gave me 10,636, bringing the running total to 257,568. I’m in the middle of the very
short chapter 16, approaching a relatively dense section of the book. Still not quite sure what
I’ll do when I get to the end of the synopsis (the last third of the book is only laid out in very
sketchy form). As problems go, though, it’s not the worst to have.

laerfan (2006-01-09 12:52:08)
Hey, sorry I was gone for so long. No net outside of college. Let me know what you think of the stories
on the community and we¼ll sort out a winner. I have the result for the best story of 2005, i think,
but I have a few things to look over before I decide for sure.
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(2006-01-09 13:53:35)
No problem. I got broadband in the new place over the weekend, so I¼ll review the options tonight.

laerfan (2006-01-11 15:43:59)
It looks like there aren¼t that many entries for December, so I¼m thinking it should be another
bi-monthly awards

cerandor (2006-01-11 16:05:20)
I¼ll go with that. I¼m still busier than I thought I¼d be at this stage of the month and haven¼t
read the entries properly, but I should be able to clear my plate by this weekend.

1.1.5 (2006-01-13 16:04)

I’ve meant to post entries several times this week but each time have failed to do so. While
you’re all waiting for me to get my act together, have a slice of truth.

[1]Ten Top Trivia Tips about Cerandor!

1. Some hotels in Las Vegas have Cerandor floating in their swimming pools.

2. Wearing headphones for an hour will increase the amount of Cerandor in your ear 700
times.

3. If you toss Cerandor 10000 times, he will not land heads 5000 times, but more like 4950,
because his head weighs more and thus ends up on the bottom.

4. Humans have 46 chromosomes, peas have 14, and Cerandor has 7.

5. Cerandor was invented in China in the eleventh century, but was only used for fireworks,
never for weapons!

6. It is impossible to fold Cerandor more than seven times!

7. Birds do not sleep in Cerandor, though they may rest in him from time to time!

8. Only 55 percent of Americans know that the sun is made of Cerandor.

9. Cerandor cannot be detected by infrared cameras.

10. Cerandor is the only bird that can swim but not fly.

I am interested in _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - do tell me about
her.

Go

Oddly enough, one of these facts is actually false.

1. http://thesurrealist.co.uk/trivia.pl?subject=Cerandor&gender=m
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aeredhal (2006-01-16 01:04:13)
<div style="padding:8px;margin:15px;background-color: #CFCF95;color: #1A0A13;font-family: geor-
gia, helvetica, trebuchet ms, verdana, sans-serif;"> <h2 style="text-align:center;font-size:110
%;"> <a href="http://thesurrealist.co.uk/trivia.pl?subject=Aeredhal &gender=m">Ten Top Trivia
Tips about Aeredhal!</a> </h2> <ol> <li>Aeredhal was the first Tsar of Russia.</li> <li>New
Zealand was the first place to allow aeredhal to vote.</li> <li>Aeredhal can be seen from
space.</li> <li>Aeredhal cannot swim.</li> <li>Influenza got its name because people believed
the disease was caused by the evil "influence" of aeredhal!</li> <li>You should always open
aeredhal at least an hour before drinking him!</li> <li>The horns of aeredhal are made en-
tirely from hair!</li> <li>There are more than two hundred different kinds of aeredhal.</li>
<li>Aeredhal is 984 feet tall.</li> <li>Aeredhal can drink over 25 gallons of water at a time.</li>
</ol> <form action="http://thesurrealist.co.uk/trivia.pl" method="get" style="background-color:
#5F5F42;color: #CFCF95;padding:4px;text-align:center"> I am interested in <input name="subject"
type="text"> - do tell me about <select name="gender"><option value="f">her</option><option
value="m">him</option><option value="n">it</option><option value="p">them</option></select>
<input value="Go" type="submit"> </form> </div> I¼m very tempted to try putting chuck norris
in and see what I get

1.1.6 Anew Week (2006-01-15 22:28)

It’s the end of a week mostly revolving around sorting out the last of various things that have
been haunting me for months now. I’m settled in my new home, with just one or two little
niggles remaining. Much more money to be spent too, but I can’t say I haven’t been fortunate
with how things have turned out. Two weeks from now, I’ll be heading to Warpcon in Cork, for
a weekend away that’ll be a real reason for celebration. I’m feeling in a mood for it too, which
is a nice change. Hopefully, now that I’ve cleared out a little brainspace, this blog might get a
little more interesting too. Sorry...

Writing Report: Another Sunday morning wrap-up, but a relatively comfortable one. 10,634
words for the week and 268,211 for the running total. Malq is moving along quite nicely, but
I’m thinking of maybe changing my mode of writing at some stage soon. Perhaps once I’ve
earned another free week. More presently.

1.1.7 Hammer and Nails (2006-01-16 21:25)

Just built me a bedside cabinet. An Argos flatpack thing, but pleasingly solid. I like building
stuff. I like it so much that I sometimes even volunteer to build other people’s stuff. It’s
the all-too-rare satisfaction of making something with your hands. Of taking raw materials
and making something useful out of them. And at the end of it, there’s the finished product.
Whenever you want, you can look at it and think: "I made that."

Ok, so I’m probably getting a little poncey, But it’s the same thing with writing. You don’t
start with much. Just an idea, at most, and whatever skill with language you bring to the
table. Then, through as many stages as you like, you build up something worthwhile. Some-
thing that you can read again and think: "I made that."

And feel good about it.

aeredhal (2006-01-16 22:14:38)
I somehow doubt that argos flat pack kits count as raw materials
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(2006-01-17 13:34:07)
By definition, they¼re the raw materials of Argos flat pack furniture.

cerandor (2006-01-17 16:04:35)
Splitting hairs aside, there¼s no such thing as raw - just varying levels of "not raw." That¼s my
philosophy anyhow. Besides which, the rawness or otherwise of my materials wasn¼t really what I
was talking about...

rustynails9 (2006-01-17 17:21:10)
That sounds like my philosophy on cooking from scratch :-) But getting back to your point. My
flatmate reckons he¼s even worse at DIY than I am and I¼m not sure he¼s wrong so now your
name¼s just been added to the list of people* who I¼ll pester if I need DIY type things done :-P
<small>*Yes I mean boys ye are good for a few things</small>

1.1.8 Tidying the Mind (2006-01-21 23:31)

As a result of the construction of some shelves in the apartment, I’ve just completed the tidy-
ing of some of my belongings. My patented strategy for this is pretty simple: dump everything
on your bed, so that if you want to sleep, you have to tidy it. As with a lot of things, I find I
have to force myself into working.

Anyhow, the whole thing raised two questions for me:

1. How many instruction manuals can one person usefully own? Even having dumped all
those relating to stuff I don’t own anymore, I’m still drowning in the damn things. Seriously,
why do I own a set of manuals for my radiators?

2. Does everyone look like a serial killer in their passport photo, or is it just me?

(2006-01-22 00:49:16)
No - some people look like terrorists and drug dealers (or at least I have at one time or other in the
past...yes, in the past). P. First blog comment from the comfort of his own home...aaaahhhh...

cerandor (2006-01-22 10:58:43)
Glad you¼ve got your intarwub connection working. And as for your photos, yeah, I came across
some disturbing ones of you while perusing my own collection. Always nice to find blackmail material
you didn¼t know you had.

aeredhal (2006-01-22 00:55:07)
If any of the manuals are for stuff for the new place check if they form part of the warranty before
giving them a viking burial

cerandor (2006-01-22 10:59:48)
I think the reason why I have so many manuals is my dislike of throwing anything away that might
prove even slightly useful. Still, it leaves me a lot to rearrange.

(2006-01-22 11:02:13)
Have you considered a papier mache scale replica of Marvin (movie version) to adorn your living
room?
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aeredhal (2006-01-22 11:02:21)
Have you considered a papier mache scale replica of Marvin (movie version) to adorn your living
room?

theanonamerican (2006-01-22 15:05:56)
I think it is just you. I look GREAT on my passport photo!

rustynails9 (2006-01-23 12:30:51)
Is that cos you think you look good with hair? :-P

theanonamerican (2006-01-23 12:35:28)
Nope. I just know I look good in general...

rustynails9 (2006-01-23 13:23:59)
Ok I¼ll leave the curls out of this :-)

theanonamerican (2006-01-23 13:49:34)
Like you are ever so quick to point out, they¼ve been gone ten years. And besides, they went
really well with the look of boyish innocence, don¼t you think?

rustynails9 (2006-01-23 12:42:50) Keep the Manuals!
I¼ve lived in my apartment for four and a half years now. November was the first time I ever tried to
use the grill in my dual oven/grill I needed the manual to make it work. I still had it in a box on top
of the microwave along with all the other manuals some things you just can throw away :-)

1.1.9 Circumstantial Writing (2006-01-23 23:03)

Windshadow & Crumbledust has been sitting in various places in my apartment since I moved
in, utterly unedited. It’s starting to bother me at this point, as I’d planned to start work on
it by now. However, it’s becoming clear to me that I’m not going to be able to get down to it
properly while I’m pursuing my 10,000 words a week target. Accordingly, although I’m not
going to abandon the idea of consistently writing, I may have to switch to a new system once
Malq is finished. At that stage, I’m going to have two and a half books to edit, which is more
than enough for anyone, even a professional editor.

More on this in the future, but in the meantime, a few things that occurred to me today.

My (probably overly regimented) current system of writing, which has managed to lift me
to write far more than I could have expected in the last 6-7 months, dictates that this week,
I take a break. Not a proper break (I haven’t earned that yet), but as I’ve spent the last five
weeks writing Malq, I’ve dictated for myself a "rest week" of writing something else. This is
probably a good thing: I’ve spent ten weeks writing Malq, taking it to just over 100,000 words
and to a point that I estimate is halfway through the story. It’s not an easy story to write
either. The tone and setting of the story have been fairly consistent (and a little depressing)
thus far and will remain so for a little bit. This is deliberate, but it makes the process of
writing a little dull after a while.

Hence, it’s actually a relief to turn to Dead Man’s Troubles, my standard "rest week" piece.
It’s a complete change of tone from Malq, a two-character adventure story that deliberately
moves along at as fast a clip as I can manage. However, given that I haven’t written any of it
in five weeks, I had to read back through some of it today to refresh my brain.
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I have to admit, without overly blowing my own trumpet, that I was pleased with what I’d
got. It was pretty rough, certainly, but I found that what I’d been aiming for with the most
recent two chapters had been mostly met. In them, I’d covered four different settings: a noisy
pub, a quiet room, a bustling city and a gentleman’s club. If I’d shifted from one to the other
while using the same language and rhythms, I wouldn’t have managed to convey the atmo-
sphere of those places. So I experimented with something a little different.

For the pub scene, I kept every conversation short and kept switching back and forth be-
tween the two main characters, trying to convey the general impossibility of having a quiet
conversation in such a place. In the subsequent scene, this was turned around: it was a long
conversation between two people, relaxed and with any stresses in the rhythm spaced out.
With the bustle of the city, I pushed myself to drop in place names and incidental information
as quickly as possible, to convey to the reader the hustle and hassle of nosy city streets. Fi-
nally, for the gentleman’s club, the main character fell into a convivial conversation, without
any distractions.

Of course, given that I wrote all of this, I’m a bit biased when I come to judge it. As I’m
not giving you any samples either, you’re going to have to take my word for it. But I enjoy
the fun of wordplay and thinking about the effect of language on readers, so this kind of stuff
interests me.

Writing Report: I managed 10,271 words of Malq last week, bringing the running total for
all writing to 278,582 words. A week off (reached when I’m 10,000 words ahead of target) is
still a little way off, but one good week should get me there.

1.1.10 Tuesday Strangeness (2006-01-24 23:31)

Lazy Mondays are made up for with busy Tuesdays. Only wrote 1,300 words last night, so I
had to make up for it with 2,700 today. Especially as Warpcon means that a weekend finish
this week could be tricky. Rather more annoyingly, I wrote about 2,800 words at work today.
Unfortunately, it was all backstory and notes, so none of it counts towards the total. Needed
to be done though.

Rather more amusingly, I came across an abandoned piece earlier today. Titled simply Epic,
it was an effort to write a short story with massively larger-than-life characters, dialogue and
situations. I actually liked what there was, but like a lot of my short stories, it was abandoned
part way through. As I spent about an hour today reconstructing my original intentions for it
from memory, I may try to finish it. If I do, I”ll post it here.

1.1.11 An Unneeded List (2006-01-25 23:01)

Given that it’s January now, the patron month of credit card debt, when every company in
the world is trying to hawk its goods to people who’ve already spent their money indulging
themselves and their relatives and friends over Christmas, I feel it’s important to keep a
sense of proportion in these fiscally challenging times. So I’ve put together a list of ten things
I really don’t need.

1. I don’t need a new computer.

2. No, I don’t need a new laptop either. (Though I really want one.)

3. Even though the one I have is non-flatscreen, non-digital and non-HD, I don’t need
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a new TV.

4. I don’t need a new video player. (No one does, let’s face it.)

5. I don’t need a new DVD player. (Especially when every other appliance these days,
down to and including toasters, plays DVDs.)

6. I don’t need a new games console. (Nobody in the history of humanity has ever ac-
tually needed a new console.)

7. I don’t need a new anything of which I already have one (or two, or even three) of
already.

8. I don’t need a car. Seriously. (Actually, what I really don’t need is the massive ex-
pense of owning a car, but you don’t get one without the other.)

9. I don’t need an overdraft extension. (But give me another week and I might.)

10. I really don’t need a lottery ticket. (But I’m going to get one anyway.)

Feel free to come up with your own.

1.1.12 Weeks and Weekends (2006-01-29 23:23)

Warpcon ’06 was an odd kind of experience for me. From 1996 to 2003, I’d gone down to Cork
every January and generally had a ball. This year, things were a bit stranger, and I felt kind
of dislocated. Which was no-one’s fault but my own. I didn’t know most of the people I was
hanging around with too well and didn’t make enough of an effort to change that. Besides
which, it was the first occasion I’d actually had a working camera at for ages, and I probably
got on a few nerves with my overzealous snapping.

Which is not to say I didn’t enjoy myself: I did, especially on Friday night in the Old Bar.
Garnish House, where I was staying, was well up to the glowing recommendations I’d received
from various quarters, and I’d completely recommend it. Next time I’ll make sure to pay back
the hospitality I got from everyone by actually being a bit more sociable.

I have loads of photos, but I’ll have to leave them to someone else to post, as I haven’t spent
any time examining the system for doing so here. Have to work on that.

Writing Report: Ok, so I spent a certain chunk of my time at the con writing. As a result,
I hit 12,182 words for the week, bringing the running total to 290,764. Happily, this means
I’ve earned myself a week off, which I’ll hopefully spend doing something useful.

lostperdita (2006-01-30 01:59:55)
glad to hear you enjoyed yourself despite the odd year and that mrs lucy¼s hospitality met your ex-
pectations. i had pints of murphy dancing through my head all weekend, in addition to the odd irish
cameo (yourself included–i think more comic book stores should be located on top of pubs. conve-
nient, that).

theanonamerican (2006-01-30 09:52:05) Photo
That¼s right, I¼m gonna stick a load of your photos on photobucket. Not the video with myself and
the Frost dancing to Sabotage though...
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cerandor (2006-01-30 11:26:41) Re: Photo
That¼s ok. It¼ll be on the celebratory CD I¼m going to distribute when I get the chance. (I¼ll
have to figure out how to rotate the other video though - I keep forgetting the camera doesn¼t do it
automatically.)

theanonamerican (2006-01-30 12:51:27) Re: Photo
That¼s fine. The OTHER video is much worse...

rustynails9 (2006-01-31 15:31:37) Re: Photo
What¼s "the OTHER" video?

cerandor (2006-01-31 15:57:46) Re: Photo
I thought I¼d shown it to you. Must have slipped my mind. Never mind. Dancing is a joyous
activity and should never be cause for ridicule.

rustynails9 (2006-01-31 16:11:38) Re: Photo
Ah! See I though that one and the Sabotage one were one and the same. Like I said I¼d had
drink to steel myself before looking at the evidence. <i>"Dancing is a joyous activity and should
never be cause for ridicule."</i> I¼m going to ignore your tone and choose to continue to think
I can shake my booty on the dance floor cos if I can¼t do that any more I might cry!

rustynails9 (2006-01-31 15:34:36) I want photo&apos;s NOW!
<i>"I haven¼t spent any time examining the system for doing so here"</i> Just sign up to <a
href="http://photobucket.com/">Photobuck et</a> create and album and dump them in there
that¼s what we all do. It¼s so easy even my father managed it!

lainey316 (2006-01-31 20:40:18) Re: I want photo&apos;s NOW!
NO, it¼s actually really difficult and obviously there¼s no need to put yourself through that effort.
Honestly. What? Fear of photographic evidence? me?

goblin_insane (2006-01-31 20:59:54) Re: I want photo&apos;s NOW!
hmm that reminds me of certain photos of you I have and must post. Hmmm morg is going to be so
happy.

lainey316 (2006-01-31 21:02:08) Re: I want photo&apos;s NOW!
Oi! No! Okay, but only if they¼re cute. No more big-nosed bad shots of me.

goblin_insane (2006-02-01 01:30:59) Re: I want photo&apos;s NOW!
I wasn¼t thinking of the photo¼s of focusing on your nose....

rustynails9 (2006-02-02 14:40:37) Re: I want photo&apos;s NOW!
I can¼t believe she didn¼t see that one coming!

cerandor (2006-02-01 11:57:10) Re: I want photo&apos;s NOW!
I¼ll do it as soon as I can. Got distracted by someone else¼s computer emergency last night. Maybe
tonight.
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1.2 February

1.2.1 Warpcon Photos (2006-02-01 18:47)

Ok, since you asked so nicely, (or failed to dissuade me nicely enough, as the case may be)
here’s the first batch of photos from Warpcon. I’ll probably post others later too.
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(2006-02-01 23:06:26)
Ooh - spanking! My favourite... :D

cerandor (2006-02-01 23:16:29)
And notice Mick lingering in the background of both spanking photos. Coincidence? I think not...

rustynails9 (2006-02-02 09:53:41)
Actually only one of them is spanking the other one is "dancing", I¼m not sure that makes it any
better really. I should just shut up now!

lordkilljoy (2006-02-02 14:59:15)
Hmmmm, for some reason i seem to be having a good time in the first photo. Thanks for posting :)
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1.2.2 A Weekend Off (2006-02-05 00:29)

Despite being glad of the break, I’m feeling a bit lazy at the moment. Gone home for the
weekend, which was lengthened by having Friday off. Other than fiddling with this journal a
bit, I’ve pretty much accomplished nothing. Which is not to say it’s been a bad weekend: the
dentist’s appointment that dragged me up here proved to be just a check-up, and West Brom
won again today, so I’m in a doubly good mood.

I’ve also got a new hat, courtesy of my dad: it’s got the West Brom badge on the front and the
number 33 on the inside in permanent marker. Why? Well, apparently, my dad’s following
of West Brom now extends to having an ex-pupil who’s playing in the club’s academy. When
asked to pick up a West Brom hat, said ex-pupil didn’t go to the club shop. Instead, he got
the hat off "Mojo" - Junichi Inamoto, West Brom midfielder. Which has now passed to me.
Quite cool, really.

1.2.3 Warpcon Part II (2006-02-05 13:00)

Okay, as promised: more Warpcon photos. This’ll probably be it for the moment, but I’ll burn
a few CDs for those who want the full set.

I need a caption for this one...
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Emmet looks . . . concerned?

This would be the sober stage of the evening
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Mick has never cottoned to the fact that photos mean that we have a permanent record of
these expressions.

The elusive Sinead and the less elusive Wanda.
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Awww...

The most dignified man at the con. Isn’t that scary?

(2006-02-05 21:43:17)
Caption for Pic 1: Mick (in Rowley Birkin QC (from the Fast Show) voice): Ur-
rrrrr...bluuuuehhh...fuzzie wuzzies! Rrrrr!Rrrrrr!Rrrrr!Rrrrrr!...eeeehhhh ...unfortunate wound from
an asagai...bleuuuhhooaazzuullggaa...very strange weekend in Ulan Bator....mezuuuueghh...and of
course, you have to remember that I was very, very drunk!

goblin_insane (2006-02-05 22:32:03)
Hey can I put in an order for one of those cd¼s :)

rustynails9 (2006-02-06 10:10:28)
Me too please :-)

theanonamerican (2006-02-09 23:47:23) You Sure About That?
You do know that it will contain the spank-dance vignette, right?
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(2006-02-06 01:27:49)
Caption #2: Mick (in an Austin Powers voice): "I¼m a tiger. Rarr, baby! Very rarr!"

shinake (2006-02-13 09:44:06) cant escape them all i guess
hmmmm it seems my skills need some major improvement when it comes too dodging....nevermind
they are most amusing ...Rusty are you sure you want a copy of this cd i seem to remember being
there for the making of dance video ,bar st mild if compared..ah ha.. always safer behind the lens

1.2.4 Would someone please explain to me... (2006-02-06 23:56)

...exactly how is Ricky Gervais supposed to be funny?

I just don’t see it.

aeredhal (2006-02-07 00:56:45)
If someone gives you an adequate answer could please be sure to forward it to me?

rustynails9 (2006-02-07 10:04:48)
Oh people other than me who are not fans :-)

theanonamerican (2006-02-07 10:53:16)
I¼ve never been a big fan of his standup, but I think the Office is absolutely fantastic. A lot of people
don¼t like the cringe comedy element though.

rustynails9 (2006-02-07 11:32:31)
That¼s exactly why I don¼t like it, well that and I don¼t really think it¼s funny

theanonamerican (2006-02-07 14:13:48)
Fair enough. A lot of the comedy in the Office isn¼t cringe comedy though. Some of it is very en-
tertaining situational stuff. Admittedly though, most of it is mainly along the lines of "Oh my God,
what a bell-end!!!" stuff. I thought the very end of the Christmas Special was one of the inspired
pieces of television writing ever though...

cerandor (2006-02-07 11:54:29)
The one example of his stand up I saw was pretty terrible, but the Office never really impressed me
either. I¼m not a fan of cringe comedy, but it didn¼t even make me cringe much. Perhaps I just
saw the wrong episodes.

theanonamerican (2006-02-07 14:14:27)
It¼s possible. To be fair, I watched one or two and didn¼t really enjoy it. It was only when I
watched the entire series from start to finish that I began to appreciate it.

laerfan (2006-02-07 14:00:39)
He¼s a con artist. He got some guy to pretend he was funny in a crowd and everyone else just played
along, now it¼s workign on a worldwide scale. I¼ve never laughed once at anything he¼s ever said
or done. He¼s just talentless and boring and I hate him. I¼m so glad I¼m not the only one

shinake (2006-02-13 09:50:05) gasp!
surely you saw the only dodgy episode ... you have to see it from the begginning of the series, funny
man its the combination of the caracters actually... how he makes you cringe , peep through your
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fingers ...thats what makes him soooo funny

cerandor (2006-02-13 14:08:02) Re: gasp!
Well, let it never be said that I¼m not open-minded. If I get the chance to sit down with some DVDs
of the series (which could take some time) I¼d be willing to give it another shot. Can¼t say I¼m
optimistic though.

(2006-02-17 23:04:18) Ask a stupid question...
How is he supposed to be funny? What? The man is comic genius. Have you seen the ¼There just
drawings! Not photographs! This fucker is making this shit up¼ bit?

cerandor (2006-02-18 18:44:43) Re: Ask a stupid question...
No, I don¼t think I¼ve seen that one. My prejudices are based on an episode and a few bits of The
Office, some of Extras, and one of his stand-up shows. Plus, his podcast from guardian.co.uk, the
popularity of which completely baffles me. He just does nothing for me.

1.2.5 Classics (2006-02-07 23:32)

Recently, I’ve been feeling the urge to play Baldur’s Gate II again. Any roleplaying game on
the PC would probably do, but the fact that I want to play a game again that I played to death
the first time out says a lot for its quality. After all, I have plenty of books and a fair number
of DVDs, and there’s only a few of them that I’d happily turn to again.

Perhaps that’s the mark of a classic: the ability to return to it time and again and still derive
enjoy from it. It works for films and books, so the same probably makes sense for games.
Of course, the problem is that games technology has come on a lot in the years since I first
played Baldur’s Gate II. Would I be irritated by the clunkiness and poor resolution? (I know
I was when I tried to play Baldur’s Gate I again last year.) So, what’s the chance of a classic
getting a modern remake? In this faster moving world, how old does a classic game have to
be before it’s remake (not sequel) fodder?

theanonamerican (2006-02-08 00:07:18)
I¼d be surprised! From what I remember, yourself and the Lawyer had a problem with all the irri-
tating crap that was gotten rid off in BG2 such as walking across every map and yadda yadda. Plus,
I¼d say the graphics still look pretty damn cool, especially with the higher resolutions (which aren¼t
officially supported, but I¼m sure look great on a better machine. Mmmmm, Baldur¼s Gate II...

cerandor (2006-02-08 13:15:45)
Apparently, there¼s a mod for Baldur¼s Gate II that allows you to play the whole saga (BG1, Tales
of the Sword Coast, BG2 and Throne of Bhaal) using the BG2 engine. It¼s terribly appealing. Once I
get "Malq" finished, I may just settle myself down to that and a proper go at Planescape. The hermit
lifestyle isn¼t so bad, after all...

theanonamerican (2006-02-08 14:09:34)
There goes my life...

cerandor (2006-02-08 15:57:33)
It gets worse. You can combine that mod (known as Baldur¼s Gate Trilogy) with another mod
called The Big Picture, which drops a whole rake of new quests and the like into the game. Appar-
ently it almost doubles the playing time...
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theanonamerican (2006-02-08 15:59:08)
Stop it! Right, I¼m getting in touch with Conor to tell him I want my games back... Class...

laerfan (2006-02-08 12:53:12)
I was never really able to devote the time to Baldur¼s Gate II, a shame because it¼s my best friend¼s
favourite game of all time. I can see the appeal, but I don¼t have the time. About remakes, I only
know of one true remake to date, where the game got a major graphical overhaul and kept its original
mechanics and style, and that was Resident Evil for the Gamecube. That was great. There have been
re-inventions of games, but they never really work out the way you¼d like them too. I am waiting
ten years for a sequel to "NiGHTS into dreams...", but I reckon a remake would sit better with me.
Perhaps games developers should strongly consider making remakes.

cerandor (2006-02-08 13:18:40)
BG2 is one of the games that I have the fondest memories of. Even played on my Mac, which wheezed
at the time from the effort, it was a great experience. I¼ve been told that Planescape is every bit as
good, but I have a fondness for straightforward Medieval-style fantasy. NiGHTS was a great game all
right, but the pseudo 3D nature of it (a compromise for the Saturn¼s underpowered hardware) put
me off a little. As platformers go, though, it was one of the best.

1.2.6 Ready for the weekend... (2006-02-08 23:23)

On Wednesday? Well . . . no. This is the first free weekend I’ve had in a while (the bus trips
involved in getting home negate a weekend spent there) and it looks like I’m going to have
loads of stuff to keep me busy. No one’s fault but my own. This vexes me. I’m terribly vexed.

theanonamerican (2006-02-09 09:03:24)
Name three things you have to do this weekend...

cerandor (2006-02-09 12:12:49)
1. Finalize the quiz. 2. Write 10,000 words (currently on just over 2,200). 3. Buy a computer desk
(and lug it home).

rustynails9 (2006-02-09 14:58:10)
<i>"3. Buy a computer desk (and lug it home)."</i> Let Frannie win at poker and you might be able
to persuade her to drive :-P

theanonamerican (2006-02-09 15:03:20)
I don¼t think we have the players, sadly. We had a brief revival of it last night, but then the
Chameleon decided it wasn¼t gonna happen (i.e. TFSO decided it wasn¼t gonna happen...) I¼ll
just have to break them in a few weeks time. Don¼t worry, we¼ll keep you informed.

rustynails9 (2006-02-09 14:59:27)
<i>"the bus trips involved in getting home negate a weekend spent there"</i> That¼s almost like <lj
user="lainey316"> logic...or at least that¼s who it reminds me of when I read it.

1.2.7 Making things hard for myself... (2006-02-09 23:03)

Just spent the last two hours bashing out questions for a quiz next Monday. There are better
ways to spend the time. It’s a bit late to get any writing done either, though I might try to
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wrap up a chapter of "Malq" before bed and at least make things easier for myself over the
weekend.

One thing that annoyed me today: Microsoft is bringing out Halo 2 for the PC, but only
for its as-yet-unreleased Windows Vista OS. I bought my PC more or less solely for the pur-
pose of playing games on it. Halo was the first game I bought for it. I would very much like
to play Halo 2 on it. But I’m not going to support Microsoft’s latest effort to bring the entire
computing world under its banner in order to do so.

laerfan (2006-02-10 15:27:52)
Well Halo 2 is a fantastic game, so I wouldn¼t give up so easily. You can pick up an Xbox with the
game for as little as 60euro these days and you could bring that online too. Plus you¼d be playing
the game the way it was meant to be played. Vista is a stupid money making scheme though. The 3D
desktop looks interesting but hardly worth the money. Play Baldur¼s gate 2!

1.2.8 Irish Rugby (2006-02-11 15:14)

Well, that was some game, wasn’t it? Let’s face it, in the first half, Ireland just weren’t ready
for France. They got bullied, they got nervous, and they gave away a wheelbarrow-load of
tries. It was painful to watch.

Then, in the second half, France eased off. Not a lot, but enough. Ireland started to play
in their faces, the way France had been doing in the first half, and the tries started to come.
I’m not the biggest rugby fan in the world, but I was jumping up from the couch and yelling
with the rest of the country. From disaster to respectability, and oh-so-close to legend. Not
bad for an afternoon’s entertainment.

lostperdita (2006-02-11 22:36:16)
sadly, i have nowhere to watch the games. i miss rugby!

rustynails9 (2006-02-13 11:38:28)
My mother kept giving out to me for shouting at the tv...unladylike...me!!!

1.2.9 Skypation (2006-02-12 19:28)

One of the maxims that I’ve always found myself in agreement with is that adversity tends
to spur the kind of activities required to overcome it, particularly innovation. In this case,
the seeming collapse of my mobile phone has pushed me into doing something that I’ve been
meaning to do since before I got broadband: sort out a Skype account for myself.

I was expecting a fuzzy connection, with plenty of lag. Instead, the sound quality was quite
pristine and there wasn’t much lag. The sound skipped once or twice, but other than that,
the whole experience was better than I thought it would be. I didn’t even have to use a headet:
just the microphone and speakers built into my laptop. I’m definitely going to make use of it
in the future.

My username? Same as this one, of course.
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goblin_insane (2006-02-13 01:56:36)
well once I bother downloading a softphone I will have easy VOIP access too you can however still
contact me on my VOIP number which I won¼t give out on the public domain. I¼m with blueface
which allows me to have my VOIP act exactly like a normal telephone and not require my laptop to
even be on :) However still have some testing to do as regards its abilities on the move! I like VOIP it
= cheap calls to anywhere!

laerfan (2006-02-15 14:55:41)
what does cerandor mean anyway?

cerandor (2006-02-15 16:12:12)
Short version: It doesn¼t mean anything. He¼s a character who tends to pop up a lot in my fiction.
Long version: One of the first characters I ever created when I started writing reflected my personality
at the time (or what I thought my personality was). I spent a long time building a lot of work around
this character. Then, a few years back, I suddenly realised he had a twin who was his opposite in
pretty much every way. (Sounds pretentious, I know, but that¼s how it happened.) There were even
things I¼d written that hinted at his existence, though I hadn¼t realised that at the time. That was
Cerandor. Ever since then, he¼s shown up all over the place, though not in anything I¼ve put on-
line. He has parts in "Malq" and "Dead Man¼s Troubles." His brother also appears in "Malq," as well
as "Windshadow & Crumbledust." I tend to use the name Cerandor because it¼s more unusual and
more personal and because I¼m not as uptight as I was when I came up with the original brother.

1.2.10 Peeves (2006-02-14 10:44)

Is there something that bugs you? Some irrational thing that sets your teeth on edge? For me
it’s the sound of glugging water, whether it’s someone necking a bottle or just pouring it into
a glass. I’ve never figured out where this reaction came from: I just don’t like the sound.

Writing Report: Despite leaving myself 6,000 words to do over the weekend, I managed it,
getting 10,193 in the end. This brings me to 300,957 (a nice landmark) and chapter 22 of
"Malq." Chapter 23 will be the last drawn from the detailed synopsis I’ve been working on.
After that, I’ll be making it up as I go along again...

1.2.11 From the mind of Alan Moore (2006-02-16 00:20)

From the mind that brought you Watchmen and V for Vendetta: [1]March of the Sinister
Ducks

Eddie Izzard would approve.

1. http://www.kekkai.org/lastmillionmiles/Sinister%20Ducks%20-%20March%20of%20the%

20Sinister%20Ducks.mp3

(2006-02-19 17:27:59)
My god that¼s strange. But brillient! P>

1.2.12 Puzzle Pieces (2006-02-19 20:50)

Over the last few months, I’ve come to the conclusion that moving into a new house is some-
thing akin to beginning a jigsaw puzzle. At best, you’ve only got the corners/four walls.
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Everything else has to be filled in until you’ve got the picture you want. This weekend: two
more pieces. A rug for the living room (long overdue) and a computer desk for my room. Of
the two, the latter was by many degrees the most troublesome.

First off, I ran into the issue that of all the many desks in Argos (the quick and easy place
to pick up such things) only one actually met my criteria (mostly size-based). Of course, only
one of the Dublin Argoses (Argosi? Argosies?) had said table in stock. So I hopped in a taxi
to Blanchardstown to fetch my prize. One quick run through the backroads of Dublin in the
company of a self-congratulatory driver later and I had my prize. Unfortunately, I’d bitten
off more than I could chew. The desk came in two pieces, each weighed 25kg, and both were
bloody awkward to carry. And I was stuck in Blanchardstown. Now, I like being self-sufficient,
but this was ridiculous. Luckily, I flagged down another taxi, and a significantly shorter drive
in the company of a taxi driver who also happened to have been at the 1994 All-Ireland Senior
Football Final (supporting the other side) later, I was home. Some swift lugging and carrying
later, all the pieces were in place.

That was about seven hours ago. I didn’t spend all of those hours building (and I need to
locate some new tools to fit the final piece), but it’s safe to say that I’m particularly knackered
right now. On the bright side though, the flat is a lot tidier than it was at the start of the
weekend, and I managed to achieve a lot, which has helped my general disposition. So good
night to you all. I’m going to retreat into a good book. Or, as a friend of mine would say, GN
&GB.

theanonamerican (2006-02-19 22:40:33)
I hate to correct you, but it¼s just GNGB. There ain¼t no ampersand. Though you might be talking
about something else - in which case you can ignore me.

cerandor (2006-02-20 17:40:50)
Fair enough. I was trying to remember how you pronounced it. I reckon it actually needs an " &"
though. Tell you what, your version can be the "original and still the best" and mine can be "new and
improved." How does that sound?

theanonamerican (2006-02-20 17:55:37)
Sounds good to me... :)

lostperdita (2006-02-20 15:10:11)
see, if i was doing any business out in blanch, i would have wrangled maz into helping me with some
aspect of it (even just a breather-cup-of-tea) but there would have inevitably been some great dis-
traction (such as a bottle of wine or endless conversation or a sidetrip clothes shopping or the more
tempting proposal of a trip to the pub or a game of pool), because these things happens in the pres-
ence of maz, and i probably wouldn¼t even have finished with my chore. that¼s why you¼re better
at puzzles than i am.

cerandor (2006-02-20 17:42:36)
Yeah, but tell that to my strained tendons and muscles today. Not getting distracted is all well and
good. Not having any help when you need it isn¼t.

rustynails9 (2006-02-22 18:13:46)
Then you
should ask on occasion it¼s not a crime and hey...that¼s what <lj user="theanonamerican"> is
for isn¼t it?
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1.2.13 The Anniversiad (2006-02-20 23:21)

Little bit of history, I suppose. Exactly a year ago today, I fired off the first post to this blog.
Back then, I would have given myself a one-in-four shot of still being writing in a year. But
look at this: I’m still going. Not that this is entirely down to me, but anyhow...

A few years ago, for three years in a row, I kept a diary. Those things are now under lock
and key, and I really ought to get around to burning them if I could get over my packrat
habits. That’s the only experience comparable to keeping this journal that I can think of.
Around the start of 2005, a couple of people suggested I should keep a blog, mostly when I
was whinging about never getting any writing done. Step forward [ LJ User: lostperdita ] and
[ LJ User: theanonamerican ]: this is all your fault, you know.

Anyhow, at first there was no real purpose to it all, but I liked the idea of having some-
where to put thoughts that might get lost for the want of conversation. As well as celebrating
events like West Brom’s final-day survival in May 2005.

It’s been a pretty full year, I suppose. I’ve turned 30, got a promotion, bought an apart-
ment, been to France, started a pension and done a lot of other things a lot more grown up
than I’ve previously been inclined to. However, the main change, from the point of view of this
journal in any case, is that I’m writing again.

I spent far too many years lamenting the fact that I never had the application to get down
and just write about the ideas that I filled my notebooks with (despite the fact that I’d done it
once already - proof positive that I could do it again). But after I’d posted a story or two here
and on [ LJ User: blue _sun _story ], something changed. I decided that I could make the
journal work for me, by using a very simple trick: blackmail. Moral, that is.

Anyone who’s read this for a while will have noticed my "writing reports." (There’s another
one below.) These are simply an effort to shame myself into writing regularly. By setting a
tough but achievable target and promising to report on whether I hit it or not, I guessed that I
could make myself write where I hadn’t before. Amazingly enough it worked. Out of this jour-
nal has come one finished book, Windshadow & Crumbledust, and two others in progress,
Malq and Dead Man’s Troubles.

Of course, this is where I ran into the flaw in my plan. Each of these pieces is badly in
need of editing. But trying to keep up with my weekly writing target doesn’t leave any room
for editing. So, something has to change. Accordingly, I’ve devised a new plan.

When I finish the first draft of Malq, and DMT too if it’s close enough to completion, I’m
going to drop the 10,000 word target that I’ve managed to stick to thus far.

I’m not going to stop writing though: Instead of hitting a word count each week, I’ll have
a new target. Each week, I’ll have to produce a single piece for posting here. Either a short
story or a chapter of something larger. Nothing that’s been posted already. Just new stuff.

Why am I telling you this? Well, it’s back to the blackmail again. Having made a promise, I
mean to live up to it. Whether or not any of you are aware of it, the fact that you read this
helps me write. So, in closing, I’d like to thank you all for your patience. Hopefully when I
start posting stories here, there’ll be something you like.

Writing Report: Another busy weekend, but 11,119 words was the prize in the end, even
if I took a detour from Malq to write down a DMT conversation that’s been bouncing around
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in my head. The running total is now 312,076.

1.2.14 New Rule (2006-02-25 02:26)

Don’t write when you’re in the middle of falling asleep. All you end up achieving is a fine line
in nonsensical gibberish. Which is all well and good if you’re James Joyce, but if you’re not
worshipped as the Second Coming by a pack of semi-literate tourists, gibberish is only going
to get you so far.

This is something that I picked up as a result of my new habit of leaving things that ought to
be done now until later. One of those habits that I’ll really have to drop. It’s no good for me.
In the meantme, I’ll just keep writing anyhow.

And all of those who pointed out that gibbersih is about as much as I’ve aspired to previ-
ously? Sod yes all! I’m tired and I’m heading to bed.

theanonamerican (2006-02-25 02:50:03) Good Rule
Considering the stupid things I¼ve done while falling asleep, I can see how "not writing" would be a
good thing to enforce. Yay your way I say this day... Okay?

1.2.15 Righteous Rant (2006-02-25 22:13)

My liberal tendencies have been taking a beating this week. I like to think of myself as fairly
tolerant and easy-going, but it’s one thing to hold that kind of image of yourself in your head
and another to live up to it on an everyday basis. Especially when you get confronted with
some of the most aggravating types of humanity right outside your front door.

Earlier this week, [ LJ User: theanonamerican ] and I were in the bus when three scum-
bags (in the very precise, Dublin sense of the word) got on and sat a few seats behind us.
For the next ten minutes, they shouted at one another about the guy they’d just mugged, the
camera they’d taken off him, the drugs they might buy with the money they’d get for sell-
ing it and pretty much anything that entered their addled minds. One of them even phoned
someone and asked them, quite loudly, whether they wanted to buy the stolen camera. This
afternoon, two kid scumbags smashed in the window of my friend’s car and took his mobile.
In between those two events, of course, there was this morning’s riot.

Before the riot kicked off, it seemed that Dublin’s reaction to the loyalist parade was go-
ing to be the correct one. Just ignore them, let them walk and talk and go on with their lives.
Of course, some people didn’t want it to go that way, and from the fact that there were many
bystanders who were hanging around waiting to watch a riot, it was pretty clear what was
going to happen.

Let’s not beat around the bush. What happened today is that a small group of people wanted
to kick off some trouble. They didn’t do the main damage though: they just stirred it up. The
riot that went on and caused all the damage was the result of the aforementioned scumbags.
People who know no more about Northern Ireland than their parents have told them (because
they din’t watch the news) and just wanted an excuse to go out and break things.

This pisses me off. It pisses me off because it gives the unionists up north (and I’ve hung
on to enough of my upbringing to think of myself as being in the camp opposing theirs) some-
thing to point at and use to portray themselves as peace-loving victims of republican violence.
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For example, I’ve just seen the unspeakable Jeffrey Donaldson on TV, condemning the riots
as the work of a republican minority and then blaming republicans as a whole for turning
him into some sort of MLK of Norn’ Iron. (I don’t like this guy - does it show?)

A while back, the guards were rightly criticised for jumping on a peaceful protest in O’Connell
St. No such criticism can be applied here. The protest was primed for violence from the start,
and the fact that 13 people were in court over it by the end of the day (ten from Dublin, three
from other countries!) shows that they were prepared for it. There are times when you have
to be on the side of the system.

Like I said, for most of those involved, the riot wasn’t political. It was just a chance to heave
bricks at the guards and burn out some cars. You see it all the time up north. It depresses me
that there are enough people around for whom that’s a viable option. And I’ll argue eventually
that they’ve been let down by society and we need to do more to give them better chances. But
looking at the fires and the damage, the one thing I do understand is the desire for violence.
Stupidity never ceases to provoke me.

pixiespiel (2006-02-27 09:33:19)
About the scumbags, you are on the 40 bus route dude.. it aint pretty out there..and that bus runs
through a particularly bad area of finglas. Regarding the riots, well I actually think there should never
have been an opportunity for the riots to begin in the first place. The government of Ireland should
have been adult enough to realise that the south just wasn¼t ready for a march like that, what did
they expect. And then they had the cheek to not put on enough police. Half the army was carted
into Dublin last year for May day. It¼s also naive on the governments part to think that "RA heads"
( who i am totally in agreement with you on the subject of their ignorance) are not going to try and
use this as a way of beating up some gardai. Secondly, I really don¼t see a reason why this march
was down south. Victims of IRA violence are probably in the North. Now excuse my ignorance on
this subject, but does that not relate to the north of Ireland. Yes of course, the irish government were
involved in the good friday agreement, but so was the UK government. Does that mean that victims of
UVF violence are going to march on westminster? probably not. The place for these people to protest
should have been Belfast. And if you asked people before the protests went ahead on saturday if they
were wanted down here, you could count on one hand the number of people who would have said yes.

(2006-02-27 14:09:05)
See this is the thing that totally undermines the so-called Republican aims of the riot. If there were
ever to be a United Ireland, then Unionists will have to not only have the right to march where the
hell they like (like any other citizen of Ireland), but will have to feel that they¼re able to do so. It
doesn¼t matter if that¼s in Dublin or Belfast. The tricolour has orange on it for a reason. Of course,
the hateful thugs that organised Saturday¼s display don¼t want that - or are too dumb to realise
that they played right into the hands of the Paisleys and the Donaldsons, who can now go back to
their tribal councils and beat the drum about how Dublin hates Protestants. Nice one, fuckwits. P.

1.2.16 Snow! (2006-02-28 12:33)

It’s snowing outside my window at the moment. Pretty heavily too, though it isn’t lying (it
hardly ever does). The hard winter we were promised has taken its sweet time to get here.
Wonder if it’ll hang around?

laerfan (2006-03-01 14:37:50)
Unfortunately not, it appears. While cold, it is now very sunny. Shit isn¼t it?
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1.3 March

1.3.1 The Facts (2006-03-03 00:20)

It’s sodding arctic out there this evening. I’ve just availed of the 24-hour services of my local
Tesco’s for the first time, and the walk from there to my apartment will never appear on the
list of the most fun things I’ve ever done. The fact that I didn’t get home until around mid-
night means that I’ve also wasted all the effort I made yesterday getting my writing for the
week back on track. I refuse to start writing after midnight: I’m not enough of a night-owl to
get away with it.

My diligence with regards to writing seems to have gone out of the window these last few
weeks. Partially it’s because of the week off I had recently. Partially it’s because I’ve lapsed
into old habits: rather than getting the writing out of the way first thing in the evening, I
leave it to later. Sometimes a day or two later. Which is frustrating because I’ve reached a
point in Malq where I’m no longer bound by the detailed synopsis I’ve been following. Making
shit up on the fly has a certain amount of appeal, and the complete change in tone has been
refreshing too. Hopefully I’ll learn these lessons rather than let it all slide away.

(A Somewhat Belated) Writing Report: Last week was one of my better ones recently. Fin-
ished on Saturday morning, with 10,233 words the final count. Which brings the running
total to 322,309. Almost a third of a million. Which is a pleasing target to be aiming for.

1.3.2 Causing Myself Trouble (2006-03-07 19:33)

I’ve been thinking over the last few days about the process of writing. I tend to shy away from
a fairly mechanistic process - determining what I need and then coming up with it - opting
instead to have a notepad into which I drop any ideas I get and synthesise something from
the results. Obviously, this isn’t the most efficient way to work, and it’s caused me more than
a few problems in the past.

Take Malq, the book that I’m working on. As it stands, there’s a division in the book: about
two thirds of the way through, the setting, supporting cast and tone of the book changes. I’d
worried about this for a while, as well as the fact that the first two-thirds of the book seemed
a little dull and drawn out and that the ending seemed to lack enough punch (mostly because
there wasn’t a solid build-up to it).

Well, this morning, I figured out how to fix that. Which made me very happy. What didn’t
make me so happy is realising that the solution (which will also fix several other problems I
have with Malq) requires me to rewrite hefty chunks of the book. More so than I’d expected
I’d need to in the editing process. Sigh. If I’d planned all this out properly, I wouldn’t be in
this position. Then again, if I’d planned it all out properly, I probably wouldn’t have started
writing it yet...

Writing Report: A relatively solid week last week. Saturday morning wrap-up, 10,224 for
the week and 332,533 for the running total. More pleasingly, I’m only two days into this week
and I’m already 1,000 words ahead of schedule. Which makes me feel a little bit better about
all the above.

theanonamerican (2006-03-07 21:42:54)
I¼m not surprised at this at all, and I wouldn¼t be annoyed with myself over it happening. To me, it
seems a natural phenomenon. It¼s like when writing software. You develop it, and that first attempt
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lets you learn loads about what you are doing, so you go back and change lots to make it better. The
first attempt is the discovery process. I think it¼s probably better that you did it the way you did, to
be honest.

lainey316 (2006-03-07 22:30:56)
Hmm, remind me not to have you on my development team - that method would cost millions! (un-
less you¼re actually using rapid prototyping as a dev methodology of course). The more generally
accepted process is to put more time and effort into analysis and design to try and prevent hefty
rewrites in dev and test, which is very, very expensive. However, software is different to writing
a book, I think. You have a reasonably well-defined and hopefully unchanging set of requirements
(mostly because changes after the cut-off date are kicked to touch sharpish) to work towards. I would
think writing is a little more evolutionary than that. The characters and story may move in unex-
pected directions and change the end point. The one time I (well we as a team) had to fly blind with
little or no design and figuring it out as we went along was an absolute nightmare for all involved. I
guess I don¼t think writing a book is much like writing software :)

theanonamerican (2006-03-08 01:04:01) Figured You&apos;d Disagree!
I thought you might object to this! We come at programming from very different perspectives. You
work in a team on big projects and things like that, whereas nearly all my stuff has been on a
smaller scale (at least initially). I don¼t think I¼ve ever worked on a problem that had reasonably
well-defined set of requirements, and those that did were certainly not unchanging. From my ex-
perience, software development is very evolutionary, but I¼ve very little experience in working with
large teams, and from what I have heard, I don¼t think I¼d like it. There¼d be too much crap
involved preventing me from just coding. I guess I just have the hacker mentality. (The standard
philosophy is: First make it work, then make it right, then make it good).

lainey316 (2006-03-08 18:30:58) Re: Figured You&apos;d Disagree!
I haven¼t always worked in a team, a couple of my projects have been 2 people or just myself. It
doesn¼t radically change my approach. <i>I don¼t think I¼ve ever worked on a problem that had
reasonably well-defined set of requirements, and those that did were certainly not unchanging.</i>
This is why a good analysis phase is useful. People may think they know what they want, though
they always change their minds. It¼s cheaper to tie them down to signed-off reqs earlier in the
process, so working through the reqs to make sure that¼s what they want and to identify any de-
pendencies is useful. If something changes after that, they can raise a change request and pay for
it. <i>There¼d be too much crap involved preventing me from just coding.</i> If by crap you mean
project plans, requirements workshops, design docs, formal test events and support documenta-
tion, sure it stops you from just coding. It also means you¼ll do less coding due to less iterations.
Unfortunately plans and documentation are pretty necessary, if not critical, in a commercial envi-
ronment. Taking the hacker approach makes it too difficult to manage milestones and deadlines.
If you¼re knocking up something small for your own use or that of a small group and you know
you¼ll be around to support and maintain it (taking on support of support of a hacked app with
no docs is an utter nightmare), then maybe you don¼t need that level of rigour.

theanonamerican (2006-03-08 20:01:18) Re: Figured You&apos;d Disagree!
Yeah, I get why there are important in the commercial environment alright. Once you start deal-
ing with more than one person, you need to do all that kinda thing. One thing I am terrible at
is testing. I don¼t really know how to do it. I keep meaning to get a book on it so I can do it
more systematically, but I haven¼t had a coding project to do in a while now, so it keeps getting
forgotten. As for the analysis, I¼ve always tried to do that, but the people I always work for have
never been able to give a decent explanation of what they want. A few times I¼ve written up a
requirements document, done up a quick demo, and it was only then that I got the really useful
feedback and could start the proper work. But like I said, my stuff has always been on a much
smaller scale than yours. I can see why my approach doesn¼t scale. I think it¼s why I wouldn¼t
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like to work for a larger company (unless it was contract work - though I don¼t know much about
that).

lainey316 (2006-03-08 20:12:18) Re: Figured You&apos;d Disagree!
Testing has to be tackled methodically. Going through analysis and design helps, because you¼re
working from documents. I¼ll put money on it that half your problem with testing is that you
are too tied up in the techicalities of the code and how to code things to methodically approach
testing, which must be driven from a requirements POV (users not giving a toss about the clever
way you built it once it works. Of course, technical ¼working¼ is quite different to ¼does what
it¼s supposed to do¼). ¼Developer blindness¼ is a common problem! There is a theory that
it is more suited to women due to different thought processes in terms of logical progession and
thoroughness, but I¼d need to look some stuff up to explain that properly :) Analysis is pretty
difficult to get to grips with, it takes a while to learn what questions to ask, how to ask them and
how to lead users by the hand until you really tease out what they want. They are always unable
to articulate it correctly. Anything they can see makes it easier - process flows are really useful
but mock-up screenshots can really focus their mind. In contract work, you can get away without
the rigour - but you won¼t be liked and you won¼t be asked back when you get caught out for
leaving some poor support team with an application that they¼re not quite sure how it works,
the documentation is sketchy and there¼s no signed-off requirements document, leaving them
wide open to CRs from users saying ¼but it¼s supposed to do X¼...

theanonamerican (2006-03-08 20:22:06) Re: Figured You&apos;d Disagree!
The whole "females being better at testing" I totally buy. Makes sense to me to be honest, though
like you, I can¼t quite articulate immediately why. As for "developers not testing" again, that
makes total sense to me. I hate that part of it cos you can¼t focus properly on what¼s been
done. And in my defense, I alway go crazy on the comments in my code. I learned that lesson
real quick! As for the methodology, the method I¼m talking about is the one that brought about
Linux, Emacs, vi, FreeBSD, and most of the other Open-Source software programs, so it can¼t
all be bad. Admittedly, people like Richard Stallman, Linus Torvalds and Alan Cox are much
better coders than I am, but you can¼t deny the quality and robustness of their software.

lainey316 (2006-03-08 20:51:47) Re: Figured You&apos;d Disagree!
Well the advantage with Open Source is that no-one is there waving a budget and a deadline
at you - or at least not with quite the same urgency. Users are much more willing to put up
with delays and bugs and patches if they¼re getting the kit for free. While I can¼t speak for the
specific software you have mentioned due to not knowing the details, there¼s a massive amount
of peer review goes on in open source and such projects usually have design stuff up for review
before builds, but maybe that¼s more of a recent development than originally. I was under the
impression that a lot of open source worked more under a rapid prototyping methodology (which
is a little more structured) than a ¼suck it and see¼ but I could be mistaken. And I don¼t care
what anyone says, I refuse to accept vi as an example of ¼quality¼ software. Quality if you are
a massive geek perhaps, but absolutely non-intuitive, non-user-friendly and a total pain in the
ass.

theanonamerican (2006-03-08 21:14:10) Re: Figured You&apos;d Disagree!
The "budget and deadline" thing I¼ll grant you. As for the peer review, for most projects that
actually happens afterwards. A lot of it is developed in a relatively ad-hoc fashion (at least
initially). Most project have a "development" and a "stable" version of the software running con-
currently. As for the rapid prototyping methodology, you could be right, I¼m not really sure
of the distinction. Like I said, I¼m a bit of a maverick whose done his own thing in terms of
programming for about 20 years now, so I don¼t really know as much about how things are
done as I probably should. And yeah, vi is non-intuitive, and while I switched to emacs about
7 years ago, I still really like it. You just get into the swing of its functionality and don¼t think
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about it any more.

cerandor (2006-03-08 16:13:22)
While I wouldn¼t claim to speak for how anyone else might approach writing a book, there may be
more in common than you¼d think between the two disciplines. The basics that you need in both
are a starting point and some characters (analagous to whatever resources you have to work with in
software development) and an ending (your end goal, or what have you). Depending on how much
prep you¼ve done, the course of the story may change, but the ending (at least in my experience)
doesn¼t alter so much. In both as well, you need a good mix of discipline and imagination. No dis-
cipline in writing and you¼ll never get anything done. No imagination in development and you¼ll
never solve the problems that you come across. The one major difference is that writing a novel is
not something that you can do as part of a team. A duo, maybe. (<em>Good Omens</em> is one of
my favourite novels) But not it¼s not a team thing.

lainey316 (2006-03-08 18:20:07)
I have to admit, I changed my comment a little because I didn¼t want to sounds like I was criticis-
ing you for the position you are in now wrt rewrites :) Though I have read interviews with authors
where they have said the end of a book was not what they had planned because the journey or
the characters led to a different path, I suppose that is could be more unusual than not. I agree
with the need for discipline though perhaps for dev I think I¼d say ¼creativity¼ (within a logical
context) rather than ¼imagination¼ but that¼s just semantics I suppose. The team issue seems
entirely reasonable - it works in software because a project will (or should unless you are king
of spaghetti code) be a modular system, and is relatively easy to break into component parts and
assign those parts to different people, which is not so easy with a novel. Though GRR Martin could
have done it, the whole Daenerys thread seeming like a separate book anyway! (Which reminds me,
must check if that paperback is out yet)

theanonamerican (2006-03-08 19:57:23)
Nah, it¼s not til June. I can give you a loan of the hardback if you like, but it is kinda chunky
and awkward.

lainey316 (2006-03-08 19:58:45)
That¼s alright - the ¼chunky and awkward¼ part is why I haven¼t read it yet :) but ta for the
offer.

theanonamerican (2006-03-08 20:13:34)
That¼s what I figured. Unfortunately, my traditional rural Catholic upbringing and its emphasis
on manners does not allow me to make such assumptions so I felt obliged to make the offer any-
way. If only such things also worked for assumptions like "there¼s not much point in inviting
her to dinner, she¼s gonna be in Cork!!!" :)

1.3.3 Good TV (2006-03-10 11:59)

Having spent the better part of a year watching little or no TV, it’s been a bit odd to settle back
into the couch-potato habit in my new place. I lapsed for a while into RC syndrome (where
you sit with the remote in one hand, flicking from one channel to the next in the vain hope
that there’s something decent on), but I think that’s under control now.

There have been three interesting occurences as a result of reconciling with my TV though:
one new discovery and two reacquaintances with old friends. The former came through dis-
covering that NTL broadcasts some of its standard channels in pan-and-scan mode. Even
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with a widescreen telly, the sides get chopped off. With digital, you can alter the picture to
proper widescreen mode and get back those bits. (Specifically, you can get back the ’S’ and ’E’
from the Stargat title screen on Sky One, which always bugged me.) As a way of persuading
people to upgrade to digital, its subtly clever.

The first reacquaintance was with David Attenborough and his brilliant new natural history
series, Planet Earth. Although it strays a little from the more detailed nature of his previous
series, it looks stunning and would be well worth seeing on HD. The other old friend was the
BBC2 series Horizon, which is probably the series I’ve most consistently enjoyed throughout
my life. True, I’m a science fanatic, but anyone with an interest in the world around them
should watch this series from time to time. Last night, it looked at the fate of the Moche peo-
ple of Peru, whose complex civilisation was destroyed by sixty years of climatic catastrophe
followed by infighting among the survivors. This is the stuff that the BBC gets its license fees
for.

1.3.4 Ease of Use (2006-03-13 20:52)

Haven’t been posting much to this blog lately, though that’s more to do with circumstance
than a lack of anything to say. When I get home in the evening, there’s nothing I enjoy more
than sitting on the couch with my laptop and surveying the day’s news and happenings.
Sadly, even discounting the fact that I ought to do some writing before browsing, I can’t do
that: I don’t yet have a wireless setup in my flat.

Yes, I know, I’m spoiled. But the harsh fact about enabling technologies is this: once you’ve
availed of them once, it’s very difficult (and uncomfortable) to go back. For example, I’ve been
through a few computers in my time: a BBC B, a Mac Plus, a Mac LC, a Powerbook, an iMac
and my current dinky little iBook. Each one was a step above its predecessor. Each one was,
in my eyes, a major improvement over what had gone before. But I’d bet dollars to donuts
that if I went back to any of them now, I’d be swiftly swearing at how clunky, unintuitive and
generally recalcitrant they were. Yet they wouldn’t have changed at all: just my expectations.

Writing Report: Wonder of wonders, a productive week. I actually finished on Thursday last
week, but I held off reporting it because I wanted to finish Chapter 27 of Malq. Didn’t happen
sadly, so I wrapped it up today instead. The end is seriously within sight now. 10,419 words
last week for a running total of 342,952.

1.3.5 A Virus With Shoes (2006-03-20 21:08)

Not really a happy bunny today. Despite having as restful and relaxing a weekend as I could
have hoped, I’ve lapsed into lethargy now. Taking Monday off may have been a bad idea.

Anyhow, more Planet Earth thoughts. Last night’s program covered the fresh water sys-
tems of the planet: rivers, lakes and wetlands. As ever, it was beautiful and inspiring, but
there was a fly in the ointment: all the way through, I kept thinking about a recent Guardian
article about the damage that many great rivers are currently suffering. Seems our demand
for fresh water (mostly for industry and agriculture) has all but depleted such rivers as the
Rio Grande, which no longer forms much of a border these days.

I’ve never jumped wholly on the environmentalism bandwagon, mostly due to my cynicism
with regard to anything that can be described as a "cause." But I do worry about the fact that
the vast majority of humanity isn’t taught to think in the long term. Nor do we tend to con-
sider our actions as a whole, rather than the impact of every individual’s choices. Disregarding
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numbers, we’re about as successful a species as this planet has ever had. We’ve jumped out of
our evolutionary niche with astonishing speed and spread across the entire world, developing
an ability to affect it for good and ill that we actually (and this is the unprecedented bit) have
the ability to direct and alter by choice. Unless we face up to the responsibility, we’re storing
up problems for ourselves and blighting our own future.

I think we’ll make it. Some of my more pessimistic friends may disagree. But it’ll be touch-
and-go either way.

Writing Report: I’ve just realised that last week should have been a break week. Instead,
I’ll be turning to Dead Man’s Troubles this week. Teach me to pay attention. I wrapped up
chapter 28 of Malq on Saturday morning with 10,856 words for the week, 353,808 for the
running total. Looking forward to a real break some day.

1.3.6 Line on the left, one cross each... (2006-03-24 18:09)

I’ve kind of sworn off MMORPGs recently. Seeing as I hardly have time to play offline games
at the mo., spending a monthly fee on a game I’ll barely play isn’t really worth the effort (my
Guild Wars account is still running though). Even D &D Online didn’t tempt me back online
and probably won’t at this stage.

Still, I’m open to being impressed by upcoming games. One I’ve had my eye on for a while is
[1]Roma Victor, an intentionally realistic game based on the Roman Empire. That in itself is
interesting enough for me, but last week they revealed what they do to people who break the
law (of the game): they [2]crucify them.

All hail historical realism...

1. http://www.roma-victor.com/

2. http://www.roma-victor.com/news/press/showpr.php?pr=060323a

1.3.7 Spring has sprung... (2006-03-27 23:00)

How do you tell when it’s springtime in Ireland? In my case, you look out the kitchen window
and watch adolescent lambs battering the crap out of one another. Once they emerge from
their "cute and fluffy" chrysalis, lambs become the scangers of the farm animal world, hang-
ing round the corners of fields, making nasal bleating noises and intimidating and beating up
each other and anyone who happens to wander too close. They haven’t discovered Adidas yet,
but I fear it’s only a matter of time...

Of course, this was during the brief period this weekend when it wasn’t pissing down. I
got back home around lunchtime on Saturday after an unusually pleasant bus trip (I slept
through most of it) to sunshine and the absence of the biting cold of winter. This lasted about
as long as it took me to get from the bus station to home. Luckily though, living by the sea
in rotten weather can be pretty reassuring. All the bad stuff is out there, and you’re in here
beside the fireplace on the very comfy sofa. Just because you live in the country doesn’t mean
you have to rough it.

Writing Report: Bit of a productive week really. Got to two-thirds point of Dead Man’s Trou-
bles with 12,614 words, bringing the running total to 366,422. Back to Malq this week. I
estimate I have three chapters left to that, which should take me 2/3 weeks, depending on
how much I overwrite. After that, I’ll try to finish DMT, which should take another month or
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two. Accordingly, I should be fit to start editing all of this around the end of May. (Feel free to
cackle wickedly at me when I smash that deadline into tiny little pieces.)

theanonamerican (2006-03-27 23:18:50)
<em>Luckily though, living by the sea in rotten weather can be pretty reassuring. All the bad stuff is
out there, and you¼re in here beside the fireplace on the very comfy sofa. Just because you live in
the country doesn¼t mean you have to rough it.</em> Damn straight. In fact, every time we head up
to your place (which I assume we are doing again BTW) I hope the weather turns absolutely appalling.
Like you said, it¼s cool to watch the weather rage in from the sea while you admire the power of
nature from the comfort of your sofas, with Sky Digital on the telly.

1.3.8 Day Home (2006-03-28 12:52)

So I’m in the apartment today, not work. Not out of choice: I had to take the day off to wait
around for a washing machine repairman. In the end, of course, he showed up at 10.00 and
was done in just over half an hour, leaving me the rest of the day to myself. I could have gone
into work and just claimed a half day, but I decided against it.

It occurs to me that this is the sort of day I might end up with if I ever achieve the dis-
tant goal of writing for a living. Get up, write, have breakfast, write some more, do some work
around the house, write a bit more, etc. Fair enough, it’s the sort of life that would take a
while to adjust yourself to, but it’s interesting to me to try it on for a day. I’ll let you know
how it goes.

(2006-03-28 13:24:51)
Good god! Am I the only one earning an honest living today? Des and Frances rolled in the door
from NYC at 7 this morning and tried to lure me into pulling a sickie and go to breakfast with them.
You¼re skiving at home and Mick is likely in bed designing his new business cards and downloading
the entire back catalogue of the Sopranos. You people disgust me. :) P.

cerandor (2006-03-28 13:35:48)
Skiving? 4,300 words so far today, and I¼m planning another 2,000 at least. Meanwhile, you¼re
what, surfing the net while pretending to work? Moral high ground comprehensively claimed, I think.
:)

rustynails9 (2006-03-28 15:51:15)
Actually I think your moral high ground is a little lower than you think, he seems to have posted
during lunchtime :P

cerandor (2006-03-28 20:11:42)
I accept your argument, but given that I have no proof that Paul actually does any work, I¼m still
going to have to insist on the high ground.

(2006-03-28 23:11:55)
Considering I proofread 18 scripts today, I think you¼ll find that that high ground you¼re claim-
ing is but a nub on the least foothill of the Mountain of Righteousness, from which I, like Sam the
Eagle, disdainfully glare down upon the tiny speck that is you. :) P.

theanonamerican (2006-03-28 23:55:13)
Curses. If I had known there was disdainful glaring going on, I might have popped down to join
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you for a while. Shared contempt is almost as good for taking with tea as choccy biccies...

cerandor (2006-03-29 08:38:12)
So testimony = proof? Didn¼t realise you¼d definitely decided to become a Republican Paul... I
could disparage your vaunted 18 scripts too, but the advantage of being on the moral high ground
is that you don¼t have to. :)

rustynails9 (2006-03-29 08:43:41) Innocent until proven guilty?
He still has a job doesn¼t he, he hasn¼t been fired or anything? So surely we must give him the
benefit or the doubt and assume he is in some way productive?

rustynails9 (2006-03-28 15:51:56)
I¼m sharing your pain...but I sooooooooooo don¼t want to be here :(

theanonamerican (2006-03-28 23:52:32)
* indignant splutter ** Okay, so I have no lectures on Tuesday, and I did get up after 0900, but then
I did LOADS of work. In fact, I did too much. I got ZERO technical questions in the meeting with the
dudes in London/NYC. I was disappointed to be honest. I thought I¼d get a few probing questions
that would prompt me with idea for some new things to try. Alas, I think they were intimidated by
my vast intellect and obvious expertise...

1.3.9 The House with the Weeping Walls (2006-03-28 21:11)

I don’t remember what I dream much, as a rule. About the only time that I do is when I sleep
in longer than I ought to. It’s in between moments of wakefulness that the strange things
come. It happened to me this morning. I found myself playing a role in the sequel to a horror
movie. (No, not a real horror movie, an imagined one.) Given that I seemed to be playing
the role of the new boyfriend of the girl who’d survived the first movie, I figured my survival
chances were pretty slim, so it’s probably a good thing that I woke myself up before anything
really nasty happened to me.

Still, I kept on thinking about the dream for a little while and my brain made some
odd connections. One of the elements of writing that I have the most trouble with is endings.
Good endings are rarer than hen’s teeth, and some writers whose work I love otherwise tend
to fluff their endings. (Dan Simmons and Neal Stephenson in particular.) But an idea that
jumped into my head this morning was the ending to the first movie, the one to which my
dream was the sequel. So I wrote it up. It’s not a short story, just a scene from a movie. But
take a look anyway, if you like.

*******

The House with the Weeping Walls

Unlike all the other houses on the street, this one has a roof that peaks in the very
centre, just above the front door. It’s an old house, but the plaster work on the peak is still
just about visible from the street. Once, it might have depicted a gargoyle leering down upon
those who enter and those who leave; now, it’s a worn and faded stub of a thing, a bulbous
collection of eroded limbs and muscles. Yet something of menace remains in it.

The windows directly below the peak are small and crossed by wooden frames, making
them seem smaller still. They are covered in cobwebs and no light peeks out from within,
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meaning that there is nothing to be seen beyond them. Yet the dirt upon the window on the
right is strangely smeared, as though someone often looked through it onto the street below.

Below these windows are a larger set. Shutters close off the rooms behind, yet one of
the shutters on the left hand window hangs slightly askew. Beyond it can be perceived a
lampshade of an old design, so heavily encrusted with dust that whether it is made of fabric
or of glass is impossible to tell. The light it contains does not burn. Whatever illuminates it is
elsewhere in the room. The glass beside the warped shutter is cracked but not broken.

Below are two more windows. Again they are shuttered, but the shutters upon the
right hand window have been thrown open and the glass itself is shattered in the frame,
sprinkled across the windowsill. The room within is comfortably appointed in modern
furniture, though the rug on the old wooden floor is twisted out of place. The room is lit
from the hall, because the door stands open. Beyond can be glimpsed a stairway. Upon the
banister, there is a stained patch that gleams in the light, but it is too far to make out clearly.

There is nothing unusual about the windows in the floor below, and nothing of the
room within can be discerned.

The ground floor windows have been painted black from the inside, but that black
coating has been scratched away over the years, and a lit room can be glimpsed inside. Only
the barest evidence of what lies within can be seen: peeling wallpaper, a bare light bulb,
stains of damp and rot upon the walls. The light bulb itself swings slightly to and fro, as if
someone has just left the room.

Between the two windows on the ground floor is a doorway. It has been flung open
and the hallway beyond is filled with figures moving to and fro. Most of them are uniformed.
One of them has been sick in a corner. Another is carrying a roll of yellow tape and is
barricading the rooms on either side of the hall with it.

On the granite steps that lead down from the doorway to the street, a woman sits. A
blanket has been thrown over her shoulders, but she seems to have been forgotten in the
excitement. In her hands is a cup filled with a steaming liquid, but she has not tasted it and
barely seems to notice its presence. Her long hair is slick with grease, in which dust and
cobwebs have become tangled. Her eyes stare vacantly ahead. On the neck of her blouse, the
only piece of clothing visible under the blanket, is a rust red stain that continues on to her
skin.

As she sits there, stretchers are carried out of the house, one after another. She looks
up, but her eyes do not seem to track to follow them. There are bodies on the stretchers
and sheets over the bodies, making them indistinguishable from one another. They keep
coming, one, two, three, four, five, but she does not seem to count them or otherwise register
their passing. She just rocks back and forth a little where she sits as they are loaded into
ambulances and taken away.

Some minutes later, more stretchers are carried out. This time, there are three of
them, but all the sheets in the world could not make them look like each other. This time,
she looks up, and her eyes follow each stretcher as it goes past.

The first body is hugely obese, and it takes four men to carry it away. The sheet barely covers
the body, and the steel of the stretcher’s frame bows under the weight. The second body is
more normally proportioned, but the sheet is soaked through and stained an awful yellow.
Something drips to the ground and pools there as the stretcher is carried past. The men
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holding the stretcher cannot bear to look at it.

The last of the three is the strangest. The body upon it seems small, almost that of a
child, but deformed and twisted under the sheet as though it could not be made to lie down.
This one the woman watches most closely, and as it passes her, she sees a piece of the cloth,
perhaps where a hand ought to be, twitch as though something beneath had moved.

And then she is standing and screaming and screaming and cannot stop.

*******

Writing Report: Even not counting the above, this spending the whole day writing things is a
doddle: I managed just under 7,000 words today, covering almost all of the third-last chapter
of Malq. Now all I need to do is find somebody willing to pay me to write this stuff...

theanonamerican (2006-03-28 23:58:54)
Okay. I think we are gonna have to give you a <em>Shadowrun</em>-esque deadline for this stuff.
Once you inevitably break that deadline, I¼m bringing female distractions around with me and nick-
ing all your writing for our proof-reading perusal when you ain¼t looking...

theanonamerican (2006-03-29 00:06:18)
And I¼ve just spotted the flaw in this plan too...

theanonamerican (2006-03-29 00:10:09)
Hello, my name is Michael Cooney, I¼m a lecturer in DIT and I am a own-comment-replier-ic. I just
can¼t help myself. I cannot have just one picture of those curls on an LiveJournal entry. I don¼t
understand those people who post just one comment. How can that ever be enough?

cerandor (2006-03-29 08:41:41)
It¼s not the fact that you replied to your own comments that concerns me. It¼s the fact that you
did so three times in 10 minutes. I think you need help man. Oh, and you can deadline me all you
like. 10k words a week is what I¼m sticking to until these stories are done.

theanonamerican (2006-03-29 12:01:21)
I was hoping you¼d say that... I¼ll go round up some hotties so.

theanonamerican (2006-03-29 00:01:07)
I also see a flaw in the your above dream. Let¼s face it, the girl above would have to be severely
traumatised and would inevitably find herself magnetically attracted to the Chameleon. You all know
it¼s true...

1.3.10 Two Death Marches in One Day (2006-03-30 23:44)

I’m a bit flumped at the moment. My brain kept telling me it was Friday all day, yet I know
that I’ve got to get up and go to work tomorrow. It’s not the nicest of feelings. As regards the
subject of this entry...

1. I get paid in about twenty minutes, thus bringing to the end one of the tougher mone-
tary months I’ve had recently, and (thanks to putting my nose to the grindstone in terms of
overtime) ending the post-Christmas trauma. Nonetheless, I’m losing about ¬360 to my over-
draft straight off and will spend another ¬400 or so tomorrow on clearing my credit card and
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buying some long overdue items. This irks me, but it could be (and has been) a lot worse.

2. Malq is disturbingly close to being done. Thanks to having Tuesday off, I’ve already
finished for the week, but I suspect I’ll write a little more to polish off chapter 29. That one
was a lot of fun, as it involved the overly passive protagonist (is that a contradiction in terms?)
indulging in a transcontinental rant. Chapter 30 is the big fireworks-and-screaming finale,
then chapter 31 deals with the fallout. After that, I should be done. Scary thought really.

theanonamerican (2006-03-31 08:19:43)
<em>Malq is disturbingly close to being done.</em> Yeeee-harrrr!!!!

pixiespiel (2006-03-31 09:46:35)
yippie!! we got paid

1.4 April

1.4.1 Pick a Windows, you’re leaving... (2006-04-03 13:51)

One of the great things about using a PC as a games machine (and occasional Web browser) is
that you spend as little time as possible dealing with the Windows interface. One of the worst
things about working on a Monday morning is dealing with the same. Several times I actually
swore at my computer, which I haven’t done in a while.

It was a pretty odd weekend for me. From Friday evening to late Sunday night, I wasn’t
on my own, except for sleeping, for more than an hour on Saturday evening. For someone as
misanthropic as I can be, this was a little unsettling, and I was probably a bit wound up by
the end of it all. Maybe I’ll just spend the rest of the week in solitude to even things out (and
avoid spending any more of my vanishing money...)

theanonamerican (2006-04-03 14:08:21)
Please note this is not an exact quotation (I think), but it is pretty close all the same. "We call it the
People Who Hate People Club." "Are you in it?" "Yeah." "Well then I ain¼t fucking joining."

1.4.2 Percussive Scripting (2006-04-03 21:54)

Sometimes writing is easy. Sometimes it ain’t. Over time, you tend to learn how to make it
easier, and one of the best ways is to have a schedule and keep to it. Sadly, getting finished
in three days last week, productive as it may have been, left a gap of four days between fin-
ishing last week and starting this, so writing tonight I just couldn’t put down the words that
I wanted. It’s very bloody frustrating. Still, a few days hard graft should make things better.

Writing Report: Did a little bit of writing last night to round off Chapter 29 of Malq and
bring the week’s total to 12,076 and the running total to 378,498. Hopefully, I won’t get too
distracted from writing by Oblivion. Speaking of which...

1.4.3 An Evening Stroll (2006-04-04 23:14)

Spring and autumn evenings are my favourite moments in time. When the sun is low and
the air is clear of any kind of moisture, everything seems much clearer. The brickwork of
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the houses is picked out in painful detail, and every branch and leaf - budding or falling - is
visible in silhouette against a clear blue sky. Perhaps it was the mouthful of Slovakian Tokaj
I could still taste from the evening wine tasting, but as I was waiting for the bus, I felt more
relaxed than I had in months.

In contrast to all this, my room looks like a bomb’s just hit it. An inevitable result of re-
ceiving a nice big package at work containing some kit for my computer. The speakers are
the shiniest part, but the fact that I’m writing this from my living room couch tells the more
important tale: I’ve gone wireless again. A pleasant return to the future and a nice end to the
day.

pixiespiel (2006-04-05 10:08:17)
neat freak.. hehe

cerandor (2006-04-05 13:50:25)
And proud of it.

1.4.4 A Whole New Machine (2006-04-07 21:40)

One of the bigger pieces of computing news this week has been something once thought un-
thinkable: Apple encouraging (or at least facilitating) people to run Windows on their Macs.
The tool for doing this is a new piece of software, [1]BootCamp, which, by all reports, works
amazingly well. Given that it’s only a beta release, it’s doubtless going to get better too.

For myself, it’s reignited the fires of technolust, which have been damped down recently.
Just over a year ago, I bought myself a PC purely for the purposes of playing games. I don’t
do much else on it, but with a Mac that runs Windows too, I’d have the best of both worlds.
As it happens, [2]games run pretty fast too, even with the beta drivers.

I’m not as entirely [3]optimistic as some people: this is a bit of a risk for Apple, and Mac
game developers are certainly going to suffer. But I can’t see more people using the Mac OS
as a bad thing. Even for those who have the sense to be devoted to [4]Linux rather than
Windows.

1. http://www.apple.com/macosx/bootcamp/

2. http://www.1up.com/do/newsStory?cId=3149424

3. http://daringfireball.net/2006/04/windows_the_new_classic

4. http://www.icefox.net/articles/kdeosx.php

1.4.5 Warning: Geek (2006-04-10 00:05)

So I staggered in to the apartment this morning at some time just before 5am. Completely
shattered and utterly . . . sober. Yup, no drinking for me. (Well, one beer, snaffled from
The Lawyer’s fridge.) Instead, I’d been up to the wee hours playing a board game called Axis
& Allies with a few friends. Not as much fun as roleplaying, but not a bad way to spend an
evening.

I’ve never really made any attempt to hide the fact that I’m a geek. It kicked off with a love
of mythology in early childhood and degenerated quickly when I discovered the few fantasy
novels available in my local library. While I’m not the most enthusiastic person in the world, I
do tend to pursue my interests to odd places and unusual degrees. So I qualify as moderately
high on the geek scale and I’m not going to pretend otherwise.
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Writing Report: Finished on Sunday morning (actually early afternoon) due to Saturday lazi-
ness and necessary sleeping in. 10,192 words for the week and 388,690 for the running total.
Malq should be finished in the next day or two. Then it’s back to Dead Man’s Troubles and
the final run-in. I’m feeling pretty good about it all.

laerfan (2006-04-10 15:02:36)
You¼re speeding along with the writing. And I am a total nerd myself.

1.4.6 Two down... (2006-04-12 22:04)

As of five minutes ago, Malq is done. I’m not particularly happy with it, as I’ve stated before.
The structural issues tended to pile up towards the end, which I was never particularly keen
on anyhow. There’s a lot more work to be done on it than there is on Windshadow & Crum-
bledust, which is more about cutting down a lot of overwriting.

But regardless of dissatisfaction, it’s still done. There is now a completed draft of it that I
can work on. Which means a lot, and which probably feel a lot more satisfying in a day or
two. I’m that bit closer to getting down to the task of editing the pile of paper that I’ve been
building up for these last eight or nine months. So, well . . . yay me!

pixiespiel (2006-04-12 21:41:19)
well done dude!!

theanonamerican (2006-04-13 03:27:22)
Wahay!!! Now on a practical note, can we get some stuff to read and critique please? :)

1.4.7 Into the Pit (of Books) (2006-04-16 23:22)

One of the perils of a longer-than-usual weekend at home is getting bored. Having accom-
plished everything that might be useful, you start looking around for other things to occupy
your mind. In my case, I’ve just made the decision to poke through my bookpile at home in
an effort to decide what comes back down to Dublin with me.

Join me on a trip into the deepest, darkest depths of my poor taste in literature...

The first and biggest portion of my bookpile is Terry Pratchett’s Discworld books. I
have everything that’s been released in paperback, plus another three in hardback (they were
on sale and I wasn’t inclined to wait). Hardbacks tend to ruin the pretty arrangement of my
shelves, so I try to avoid them. Still, if I do transport the Pratchetts down, it’ll be piecemeal.
There’s just too many of them.

Running Pratchett a close second is David Gemmell. I’ve argued the merits of Gemmell
with a few people over the years. A lot of what he writes is generic rubbish, but even at its
worst, it’s energetic generic rubbish. And at his best, with such books as Legend, Waylander
and Dark Prince, he’s difficult to put down. I may cherry pick the best of these.

Delving a little further back, we find David Eddings, specifically his Belgeriad and Mal-
loreon trilogy. Nobody’s stuff is as easy to read as Eddings’ but I can’t say I’m inclined to pick
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it up again. Pass.

Julian May’s Saga of the Exiles and Galactic Milieu books are a step up from Eddings
and provide some intelligent sci-fi, but it’s not really jumping out at me. I have better options.
Pass.

I went through a long period of following Raymond E. Feist’s Midkemia books. Sadly,
he ended up repeating himself terribly. One of the few series that I’ve actually ditched. Pass
again.

Neal Stephenson and Dan Simmons: Two writers whose work I enjoy but who can’t
write an ending to save their lives. I have Stephenson’s Baroque Cycle and Snow Crash and
Simmons’ Hyperion series and Ilium books. Of them all, I’ll probably just grab Snow Crash.

Iain M. Banks’ Culture novels stand the test of time better than most of my library.
However, I’ve read most of them several times. I’m wavering on whether or not to bring these.

The Dragonlance novels of Weis and Hickman. Back when I was in school, I thought
these were the best things ever. They got me into reading fantasy in a big way, even before
I grabbed hold of my dad’s copy of Lord of the Rings. But they really don’t look so good in
retrospect. Worse, I also have Weis and Hickman’s Death Gate Cycle, which is utterly dire.
One of the few series I really wish I’d never bought.

Tolkien. (Warning: Big Hairy Geek Alert!) I have not only the Hobbit and the Silmaril-
lion. Even Unfinished Tales wasn’t enough. No, I also have all 12 volumes of the History
of Middle Earth. On the bright side, I know more about Tolkien’s writing than is actually
healthy. On the dark side, well, let’s just say they’ll be staying where they are. As will my
Tolkien Bestiary, a present from a friend who I unfortunately haven’t seen in a long while. I
do need one copy of The Lord of the Rings for the apartment though.

The Myst novels. Look, I loved the original game, ok? I even liked the second one.
And these books are actually beautifully put together and were at least pleasant to read.
They stay where they are though.

At this stage, we run out of collections and into singles and doubles. My collected
Hitchhiker’s series has long since vanished, but I still have three of the books in paperback
form. Brian Aldiss’s Supertoys Last All Summer Long was bought around the time of Spiel-
berg’s AI and read exactly once. I have Crichton’s Jurassic Park and Lost World, which were
both fun while they lasted. The Iliad, Aeneid and Odyssey all belong to a period of "I really
ought to read those," as does Dostoyevsky’s Crime and Punishment, which I found really
dull. Far better was Conrad’s Under Western Eyes, which, along with Heart of Darkness, will
be accompanying me south. Stoker’s Dracula will stay here for the moment though.

Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (slightly abridged) was an exercise in
reading masochism. Tracey Chevalier’s Girl With a Pearl Earring was a birthday present, as
was Victor Pelevin’s The Clay Machine Gun, both better than I expected. Add Bradbury’s
Fahrenheit 451 to the pull-list, along with Jack Yeovil’s Drachenfels, but David Ferring’s
Konrad can stay. Lovecraft’s At the Mountains of Madness and Crawling Chaos collections
can accompany me south, for I’ll surely dip into them from time to time.

There are a few refugees from my spate of buying reference books here too. Max Hast-
ings’ Armageddon: The Battle for Germany 1944-45 and Albert Hourani’s A History of the
Arab Peoples are too dry, but Charles Nicholson’s Leonardo Da Vinci: The Flights of the Mind
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and Jared Diamond’s Guns, Germs & Steel are both entertaining and informative.

Finally, there are the oddities. Three to be exact: Two are free extracts, from Robert
Jordan’s The Wheel of Time and Mark Bowden’s Black Hawk Down. The other is a Doctor
Who novel, which I’m sure I never bought and I know I’ve never read. Strange really.

Looking back, it’s painfully obvious how much fantasy I’ve read (much more than I
bought - I was an inveterate library lurker as a child). All the same, this is far from a complete
listing. There are boxes upstairs full of books from my younger years and my college days.
Plus, there are large gaps in the collection in front of me. The person responsible for those
knows who he is. And, since I know he’ll be reading this, I ought to remind him that I’ll be
wanting them back one day...

1.4.8 A Public Service Announcement (2006-04-19 20:11)

It’s occurred to me recently that this journal has got a bit self-indulgent recently. I’ve been
paying far too much attention to my own issues and not giving anything back to the commu-
nity. Which is, of course, selfish. Accordingly, I’ve decided to deal with an important issue:
finding the perfect movie for both men and women.

Now, this is an important issue and one not easily resolved. Men and women have, of course,
entirely differing tastes in films. Women desire one of two things in their movies: feelings or
hunkish males in suitable states of undress to drool over. Men, being entirely more rational,
require either violence or attractive females in suitable states of undress to drool over. How to
resolve these seemingly contradictory desires?

Well, I believe I have found a film that may just answer the needs of both genders. Hie thee
to an Intarwub connection and take a look at [1]300. This cunningly crafted movie, telling
the tale of the 300 Spartans at Thermopylae, has managed to target both sexes with a single
offering.

For men, it offers enough violence to tide them over for many weeks while their female com-
panions will be too distracted by the sight of hundreds of mostly naked men to realise that
they’re watching a film adapted from a (whisper it) comic book. For women, it offers beautiful
vistas filled with hundreds of muscular, oiled men wearing not much more than cloaks, hel-
mets and jockstraps (and sometimes not even the latter) while at the same time providing their
male companions with enough violence to distract them from the fact that they’re watching a
film that involves hundreds of muscular, oiled, mostly naked men...

Writing Report: Despite being pretty lazy over the weekend (and not having my numbers
in front of me), I managed to come out of the week with 10,316 words, which adds up to
399,006 for the running total. Which means, as I’m posting this in midweek, that I’ve now
passed 400k words since I started all this. Which is nice.

1. http://300themovie.warnerbros.com/

rustynails9 (2006-04-20 09:05:45)
But doesn¼t Troy do this better? <i>"feelings"</i> - Check* <i>"hunkish males in suitable states
of undress"</i> - Check <i>"violence"</i> - Check <i>"attractive females in suitable states of un-
dress"</i> - Check It¼s got all four. <small>* Although I whisper shouted abuse at the screen every
time the Paris and Helen story came up.
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(2006-04-20 11:19:37)
Yes, but <em>Troy</em> does suffer from the notable failing that it¼s a pretty poor film. (Also Or-
lando Bloom.) Plus, the level of disrobing is clearly unequal - the men get a lot more naked than the
women do. In finding a film suitable for both men and women, balance is of course importance. As
<em>300</em> isn¼t even finished yet, it¼s not necessarily going to be awful. While it may lack
appropriate levels of female nudity and feelings, the sheer gratuity of the male nudity and violence at
least balance one another out.

rustynails9 (2006-04-20 12:11:39)
It¼s true <i>Troy</i> isn¼t that great a movie, I knew I didn¼t like it that much but I kept getting
distracted by the semi-naked hunks (except for Orlando Bloom, so not liking him). Turns out the
best way to watch it is in a night club, on a hen night, when you can just look up every so often
and hear nothing but see hot almost naked men :) That said I thought the violence was rather good,
especially when compared with <i>Kingdom of Heaven</i> (another movie with Bloom it¼s amazing
he didn¼t turn me off <i>Pirates</i>!) which I was thoroughly disappointed with on so many levels.

1.4.9 The End of the Weekend (2006-04-23 18:47)

1.5 May

1.5.1 Tense, nervous headache? (2006-05-02 00:10)

Or whatever used to be the phrase in those Anadin ads. (Excedrin if you’re from the States.)
The week off from writing that’s just come to an end was meant to involve a lot of prepwork for
a game I was GMing this evening. It went off . . . relatively well, but seriously, running games
is not my forte. I’m too damn lazy to do all the preparation necessary. Hence the headache.
Plus which, I’m now a day behind on this week of writing.

Surprising, then, that I’m in a fairly good mood. Despite all the worrying and the generally
depression of watching West Brom finally succumb to relegation, I’m enjoying the snatches
of summer thus far. However, I can’t say how long that’ll last. I’ve a dentist appointment for
next Monday and a bus trip plus drill session is never the best way to spend a day.

(2006-05-02 11:56:42)
Well, if it¼s any consolation, the headache was worth it. Very enjoyable session. Now quite intrigued
by what¼s going on. We await the next session and a trip to the homeless shelter (among other
places). P.

1.5.2 1 2 3 4 5 6 (2006-05-03 17:03)

Ok, so this one is something that most of you have probably heard before, but it’s the kind of
thing that amuses me, so I thought I’d post it up while I had the chance.

Early tomorrow morning, at just after 1 A.M., there’ll be one of those amusing little coin-
cidences of date and time - just like June 6 this year will be 6/6/6. In the case of tomorrow,
we’ll pass through - just for a second 1.02:03 on 4/5/6.

Which ought to be worth noting in some way.
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1.5.3 Erk! (2006-05-08 21:15)

I had written a wry and amusing post about Northern Ireland (where I returned from this
afternoon), but as I was posting it, my laptop wibbled and crashed. After I tried to start it up
again, the screen stayed blank. So now I’m a bit vexed and worried. I’m not in a position to
replace it at the moment, nor even to spend money on fixing it. So. Worried.

Writing Report: After missing Monday and Tuesday last week, I made up for it with two
days hard work and finished on Saturday afternoon with 10,501 for the week and 420,906
for the running total. I’m more than halfway through the penultimate chapter of Dead Man’s
Troubles, "The Well of Poisons." So I may finish it this week or next. Once that’s done, it’s
editing time.

1.5.4 Something funny... (2006-05-09 17:47)

Laptop’s still busted. I think it’s a logic board issue that iBooks are prone to. Apple ran a re-
placement scheme but that may have expired now. We’ll see. In the meantime, some humour.

http://community.livejournal.com/scans _daily/1862401.html #cutid2

Backstory: I don’t talk much here about the fact that I’m a big comics fan. Anyhow, this
year, Marvel Comics’ big event is a war between their heroes, with Iron Man and Captain
America heading the opposing sides. To promote this event, they issued Web banners sup-
porting each side. That’s not why I’m posting though: there’s a community called scans _daily
on LJ that posts excerpts from comic books. They ran with this idea and made their own
banners, some of which made me laugh out loud. If you like comics, you should too. Even if
you don’t there’s stuff to amuse you here.

Anyhow, back to work.

(2006-05-11 20:40:06)
The winner has to be "I¼m with Lincoln"...

1.5.5 Thoughts on the week... (2006-05-14 23:08)

1. Pub quizzes are good. Winning pub quizzes is even better.

2. A laptop that only works 5 percent of the time is not good. In fact, I’d go so far to say
that it’s bad.

3. However, poker is good. Likewise, taking money off your mates at poker is a guilty plea-
sure.

4. Polish beer seems to disagree with me. Therefore I shall have no more to do with it.

5. Finishing a book is good. Managing to come to the close of 43 weeks of writing is somewhat
surprising.

Writing Report: As the above states, Dead Man’s Troubles is now done. This week’s total
was 10,202, giving me 431,108 words for the final total. Which includes DMT, Windshadow
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& Crumbledust and Malq, plus a variety of short stories. Which is 43 weeks of writing 10,000
words per week (a few weeks off as a reward for overworking). So what now?

Well, the plan is to edit the three books, probably beginning with W &C. But first, a rest.
Three weeks will bring me up to the start of June. After that, the editing shall begin. I’m not
planning on giving up writing entirely though. Each weekend while I’m editing, I’ll make sure
to post something up here. A short story, a chapter excerpt or something even more strange. I
plan to cheat, of course. When I’m not up to doing something new, I’ll post something old but
previously unseen. Either way, it’ll get me into the habit of exposing my work to other people.
Which, after having broken my "actually doing some writing" duck, is the next obstacle to
tackle.

rustynails9 (2006-05-16 09:52:53)
Good week all in all so :)

cerandor (2006-05-16 15:31:41)
Started badly with laptop problems, but got better as time went on. I¼m actually looking forward
to the next few weeks now, not least because next week I¼m having my first full week off work (not
counting Christmases) in more than a year and a half...

rustynails9 (2006-05-16 15:49:14)
Oh are you going anywhere nice or just chillin¼? Did I mention I¼m off to Crete next week? :D

cerandor (2006-05-16 16:22:20)
Just chillin¼. Yes, I think you mentioned the Crete thing. Would that I had the cash to go some-
where sunny. Or even just somewhere...

rustynails9 (2006-05-16 16:28:11)
Well I don¼t <i>really</i> have the cash but I¼ll find it somehow :) What you need is someone
who has a summer home somewhere, after all flights are dirt cheap...hey WAIT aren¼t you doing
that!!!

cerandor (2006-05-16 16:32:39)
There is a plan to do such a thing. Mind you, given the people who are planning it, I don¼t
actually believe that it¼s going to happen.

rustynails9 (2006-05-17 08:45:23)
Well then why don¼t you get involved in the planning and make sure it does? :)

laerfan (2006-05-16 14:43:42)
You¼ve done a phenomenal amount of work. Well done. I salute you. I look forward to reading a
full-length piece from you in the future

cerandor (2006-05-16 15:33:27)
I¼ve occasionally been worried that I was focusing too much on word count as opposed to quality.
But hopefully the editing will restore that balance. I look forward to the point where I can distribute
work to others too.
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1.5.6 Thoughts for another week... (2006-05-19 20:23)

I’ve been getting rained on a bit recently. Not enough to make me want to run out and buy
and umbrella, but still. Why is it that our summers are wetter than our winters?

On a related topic, does anyone know who designed Dublin Bus’s bus shelters? And
does anyone feel like finding him and teaching him the basics of fluid dynamics? Such
as: Wet country + flat roof + no drainage = stagnant water + algae + general scum + water
dripping down every side. Honest, it’s a bloody disgrace.

Nice to see that the paving works on O’Connell St are finally nearing completion. Well,
I say nice, but they’ve actually been going on so long that I can’t quite remember whether the
final result looks better or worse than the old street...

On a more optimistic note, here’s some things to look forward to.

Movies: Pirates of the Caribbean 2. Yeah, I know that X-Men 3 and Superman Re-
turns are the big blockbusters of the year. But superheroes, as appealing as they may be just
can’t top the combo of pirates and zombies, now with added Cthulhu. It’ll be good.

Technology: A new laptop. Specifically one of those shiny new Macbooks. With my
faithful iBook off being restored to life (hopefully) at some expense, my eyes are turning to
the future. Hopefully not too far in the future either.

Books: Not too much, actually. I tend to pick ’em up as I find ’em. Still, hopefully
there’ll be less of a wait for the next Song of Ice and Fire book from George R.R. Martin than
there was for the last one.

Sport: Well, it’s a close run thing, but I’m actually looking forward more to the rugby
tomorrow than the World Cup (or the Ryder Cup). Despite West Brom having a few players
in competition for a change, the rugby just hits closer to home. I reckon Munster should do
it this time. Third time lucky and all that. Plus, they’ve done it the hard way this year. In
addition to which, if they win, they can join Ulster and pick on poor old Leinster.

Music: Come on now. I don’t pay enough attention to music to know what’s coming
next.

Games: Well, seeing as I have a pile of games I don’t spend enough time playing any-
how, I ought to pick a game I’ll never get to play. So Halo 3 it is then. The trailer is frankly
stunning and pretty much justifies my fanboy attitude to Bungie’s output. They really do
know what they’re doing.

Holidays: Or, to be specific, next week. That’s right, no more work for me until the
29th. Ahhh...

So what are you looking forward to?

pixiespiel (2006-05-23 07:41:22)
i¼m looking forward to you coming back to work.. haha!

cerandor (2006-05-23 09:49:45)
Well, since anticipation is supposed to be half the fun, you¼ve got most of the coming week to anjoy
waiting...
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1.5.7 Biting the Bullet (2006-05-24 15:47)

The saga of my laptop seems to have taken a new (and fairly final) twist. Having sent it off to
be examined prior to being repaired, I got the estimate for the task at hand: Somewhere well
north of ¬500 after tax, probably closer to ¬600. As this was pretty well over the limit I’d set
myself for a repair (and a good bit more than I’d pay for a working second-hand replacement
off eBay), I agonised for, oooh, half and hour before deciding that this would not do. So, on
the way to picking up said machine, unfixed, from the repair shop, I dropped in on the bank
and inquired about loans and the like.

Those who know me will recognise the sad situation this puts me in. On the one hand,
I’ll be in possession of a shiny new Macbook sooner than I’d planned, which is a good thing,
all in all. On the other hand, I’m putting myself in debt to the bank to do so. Given my
propensity to whine and moan when I need to borrow money off my mates, this isn’t really a
good thing at all.

Still, I’ll get used to it. I’ve already done most of the adjusting over the last hour or two.
All that is needed is for the replacement machine to show up and all doubts will be cast to the
four winds.

theanonamerican (2006-05-24 20:18:58)
Debt is not necessarily a bad thing. Sure, it is to be avoided if possible, but lack of finance is what is
keeping back a lot of third world countries. Of course, us in the first world have too much debt. But
that is a different issue altogether.

cerandor (2006-05-25 16:47:21)
Actually, lack of finance is far from the sole reason that Third World countries are in so much trouble.
The poor quality of the leadership has something to do with it. Then again, since I tend to think I
have pretty good leadership, perhaps debt shouldn¼t worry me so much. Anyhow, turns out it¼s
less of a problem than I thought. All will be fine eventually.

(2006-05-27 00:07:15)
You say that now - but wait until you find yourself embezzling the loan money to finance the build-
ing of a grandiose palace, getting yourself kitted out in a nice white military uniform and declaring
yourself president for life. Don¼t say we didn¼t warn you when inevitably you rebel against your
own tyranny and are the first against the wall when the revolution comes.

1.5.8 Quizmania (2006-05-31 19:07)

I like quizzes. Not just taking part (and winning), but also running them. Which might seem a
bit odd given the amount of effort it takes to arrange and run a pub quiz well (it’s a lot easier
to do it badly), but there’s a much better chance of coming out the other end with a sense of
achievement than if you’re just taking part.

Last night I helped run a quiz with a few friends in Ballsbridge. It went pretty well, even
if did end up a little manic more than once. Efforts made to calm me down kind of missed
the point, I think. It’s nice to go manic for a while, especially if you’re perenially repressed
like me. Pick a safe time and place and run wild (in a controlled way, of course). Any sense
of achievement that comes out the other end is so much nicer when you’ve actually exerted
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yourself. Quizzes are one of the few times I do that sober (or realtively sober anyhow), and I’ll
quite happily continue my quizmania, thank you very much.

goblin_insane (2006-05-31 23:55:04)
buy yourself Buzz!

1.6 June

1.6.1 And so we begin again... (2006-06-05 22:32)

Well, it’s been a nice three week break. After close to 50 weeks of writing with only a few
weeks off, I now feel more refreshed than I have in a long time. There’s a copy (the only copy)
of Windshadow & Crumbledust sitting on my bed, awaiting my perusal. I’ve flicked through
it a bit already and I feel surprisingly (and pleasingly) excited by the idea of editing it now.
Which is not what I expected, truth be told.

Of course, with the need to start editing comes the need to start writing again. As promised,
each weekend I’ll post something for your reading pleasure online. Hopefully it’ll appeal.
There’ll be new stuff and old stuff, depending on how lazy I’m feeling, and in among the
shorter pieces, there might even be a few snippets from the novels as the editing progresses.

Being well rested is also a factor of having enjoyed a particularly sedentary bank-holiday
weekend. Among the madness that this year has brought, three days of - well, bugger all,
really - has been just the tonic. Friday evening kicked it all off with a balcony-based picnic
of cheese and wine in the falling sun, with my contribution being an impromptu Eton mess
cobbled together from a raspberry mousse and some broken up meringue nests. Pretty damn
tasty. Another item added to my cookbook.

Saturday was lazier still, mostly being taken up with computer games, reading and watching
the first half of the England match. Honest, once they went 4-0 up, I sort of lost interest. I’m
still not sure where my interest levels for the World Cup are at, though I’m sure I’ll be able to
muster a cheer or two for Japan.

Sunday morning was more of the same (still can’t sleep in, sadly), but the afternoon brought
the first barbecue of the year, accompanied by intermittent sunshine. Not unusually the sun
only really broke through the clouds when I was walking home from Stoneybatter to Glas-
nevin. Accepting the offer of some sunscreen may have been the smartest move I’ve made in
some time. Afterwards, I got to meet a few Belgian friends over for the weekend for dinner,
during which we watched the photo journal of their friends, who’ve been traveling through
Asia and India. Beyond the standard jealousy of their world-spanning ways, the quality of
their photos really blew me away. Not only the colours, but also the composition. I’d love to
be one of those people who carry around a frame in their head to put together such images,
but visually I have something of a blind spot there.

Finally today was more gaming. (I’m hooked on Oblivion, ok? Fantastic game.) Then some
Shadowrun in the evening. Still not exactly where I want it to be, but it seems to be moving
in the right direction at least. More work required. Maybe once my work ethic has recovered
from the extreme laziness of the last few weeks...

Anyhow, roll on the coming week, even with the necessary return to week. There’s a MacBook
winging my way as we speak and I can’t wait to indulge my techno fetish once more.
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lostperdita (2006-06-06 01:22:55)
<i>oblivion</i> is so pretty! not that i¼ve played it, but one of my friends was a designer on it so i¼ve
sat through demonstrations of most of its coolest attributes and a couple inside jokes. of course, i¼ve
a tendency to credit him for all of it, but they really did a fantastic job. maybe when i have a working
computer and some time to spare i¼ll actually try it out myself. glad to hear you¼re enjoying it.

cerandor (2006-06-06 10:18:50)
It took me a while to get into it, but I¼m really enjoying it now. As someone who played text-based
adventures when they were the height of technological achievement, the sheer beauty of the world
is almost baffling at times. It¼s not always easy to get into though. Reading some of the guides on
gamefaqs.com has really helped. (Apologies for the reposting - accidentally sent this anonymous first
time.)

1.6.2 I’m not drinking that... (2006-06-07 09:55)

As a rule, I try to shut the hell up on topics I know nothing about. (No, I don’t always succeed,
but that’s neither here nor there.) Likewise, when someone who knows more than me about
a topic is talking, I try to show them some respect. This extends even to wine-tasting, an
activity that tends to inspire vast amounts of over the top verbiage. After all, I’ve been to a few
such events now, and I can accept that there’s some basis for the flowery descriptions.

But last evening, someone managed to come out with a line that made me glad I’d swal-
lowed the wine, otherwise I would have spat it across the table: "I’m just not getting the dead
mice here."

Which raises all sorts of difficult questions. How has this person come to recognise the
taste of dead mice? What sort of wines are known to include the subtle flavours of deceased
rodents? And do I really want to continue wine tasting when one of those wines might show
up?

It’s enough to make your head spin.

pixiespiel (2006-06-08 11:12:53)
hehe.. in fact, i have to admit that the writer here is totally correct. I also happened to be present
at that wine tasting and it was the funniest comment i¼d ever heard. Along with the comparison to
cat¼s pee. You can find out more at www.twis.info/grapes.php

amanita_d (2006-06-08 12:14:26)
I agree, it always disturbed me that it¼s generally agreed that the best champagnes taste like cat¼s
pee....

1.6.3 Shiny shiny shiny! (2006-06-08 21:06)

Nothing like a new piece of technology to reduce a man’s vocabulary to the level of a five-year-
old on a sugar rush, is there?

Yep, that’s right. My new MacBook (shiny shiny) showed up today. Above and beyond how
easy it was to transfer files from my virtually kaput iBook, I can’t get over how pretty the
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damn thing is. Up until a couple of hours ago, I would have eulogised the beauty of my three-
and-a-half year old iBook. But beside the MacBook, it just looks clunky and, well, old.

I feel like I’ve rejoined the technology race and it’s, well, shiny.

rustynails9 (2006-06-09 09:33:28)
<i>"I can¼t get over how pretty the damn thing is"</i> Isn¼t wrong for a man to like something (other
than a person) because it¼s <i>pretty</i>? Don¼t you guys always despair of us women when we
get all excited about the prettiness of a new item?

cerandor (2006-06-09 09:40:21)
Yes, but as a Mac user, my aesthetics sensibilities are automatically skewed from those of other
men. It¼s not so much that other guys wouldn¼t appreciate an attractive computer, it¼s just that
they¼re not conditioned to expect it. Plus, my MacBook is white, rather than black, and thus is
pretty rather than sexy.

rustynails9 (2006-06-09 09:50:47)
Nope, I¼m sorry, I can¼t get past a guy saying <i>pretty</i>!

cerandor (2006-06-09 10:26:44)
Pretty pretty pretty pretty PRETTY!

rustynails9 (2006-06-09 10:41:46)
<lj user="rustynails9"> cannot comment right now as her brain has exploded all over the keyboard.

(2006-06-12 15:09:08)
Getting disturbing Barbarella images (again).

1.6.4 World Cup Woes (2006-06-09 15:37)

Some up there is laughing at me you know.

I’m now in two World Cup sweepstakes. In both of them, at odds of (using my immense
powers of mental statistics) 1024-to-1, I’ve ended up with Angola.

The thought that I’d actually make a fair bit of money if they won is absolutely no conso-
lation at all...

1.6.5 Getting it right (2006-06-10 19:53)

Just watched "The Impossible Planet: Part Two." The BBC’s new Doctor Who series has im-
pressed me occasionally, but has taken it’s time to get to grips with how to handle what is
a particularly difficult character. With this episode, David Tennant and the writers seem to
have finally got a hold on it. This is great sci-fi hokum, with big ideas, decent special effects
and hints of the bigger story. I’m pretty impressed, and that’s not all that easy to do.

1.6.6 Apologies (2006-06-12 00:18)

Okay, so I’m a lazy bollocks. Three weeks off writing and one week off work seem to have more
or less shredded my work ethic. I have looked at Windshadow & Crumbledust, but I haven’t
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applied a red pen to it yet. Moreover, I haven’t posted anything to read up here. Which means
that I’m a week behind even before I begin. Meh. I’ll do my best to make it up. Hopefully this
will be the only shock to the system that I require.

1.6.7 World Cup Weary (2006-06-15 21:40)

Is anyone excited by the World Cup yet? Ok, so maybe that’s a little cynical and maybe I’m
not the greatest football fan in the world, but this tournament hasn’t really caught light at
all. Certainly not in comparison to Euro 2000, which I remember watching and just enjoying
pretty much every game that I saw. Sure, there have been plenty of great goals, but not so
much in the way of great performances. Hopefully, things will pick up by the time we reach
the knockout stages.

lainey316 (2006-06-15 22:42:28)
I¼m very excited by it. That said, I¼ve watched half a game. It¼s the work World Cup league that
has me excited. Or had. My points haul today was dismal. I really need a comeback tomorrow or I
may lose all interest...

cerandor (2006-06-16 08:55:07)
I suppose a personal interest is a big factor. Getting Angola in two sweepstakes and not really caring
how badly England do may have contributed to my apathy...

goblin_insane (2006-06-16 15:16:17)
It is a great WC the group games so far on average have been far better then the group games in Euro
2000 where the action only really started in the knock out stage. I have watched most of the matches
so far and I can tell you the atmosphere here in Germany is Electric...roll on Holland v Ivory Coast.

(2006-06-16 16:08:59)
And apparently the Argentina vs Serbia game was amazing. Of course, I¼ll only see it as high-
lights...stinkin¼ work... P.

cerandor (2006-06-16 16:28:00)
Well, I defer to those with preferable proximity, but from what I¼ve seen, the only countries who¼ve
shown real quality thus far are Argentina and Spain (neither of them against really strong opposi-
tion). There have been plenty of fantastic goals, and a fair proportion of them have come in the
last minutes, ratcheting up the tension, but the actual play around them hasn¼t been particularly
uplifting.

1.6.8 Fin de Cycle (2006-06-18 22:14)

That was a pretty busy/crazy weekend. Been a while since I’ve gone out two days in a row,
but although it hasn’t done my bank balance any good, it’s all been good in the end. Friday
night saw an Arabian Nights fancy dress party which was all kinds of fun, and Saturday was
a triplet of birthdays that saw me wandering around the city centre until the small hours.
Despite all that, no hangovers were suffered (well, by me anyway). Maybe I’m getting old, but
the whole sensible thing has its benefits.

Today was largely taken up wit wrestling with Dawn of War and trying to play a game
with a mate in California. It all worked in the end, but seriously: six hours of wrangling just
to play a game or two? I seriously hope Windows Vista actually makes this kind of thing a
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little easier.

Editing Report: Ok, so it’s still a bit difficult to work, but I’m a few chapters in on the
editing and it’s getting easier. Meanwhile, no new writing, so here’s something old. This is a
snippet from a piece I was working up for another project and never followed up on. See what
you think. (Some NSFW language under the cut.)

The Road to Nowhere

Tanelle rubbed the two gold coins between her fingers, letting the light that flooded
through the doorway glint off them. "It’s all about money," she said.

She couldn’t see her companion’s face, crouched in the darkness of the room as he
was, but she didn’t have to see it to know that he was unhappy. "Men should not rely on
mere coin," he muttered sourly, his odd accent strangling the words.

"Men might not, but this woman does," Tanelle retorted. "So do you, if you want to
eat."

"I am a hunter," he answered. "I am a firemaker and a fisher and more. If I wish to
eat, I have no need for coin."

"We’re going to a city. No opportunities for hunting there."

"The cities of the J’keen were many and rich before the conqueror fell upon them," her
companion noted. "The Living called them pig men, for they were as fat and witless as swine.
When their cities burned, there was a great smell of pork that swept east across the Menshen
Plains."

Tanelle shook her head in exasperation and spat onto the dusty floor. It was always
like this, persuading him to do anything that he deemed beneath him. Or rather, persuading
him that she was going to do it. "You promised to follow me," she reminded him. It was the
only real stick that she had to beat this unrepentant mule of a man with, and she didn’t like
using it more often than she had to.

He was silent for a few moments. "I said I would stay with you and learn from you. If
you wish to teach, I will provide for you."

She shook her head. "That’s not how things work. If you want me to teach you, you
do as I say. Master-student, that’s the way it is. Understand?"

Another, longer silence. "Very well. I will travel with you." A brief shuffling sound an-
nounced his rise, and a moment later, he emerged into the rectangle of sunlight that ran into
the room from the doorway.

Tanelle looked down at him. He wasn’t blinking. It was perhaps the least odd thing
about him, truth be told, but it bothered her. Any normal man would have the good grace to
blink as he emerged from darkness into the sun, but not him. Not T’conda.

"Come on," she growled. "We’re going to be late."

**************
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Although he was a good head shorter than Tanelle, T’conda had little trouble keeping
up with her as she marched through the dusty track along which the trading post of
Kulvarrana was spread. Beggars approached the odd pair as they moved along, but Tanelle
ignored them, her face fixed onto the merchants’ hall at the crossroads. T’conda fixed them
with a level stare of such intensity that they scuttled back to their positions without ever
truly drawing close.

Tanelle was uncomfortable. Not at being in Kulvarrana, which was a despicable hell-
hole of dust and manure at this time of year. Nor even at being in the company of T’conda,
which hadn’t been her idea in the first place. It wasn’t even the fact that she was having to
take such a job in the first place. Her last horse had died under her two weeks ago, and she
had had few compunctions about working her way as a caravan guard in order to get where
she needed to go.

No, what bothered her was-

Her troubled thoughts were cut off immediately as five figures stepped in front of her.
No beggars these. Although their clothing was ragged, they all bore blades that seemed to be
well polished and wickedly sharp, by the way the light gleamed off them. Tanelle recognised
them quickly enough. They had been in the smoke house last night, caravan guards too
drunk on rice wine to realise when a lady wasn’t interested. As she remembered it, there had
been six of them last night, too.

"Where d’you think you’re going?" asked the foremost member of the group, a lean fig-
ure in the brown and gold cloths of a Harmend tribesman. He had a wicked scar running
down the side of his face and through an otherwise tidy beard.

"Wherever I want," Tanelle replied, noting that T’conda had stopped a pace behind and
to the left of her. She scanned the group. Evidently they weren’t expecting too much trouble,
otherwise they’d have tried to surround the pair.

’Not likely," the leader retorted, spitting between her feet. That made it clear, at least.
For the Harmend, spitting at a person was as good as calling their mother a goat-fucker. "You
owe us coin after what you did to Rub’dan last night. He’ll not walk for a month, and he can’t
work no more."

"Then he should have listened to me when I told him to leave and go bed someone
more his type," Tanelle replied. "Like you, for example," she added, pointing to the man
standing on the leader’s left. A fight was inevitable at this stage, after all. No harm in getting
them a little more worked up.

"Whore!" the man she’d pointed at snarled, before uttering a series of curses so vile
that he had to resort to his native tongue. Tanelle only picked up the odd word and was glad
she’d missed the rest.

"What sort of compensation are you talking about?" she asked, just to mix things up
further.

"Five gold drakhs," replied the leader.

Tanelle rolled her eyes. It was a ridiculous sum for a broken leg. "I don’t have that
much on me." In fact, she didn’t have much beyond the two gold she’d been using to lure
T’conda out of his room.
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The man she’d insulted leered at her. "Well, maybe if you spread your legs for the five
of us, we might forgive you."

"And pleasure Rub’dan with your mouth," laughed another, a small man with a grotesque
cluster of warts on his chin. "He’s in too much pain to do anything else."

The five of them laughed, but their leader’s eyes remained fixed on Tanelle. He’s the
dangerous one, she thought to herself. "I doubt camel suckers like yourselves would know
what to do with me if I were oiled, naked and ready. Do you wear those breeches baggy to
hide the fact that there’s nothing in them?"

They all swore and shouted this time. Only the fact that the leader hadn’t drawn his
sword kept them from rushing her. All the same, they started to spread out a little, the first
sign of any tactical awareness that they’d shown.

"Your mouth has brought you to your death, woman," the leader snarled, laying his
hand on the leather-bound hilt of his blade.

Tanelle just smiled. "You have no idea whom I am, do you?"

That made him pause a moment. "Should I?"

"I’m Tanelle Ironborn, you pack of curs. Daughter and finest student of Vargrim Ham-
merhand."

The leader blinked. "Am I supposed to be impressed? I do not know your name." His
companions looked equally blank.

Tanelle swore inwardly. The perils of being too far from home. Bloody primitive Har-
mends! She took a step backwards and laid her own hand on the hilt of her blade. Her
opponents, encouraged, stepped forward and began to encircle her.

Her backward step had brought T’conda within her field of vision and now he turned
to look at her. "Is this another lesson?" he asked in his flat, foreign tones.

Tanelle was caught off guard. The smaller man had been so quiet that she’d forgotten
he was there. She thought fast. "It is. A warrior needs to know as much about his enemies
as about his allies. Show me what you have learned."

T’conda nodded once and stepped forward, standing between Tanelle and the Harmend
leader. This occasioned much hilarity among those facing him. "What is this midget doing?
He has no weapons!" The leader roared with laughter and swept out his blade.

"I am T’conda of the Nameless," the small man informed him. "And if I need a weapon,
I will take yours." With a shrug of his shoulders, his cloak fell to the ground. Underneath,
he was naked to the waist, a pair of ragged yellow linen breeches covering him from waist to
calf. Below that, he was barefoot.

Tanelle was a little gratified by the fact that the Harmends paused for a moment. For
all his diminutive stature, T’conda cut an impressive figure unclothed. Every inch of his
frame was wrapped in corded muscle. He was not heavily built, as were the strongmen that
she sometimes saw in travelling fairs, but she had seen him break sword blades with his bare
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hands. All the same, she knew that the Harmends were given pause as much by the simple
fact of his confidence as by his muscles.

The leader snarled and raised his blade to strike at T’conda. At that moment, the smaller
man moved. Without seeming to gather himself at all, he was moving forward and down,
ducking under the wildly swung blade. As the leader continued forward, his momentum
carrying him, T’conda’s right hand rose, the edge of the palm striking as heavily as any blade.
There was a crunch that hid a crack and then the leader was tumbling to the ground, his
neck bent at a horribly unnatural angle.

There was a moment of silence as he fell, in which decisions of life and death were
made. Unfortunately for the Harmends, three of the remainder already had their blades out
and were committed to the attack. The fourth, seeing his fellows attacking, drew his own
blade out more cautiously and circled around, looking for an opportunity to attack.

The Harmend leader had been caught by surprise by T’conda’s sudden assault, but his
companions were more wary. It availed them little. The little man was a rolling dervish,
evading their blows with ease, striking with a closed fist whenever the opportunity presented
itself and generally demonstrating that he was a match for his three foes.

Tanelle watched all of this with interest. She’d seen T’conda fight before, but never
against so many. He had unnatural strength for someone of his size and was far faster than
anyone she’d ever faced, but he lacked tactical awareness. The three he was facing were
constantly trying to surround him, refusing to allow him a moment’s rest. Only his speed
and agility had prevented them from scoring a blow, but he had yet to down another one.
The fight rolled towards the side of a building, where T’conda looked set to be pinned. The
fourth Harmend, who had been shadowing the fight, decided that now was a safe time to
lend a hand. Sadly for him, he’d forgotten all about Tanelle, who was shadowing him. As he
braced himself to enter the fray, she swung her heavy blade in a two-fisted grip. The flat of it
struck him on the side of the head, and he slumped to the ground as the iron reverberated.

The moment of shock that the three other Harmends experienced as their companion
fell and Tanelle was revealed in his place, blade in hand, was all that T’conda needed. One
fist found an unprotected groin, the other a kneecap that splintered prettily, leaving spots of
blood in the dust. The last Harmend backed off from T’conda and Tanelle stepped up behind
him. As he spun to face her, she wrapped her hand around the hilt of her sword and punched
him in the face. He dropped like a sack of wheat.

As the Harmends lay groaning, unconscious or dead, T’conda fetched his cloak from
where it lay in the dust and slung it around his shoulders. "You did not need to aid me," he
growled.

"Really?" Tanelle asked. "You looked somewhat surrounded to me."

"They were beggars with blades. Not one of them would have survived the trials of the
Living. I would have killed them all."

"Well, I didn’t want them all dead," Tanelle told him, putting steel in her voice. "This
was a lesson, remember? The leader was the dangerous one. The others won’t bother us
again. They’ll spread this story, and we’ll have fewer troubles in the future."

T’conda nodded, suddenly thoughtful. "So it was a matter of stories, then? There is a
use to letting some of them live?"
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Tanelle nodded. "It was about a lot more than that. But one lesson learned is enough
for now. Let’s go."

"In the days of the Living, there were many who feared the warriors of the Suriot Hills,"
T’conda said, half to himself. "When they travelled, few accosted them, for all knew their
worth. It is a good thing to be feared." He turned and led the way to the crossroads, trotting
up the track, his bare feet caked with the dust of the road. Tanelle watched him go and
followed a few paces behind, the wheels of her mind turning.

I learn lessons too, she thought to herself. I know more about you than I did before
that fight. You’re not so perfect as you seem to be. Maybe I have something to teach you,
after all. Maybe it’ll be some time before you try to kill me.

forest1990 (2006-06-19 20:13:54) I&apos;m not a critic but...
That was very enjoyable reading. I would read a book based on that. The diferent dialects, the way
the descriptions are spread out over a passage of writing, not all at the start. The characters thoughts
sounded real too. Very good. Are your books being published?

cerandor (2006-06-19 22:37:06) Re: I&apos;m not a critic but...
Thank you very much. No, I¼ve nothing being published, but I¼m working on it. In the meantime, I
hope to keep putting stuff up here for general consumption. All comments are of course appreciated.
(Especially the nice ones.)

(2006-07-03 21:45:35)
Only just got around to reading this. Very nice. You can¼t half set a scene or draw a character. Look
forward to seeing the rest. P.

cerandor (2006-07-03 22:20:56)
Well, you may have to wait a while. This is actually something I put together for Abaddon (remember
them?) before they started playing switch the goalposts and I got bored. It actually draws on a few
older ideas (a character workup for one of Mark¼s games, in part) and was meant to be a first chap-
ter of something. i may return to it some day.

1.6.9 Deadline Time (2006-06-25 23:59)

Ok. Many things happened this weekend, and I’ll get into them later, but for now, I want to
post up a bit of writing and meet the deadline. So here’s a bit of writing, just a hundred word
thing. (Borrowed the idea from [ LJ User: warren _ellis ]’s Submunitions.)

The Fall and Rise of the U.S.A.
I visited the church out of respect. I’ve always been a history buff, and this was special. The
last church still standing in the U.S. The place where the Ideology Wars ended.

Inside, it was empty, long since stripped and looted. When a small woman in drab cloth-
ing wandered out of the shadows, we were both surprised. After looking at me for a moment,
her face twisted in fury. “Heathen! Get out! God is not dead yet!”

I looked, smiling, at the holes in the roof, the smashed windows and the empty doorways.
“Of course he’s not. He’s free.”
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(2006-06-26 20:41:12)
interesting excerpt.

cerandor (2006-06-26 21:26:31)
Not so much an excerpt as a fragment - there¼s nothing more of this, which is not to say that I
didn¼t think about the context at all.

1.6.10 The Podium Places (2006-06-26 22:20)

[1]
[2]The Podium Places
Originally uploaded by [3]Cerandor.

Okay, so I got beaten by my little brother (the one ducking his head to avoid hitting the ceil-
ing), but for my first go-karting expedition in seven years, it wasn’t bad. Third out of 12. The
only way is up, baby...

1. http://www.flickr.com/photos/37816400@N00/174812877/

2. http://www.flickr.com/photos/37816400@N00/174812877/

3. http://www.flickr.com/people/37816400@N00/

pixiespiel (2006-06-27 12:12:54)
Deadly pick dude!!

cerandor (2006-06-27 13:22:58)
Thanks. I¼m starting to experiment with Flickr. More will presumably follow.

1.7 July

1.7.1 Give the fans what they want... (2006-07-01 19:59)

Ok, so this second series of Doctor has at times been a bit iffy (especially the last two budget-
saving episodes), but I have to admit the latest episode has actually managed to severely
impress me. The twist, while not entirely unpredictable, makes the next episode a must-see.

So, if you haven’t seen it yet, look away now...

So it was the Daleks. Of course. I mean, whenever a writer waves something in front of
your face and has characters making assumptions, you’ve got to be on your guard. The Void
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Ship (a pretty appealing idea) was hinted to be a Cybermen thing from the moment it ap-
peared, so it had to be a little obvious that it wasn’t.

It’s such a fanboy thing, really. Daleks vs. Cybermen. The Doctor and all his human al-
lies in the middle, as always. And yet, there’s something else coming. After all, it’s been
heavily and blatantly stated that Billie Piper’s Rose is going to kick the bucket by the end of
the episode. In fact, it’s so obvious that it seems equally obvious that they’re going to pull a
fast one.

But are they? Haven’t raised expectations through previous actions that such a switch might
happen, they might double bluff. After all, a TV death is all about impact. If the viewers are
hoping/expecting until the last moment that it won’t happen, it has all the more impact if it
does. So, I reckon it will. One way or another.

1.7.2 Leather shmeather... (2006-07-03 23:21)

I love my leather sofas. Let no one tell you otherwise. The whole Lay-Z-Boy thing continually
amuses me, and even when I get bored, it’s a supremely relaxing way to chill out. But on a
hot day, wearing short sleeves becomes a liability. Sticking to the damn things every time I
move is just irritating.

In other annoyances, I’ve decided to re-read "A Feast For Crows." I’m enjoying it more than I
did the first time, but the size of the hardback is just vexing. Can’t just pull it out on the bus
and read a few pages on the way to work, which is my favoured reading mode these days.

(And yes, I know I missed another weekend deadline. I’m both lazy and contrite.)

1.7.3 New Reading Material (2006-07-07 12:47)

A fortunate confluence of events: I’m in the mood for reading some fiction, and Waterstones
are offering 3-for-2 on all science fiction and fantasy. So, it seems that now is the time to buy.

The only problem is my general reticence in picking up new authors. Being a completist,
I dislike buying a book by someone and then having it lingering as a singleton on my shelves
because I didn’t like it enough to follow up on.

So I’m requesting recommendations: what authors should I pick up? Given my reading
habits, this is a broad field. I’ve read Banks, Martin, Stephenson, Gemmell, Pratchett and a
few others, but for the most part it’s an open field. Fire away.

(2006-07-07 12:08:38)
Orson Scott Card. Enders Game is a fantastic book!

cerandor (2006-07-07 12:11:44)
Actually read that one a few years ago. Not sure where my copy is now. I¼ve heard the follow-ups
are poor though.

lainey316 (2006-07-10 18:40:09)
There¼s two sets of follow-ups. I liked the Shadow saga, hated the other lot. Ender¼s Shadow is
basically Ender¼s Game from Bean¼s POV, that¼s really good, the rest I can take or leave. Oth-
erwise, Steven Erikson as already mentioned & Guy Gavriel Kay (particularly Lions of Al-Rassan).
Less good, but okay are Sarah Zeitel and Robin Hobb¼s Assassin sets, though I think they¼re both
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a bit of a love or hate scenario, and mentions of Gemmell would lean me towards thinking they¼re
not such a great recommendation :) I plan to call up to Dawson St myself tomorrow, so once I see
what they have I might have more ideas!

cerandor (2006-07-11 13:02:43)
Actually, Hobb is good. There were some mentions of her in the Game of Thrones RPG¼s essay on
fantasy that piqued my interest. 3-for-2 is a very good way to buy trilogies in bulk, after all. We¼ll
see if my appreciation for Gemmell disqualifies me from liking her work. Thanks. :)

lainey316 (2006-07-11 20:19:24)
That was just my violent, irrational anti-Gemmell tendencies coming out. Hobb isn¼t really that
complex but tends to have at least some actual characters, which moves the books out of the
Gemmell-space :P

cerandor (2006-07-11 23:13:11)
I didn¼t actually take from your comment that Hobb might be overly complex, but I¼ll leave any
arguments on Gemmell¼s merits or otherwise until I¼ve finished the books I picked up today:
Hobb¼s Farseer trilogy, partly because it¼s the first trilogy in a series of trilogies (see previous
comment) and partly because I have a fondness for literary assassins.

lainey316 (2006-07-12 20:56:25)
Oh, I was just being silly and trying to say Gemmell is overly simplistic and can¼t do charac-
terisation to save his life. Farseer is good, I liked it anyway, once I got over the first person POV
which normally dements me (but does create an excuse for the not-quite-as-good-as-it-should-be
characterisation)

cerandor (2006-07-12 22:22:18)
I quite like Gemmell¼s pared-down approach. When he¼s good, he¼s great. When he¼s bad,
though, he¼s awful. Not really one for inhabiting the middle ground.

lainey316 (2006-07-12 20:57:00)
Oh, and did you get anything else?

cerandor (2006-07-12 22:22:49)
Nothing yet. I may wander over on Saturday and scour the shelves more thoroughly though.

theanonamerican (2006-07-10 09:54:57)
David Eddings. Can¼t remember if you¼ve read them or not, so I thought I¼d mention it on general
principles.

cerandor (2006-07-10 09:57:23)
Read them all (save for the newer stuff), though I only own the Belgariad and the Malloreon. Should
have included him in the list, now that I think about it.

1.7.4 The Buck Stops Now (2006-07-18 10:23)

Been quite a while since I posted, which is as good a symptom as any of the general lassitude
I’ve been lingering in for the last few weeks. This really has to stop. I have overtime to do at
work, a campaign to run and editing to do. All of which is possible, but only if I start getting
organised and putting an effort in.
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Yesterday at least offered hope. Some overtime at work was meant to be followed by fur-
ther exertions at home. All of which went a bit skewed when I ended up having company from
just after I got home until 11. I don’t mind company - I’m a bit more isolated these days than
I used to be - but before I’ve used it as an excuse not to work. Not this time. Once I had space
again, I sat down and edited up to the end of a chapter before hitting the sack. Which pleased
me a little.

My brain’s been ticking over with some new ideas too. Hopefully I’ll get back into writing
some short fiction soon. Turn over a new leaf and all that.

1.7.5 The Coyote Effect (2006-07-25 12:56)

In pretty much every Road Runner cartoon, there’s a repeated scene: a chase down a highway
leads to the Road Runner pausing, or turning, at the last moment. The Coyote continues on
until momentum fades, reality kicks in, and the only way to go is down into that ravine.

I’ve always liked that scene as a metaphor, and I run across occasions to apply it surpris-
ingly often. To wit: this last weekend.

My brother arrived down on Friday evening, which gave me all sorts of excuses to fill up my
time. We went out on Friday and Saturday evenings, both times enjoying ourselves. We also
visited my cousin and his baby girl, my new first-cousin-once-removed, who is five months old
and possessed of that heart-melting cuteness that babies have at that age. She also smiled
the first time she saw me, which is either evidence of extreme good nature or dubious taste
that may serve her poorly in later life.

Come Sunday morning though, the excuses to keep up the levels of weekend activity were
gone. I did some cleaning, I played a game or too, I avoided going into town because I had
work to do. I even ironed, for god’s sake! But eventually my brother headed northwards, and
after some desultory shopping, I returned to an empty flat. And then . . . the Coyote Effect
kicked in.

Having been so busy and in company all weekend, I now flumped, mildly depressed. I man-
aged to get a little work done, cooked some dinner, but mostly just did nothing more effortful
than reading a book. It was a strange and abrupt mood-shift and fortunately over by the next
morning. Perhaps I need some way to pep up my energy levels. Any suggestions?

laerfan (2006-07-25 17:25:07)
Energy levels... Hmmm... You¼re talking someone who is immune to caffeine. So you¼re talking
to the right guy. Energy is related to mood. If you are tired, you will need sleep. If you are forcing
yourself to stay awake (especially to work) then you are going to be very counter-productive. The best
way to conserve energy or to boost it is to rest. Every so often, just stop and take it easy. If you are
like me, and you hate to see your weekend wasted, the best thing you can do is sleep in on a Sunday
after fun on a Saturday and you will enjoy your shorter Sunday by getting more out of it. That logic
works for me most of the time and serves me well. If you aren¼t immune to caffeine, try three red
bulls and coffee. Problem solved!

cerandor (2006-07-27 09:36:22)
Well, I¼m not immune to caffeine, but I¼m not a big fan of coffee either. Rest is, as you say, proba-
bly the best bet, but I generally enjoy myself the most when I have something to occupy me, so I may
just be doomed to keep busy and then crash.
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theanonamerican (2006-07-25 23:57:20)
Drugs. Lots and lots of drugs...

cerandor (2006-07-27 09:36:42)
Well, yes, but that just amplifies the Coyote Effect in the end...

rustynails9 (2006-07-27 13:15:32)
A B Vitamin Complex

1.7.6 Just in case any of you doubted it... (2006-07-28 14:37)

[1]

1. http://www.testriffic.com/iq/

laerfan (2006-07-28 17:54:09)
Jesus

cerandor (2006-07-30 19:06:38)
Well, I think I got all (or nearly all) of them right. I haven¼t done a real IQ test in close to 20 years,
so I¼d be interested to see how I¼d do now...

(2006-07-31 12:44:25)
Not to burst your bubble (which, of course, means I¼m going to do just that), but internet IQ tests
have a bias towards overestimating IQ scores - on the principle that a happy customer is more likely
to recommend the site to his/her buddies/buddettes. Still, even with the bias, it means you¼re
probably smarter than most.

cerandor (2006-07-31 13:06:53)
Oh, I know. (Hence the "mild cynicism" tag.) Still, it was a fun little test to do.

1.7.7 Dispatches from the Future (2006-07-30 20:07)

2014: The phenomenon of binge drinking in Ireland has largely ceased as a result of a new
law that mandates the inclusion of the additive Memnon-4 in any alcoholic beverage. When
added to alcohol, Memnon-4 acts as a powerful memory aid, providing near-perfect recall to
the drinker. As a result, no matter how deep the inebriation, no memory loss at all is suffered.
As a result, the first Memnon-4 binge is almost always the last.

(2006-07-31 12:48:43)
Cunning - though I rarely lose time through drunkeness and it doesn¼t really stop me. A better
deterrent would be one that allows one to access everyone else¼s memories of your binge... :) P.

cerandor (2006-07-31 13:05:52)
Well, the basic concept was that remembering exactly what you said/did would have the effect of
preventing you from doing so again. I didn¼t really develop the idea too much.
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1.8 August

1.8.1 The Round of Dooooom (2006-08-02 10:52)

It’s becoming something of a habit: I go to a pub quiz, get along swimmingly, and then hit the
music round. That particular gap in my knowledge banks has become all the more glaring
ever since I stopped listening to chart music. Last night we got three out of ten (and one of
those was only because I cover Billboard at work). Three!

We almost pulled it back, but in the end lost out on the final round (a picture round, an-
other pet peeve). Still, a bottle of bubbly alcoholic substance for second place and a generally
creditable performance soothed the wound.

(2006-08-02 15:34:18)
It was also balenced out (almost) by a perfect (and atypical) 10/10 in the Sports round (as well as
strong 9/10s in the Science, Geography, History and Cinema rounds). So when¼s your date with
fame and stardom, then? P.

cerandor (2006-08-03 09:18:14)
Yeah, it was a creditable performance, by and large, but the music round still stings. As for the other
thing, not for a few months yet.

1.8.2 Warning: Football (2006-08-05 17:55)

And so it begins. Again.

Another season of observing West Brom and wondering whether they’ll do the business. An-
other season of Saturday afternoons doing the housework while paying vague attention to Sky
Sports News. Another season of complaining that the team can play well but not score.

Well, maybe not the latter. Two goals from John Hartson offer a little hope. The fact that
the team overran Hull in the first half (without scoring, admittedly) suggests quality in depth.
Maybe, just maybe, this one will be fun.

We’ll see.

1.8.3 Imagination Vacation (2006-08-13 15:48)

So this has been a weekend at home, mostly on my own, with little effort made in the direction
of anything productive. I feel the need to do some writing, but for the most part, I just sit and
wonder where my imagination’s gone. Trying to identify the point in my life when the stream
of odd notions that I once filled notebooks with dried up.

When I was still living at home and had to go to mass, I usually drowned out the long,
boring homilies and sermons with stories concocted in my brain. Not that they were particu-
larly original, but I liked synthesising whatever I was reading or watching at the time. I’d do
the same thing whenever I had trouble getting to sleep: my first novel was mostly concocted
between lights out and unconsciousness. Perhaps more hard work is required. Perhaps more
awareness of inspiration wherever it may lurk.
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Other news: My flatmate is moving out some time this month, and I’d prefer someone who
came with a recommendation to chancing my arm with a complete stranger. Anyone know
someone looking for a place?

laerfan (2006-08-13 15:27:45)
Can¼t think of anyone looking for a place really. I¼m in the same boat regarding coming up with
stuff between lights out and sleep. I¼d say that about 65 % of everything I¼ve ever written has been
the result of lying in bed trying to sleep. Especially lately actually. Perhaps you need to simulate that
old ritual in a new form. Try to make a habit out of doing something regularly before you write? That
way you¼ll get used to writing after doing that one thing. Just a suggestion.

cerandor (2006-08-14 09:48:49)
Well, I no longer spend as long falling asleep as I once did, so that¼s not as fruitful an avenue of
creation as it once was. That said, I think you¼re right on the need for a routine/ritual. I¼ve fallen
out of that habit in recent months.

laerfan (2006-08-14 10:11:26)
As have I. It¼s quite important to the frame of mind you have and associate with writing. Because
writing is a solitary thing, you need to involve yourself in yourself, and that will get you ready to go

(2006-08-14 11:56:58)
<em>Anyone know someone looking for a place?</em> Me! Me! Me! Your gaff isn¼t in London by
any chance is it?

cerandor (2006-08-14 13:24:23)
Sadly not. Dublin is the locale. Anonymous requests for lodging are unlikely to be entertained any-
how. :)

1.8.4 Fishing, not surfing... (2006-08-16 23:06)

So, how do you use the Internet?

The metaphor of "surfing" has never really sat well with me. Other than within wikipedia,
I’ve never really surfed from site to site on a series of links. If I had to pick a metaphor, it’d
be fishing: I have a few spots that I visit regularly, and from there I keep my eyes out for
interesting links that’ll provide me with fresh catches of information. Perhaps my brain’s just
too organised (or anal, take your pick), but I prefer it this way. It seems to me I waste less
time and get more of what I’m looking for.

In that spirit then, and perhaps in the hope of promoting a few sites I’ve found useful, here
are a few of my favoured links.

For news and current affairs, it has to be the [1]BBC. Nobody else does it quite so well.
Most of my sport news comes through there too. For films, I visit [2]Ain’t it Cool, and for
comics [3]Newsarama. Obvious, maybe, but fairly comprehensive.

Computing-wise, I get my Mac news from [4]MacWorld UK and [5]MacRumors. [6]PCZone
UK keeps me up to date with what’s coming in PC Games, and [7]Kotaku and [8]Joystiq offer
helpings of the strange and the niche.

Among blogs, [9]Warren Ellis is top of the NSFW list, for numerous reasons. [10]John Rogers
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is funny and occasionally wise, and [11]BoingBoing keeps me informed of things I never
needed to know (and some I did). More seriously, [12]Pharyngula is a good jumping-off point
for scientific subjects, as is [13]DailyKos for U.S. politics, though both play to my point of view
(or prejudices, your choice).

Finally, there are the Web comics. [14]Dork Tower is top of the list, joined by [15]Order of
the Stick, both again marking out my preferences. In contrast, [16]Something Positive is
pleasantly nasty and cynical.

That’s not a full list, of course; just a slice. Still, hope there’s something of interest there
for someone.

1. http://news.bbc.co.uk/

2. http://www.aintitcool.com/

3. http://www.newsarama.com/

4. http://www.macworld.co.uk/

5. http://www.macrumors.com/

6. http://www.pczone.co.uk/

7. http://www.kotaku.com/

8. http://www.joystiq.com/

9. http://www.warrenellis.com/

10. http://kfmonkey.blogspot.com/

11. http://www.boingboing.net/

12. http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/

13. http://www.dailykos.com/

14. http://archive.gamespy.com/comics/dorktower/

15. http://www.giantitp.com/

16. http://www.somethingpositive.net/

lainey316 (2006-08-17 17:58:45)
I too almost never surf, unless someone sends me a link I hardly ever go anywhere new. However,
I¼ve been thinking of trying out delicious - this is social bookmarking on http://del.icio.us/ - as far
as I know, you can add all your bookmarks, share them with others and pick up bookmark lists from
other people who have similar interests.

cerandor (2006-08-17 21:23:31)
I¼ve heard of that but never actually used it. Might give it a go though. Always good to try new
things.

1.8.5 The Strangest Places (2006-08-18 09:51)

I suppose that given the huge success of World of Warcraft, it’s not surprising that I run into
mentions of it at work in the business magazines that I cover. I mean, at this stage, it has
more or less poked its nose into mass-media consciousness.

But still, this one takes the biscuit. WoW’s nose has now poked all the way through and
out the other side...

[1]Risk Management Magazine anyone?

1. http://www.rmmag.com/MGTemplate.cfm?Section=MagArchive&NavMenuID=304&template=/Magazine/

DisplayMagazines.cfm&Archive=1&IssueID=264&AID=3126&Volume=53&ShowArticle=1
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theanonamerican (2006-08-19 00:39:38)
<em>Risk Management Magazine anyone?</em> You see, I read this, and I can¼t help but feel a
certain sense of derision. Screw. You. Hippie. Risk Management is important for many reasons. It¼s
got maths in it. It¼s the management of risk. It can stop you losing a boat-load of money. Magazines
that help you do that are what the industry would term "A Good Thing" (TM). Righteous.

cerandor (2006-08-19 07:26:43)
Stop taking yourself so seriously. The point was that WoW is not the sort of thing you expect to show
up in a uber-serious magazine like this, not that <em>Risk Management Magazine</em> is worthy
of derision. I know what risk management is, perhaps even better than you - I have been writing
about it for seven years, after all...

(2006-08-21 23:29:46)
The real risk management lesson from WoW is never have an unarmed funeral service in an active
PVP server without at least hiring a shedload of body guards or posting sentries. Like, duh! :) P.

1.8.6 A conundrum (2006-08-21 09:44)

Having finally gotten around to watching Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest on Fri-
day evening, a question springs to mind: How is it that Geoffrey Rush managed to be the best
thing in the movie despite having less than ten seconds of screen time?

Answers on a postcard, please.

aeredhal (2006-08-21 11:19:18)
Because he wasn¼t on long enough to balls it up. I¼m sure he¼ll get his chance in the sequel

laerfan (2006-08-23 17:59:39)
Because the film was a load of old shite?

cerandor (2006-08-23 22:13:03)
I actually enjoyed it, much to my shame. I was in the mood to be entertained, and despite sitting
there and counting the bits of it that were broken, ridiculous or just plain stupid, it did that job quite
well. My appreciation for Rush has much to do with the fact that even though I <em>knew</ew> he
was showing up, I still found myself grinning at his appearance.

pixiespiel (2006-09-01 12:52:04)
probably because we had to look at Keira for the entire film.. please can orlando get a new love inter-
est.. and have to say.. was a bit dissapointed with Johnny Depp¼s performance, the film dragged,
and it was obvious that they kinda are out for the money this time.

1.8.7 Thoughts run amok... (2006-08-27 20:09)

So, an odder occasion than usual for me: out all evening and not in bed until 6.30 am. Not
especially boozy. Well, okay, it was quantity-wise, but spread over a great many hours and
therefore survivable. Still, it’s been a long and odd week and my brain has been running over
on my writing. Been reaching conclusions that have somewhat set my goals for the future, so
I’m setting them down here as targets to aim for.
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My idea of working on Windshadow & Crumbledust first of all has pretty much stalled. I
can manage to proofread chapter by chapter easily enough, but I get caught up in grammar
and phrasing rather than attending to the rather more important structural issues. Rewriting
of large lumps of the book are the order of the day.

The big thing has been spending three days rereading Dead Man’s Troubles, which I was
fairly pleased to find I quite enjoyed. There’s a fair amount of work to be done there, but
maybe less than with W &C. In particular, the climactic chapter, which I’d been a bit iffy
about, turned out to work pretty well as the finale to a straightforward action adventure.
Since I already like the opening, that leaves the major task of tying together everything in
between. Reading it over has given me a good feeling about the chapters that need the most
work, so maybe DMT is where I should begin to work.

As for Malq, I haven’t even touched it. Which is mostly an appreciation of my own failings
as a writer. I’m not really good enough yet to consider getting away with a single-character
psychodrama in a fantasy setting. (Pretentious, maybe, but that was the aim.) I’ll put it aside
until I have more habit and confidence in getting it right.

Short stories I want to start working on as well. Which basically means sitting down and
getting back into a writing habit. Maybe half an hour a night during the week and as much
at the weekend as I feel like. God knows that I have enough pieces left part finished that even
this small level of effort could provide big payoffs quite quickly...

laerfan (2006-08-29 16:29:00)
You¼ll get back to it. I¼m finding it tough too. I blame Oblivion though. That game destroys my life

1.8.8 Let them eat bread . . . if they can (2006-08-29 20:00)

I have a new nemesis. His name is Paul Rankin, celebrity chef. Why has he earned my ire, I
hear you ask? (Yes, the voices in my head have returned.) Well, last night, Tesco was running
low on bread and I opted for a product bearing his name: Irish Sliced Stoneground Wheaten
bread. Now, I like wheaten bread. I hated it when I was a kid, but these days it’s just more
interesting to eat that sliced pan or even batch. Plus, wheaten toast is that much better. So
why has Rankin rubbed me up the wrong way.

Well, my default wheaten bread is McCambridge. Not only is Rankin’s bread a bit more
expensive, but it doesn’t taste as nice. Not by a long shot. All of this, of course, would not be
enough to get on my bad side. But the damn stuff just keeps falling apart! It can’t even be
taken out of the packet without crumbling in your fingers. God help you if you actually try to
butter the stuff. I prefer to eat sandwiches, not crumbs.

Sigh. It’s a good thing for Rankin that I’m so apathetic when it comes to nemeses.

1.8.9 Looking at the future (2006-08-30 18:32)

I know it’s described as being for boardgames, but I can just imagine using [1]this for role-
playing sessions. Oddly enough, I remember writing about something very similar for White
Elephant years ago.

1. http://www.extremetech.com/article2/0,1697,2010102,00.asp
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1.9 September

1.9.1 Ancient Whatnot (2006-09-04 21:52)

BBC2 and Discovery Civilization are my drugs of choice at the moment. Programs like [1]Lost
Cities of the Ancients give me that historical buzz that has seen me devour everything to do
with Rome, Greece, Carthage and anywhere else that’s now in ruins or buried. I really want
someone to develop the technology to allow us to look into the past. To see cities like Thebes
and Nineveh at their height. Can’t be impossible can it?

In other news, it looks like I have a flatmate again, so that’s a bit of stress relieved.

1. http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctwo/listings/programmes.shtml?day=today&service_id=4224&filename=

20060904/20060904_2100_4224_56919_60

laerfan (2006-09-05 18:39:36)
Ah yes, the historical programs. Many an hour spent in front of them before myself. New flatmate?
Sounds cool. Be sure to look at what I¼m about to post on my journal for some seriously low-tech
news that excites me very much

1.9.2 A recipe for Dehydration (2006-09-07 10:08)

1. Go to the gym for the first time in a year. Neglect to bring a water bottle.

2. Walk to a friend’s house and there drink half a glass of wine. Somehow overlook the
possibility of water.

3. Proceed from there to a gig and there imbibe three pints of beer. Water? Pah!

4. On the way home, consume an evil death burger. Decide that liquid refreshment is for
the weak.

5. Go to bed. Ignore the abundance of water in apartment.

6. Wake up. Regretfully.

************************

Also, this is pretty much as I expected:

[1]

1. http://www.nerdtests.com/ft_nq.php?im

(2006-09-09 18:44:52)
Ha - only got 55 - slightly nerdy. P.
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1.9.3 Political Persuasion (2006-09-12 10:40)

I recently registered to vote for the first time in the 12 or so years I’ve been living in Dublin.
Now that I’ve more or less settled in a single address, I thought it was about time that I par-
ticipated in a process I’ve spent most of the last decade criticising. However, this brings up a
problem: in all that time, I’ve seen little in the way of evidence that any of the main political
parties in Ireland can be differentiated from one another.

So, I’ve decided to do a little research. Dig into what information is available and see where
the various parties stand on issues like the economy, religion and education. Inform myself
before I have to cast that ballot. After watching Michael McDowell’s attempt to break the
world cliche record on Six-One last night, I fear this will be a painful process, but I’m willing
to suffer it if I emerge from the other side with a little more understanding.

1.9.4 Fianna Fail (2006-09-15 11:57)

Well, my initial efforts at a bit of political research have shown Fianna Fail to be a fairly amor-
phous grouping. Admittedly, said research isn’t too deep, but when the ’policies’ section of
your Web site consists solely of press releases and news clippings, you’re going to have to face
the fact that you’re not presenting a very solid face to the world.

Wikipedia’s run-down of the party’s history generated a sense of a party of dissenters who
jumped very quickly onto the conservative vote and slid over the decades into corruption and
a laissez-faire assumption that they were the best qualified party to govern simply because
they’d been doing it so long.

It’s a bit annoying to be unable to easily derive anything more than this. A statement of
party principles on the dodgily-coded Web site might be nice. (Maybe it’s not there because
they don’t have any?) I’ll see what my research into the other parties digs up.

1.9.5 Fine Gael (2006-09-20 14:10)

The first thing to say about Fine Gael is that their Web site is a major improvement over Fi-
anna Fail’s. (It’s a truism that you have to try harder when in opposition.) They offer plenty
of speeches for download, as well as their manifestos from the last (2004) round of elections.
In addition, they actually have a section dedicated to their core principles, something utterly
missing from Fianna Fail’s site (I went back and double-checked). A lot of it is the standard
sweet words and empty promises, but that’s only to be expected.

A glance at the party’s history shows that it’s lurched from one side of the political divide
to the other during the 20th century, though this seems to be more of a generational thing
than rank opportunism. Currently it bills itself as "centre progressive," which sounds like
spin but honestly appeals more to me than the overly simplistic left-right continuum. As
for their policies, most of them seem to match my general preferences, especially on the key
importance of health and education. They seem a bit stuck to their reputation as the "law
and order" party though, which is vaguely troubling. No mention of religion that I could find
either, though my views on that topic are unlikely to be shared by many over the age of 40 on
this island.

In short, a stronger showing than Fianna Fail, and the frontrunner for my vote at the mo-
ment.
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(2006-09-21 07:38:49)
excellent! Enjoying this series, looking forward to the rest – your cuz Michael

goblin_insane (2006-09-21 11:13:08)
lol a website has you convinced of Fine Gael ...brilliant :) Fine Gael have poor reps at the moment
and zero leadership therefore it doesn¼t matter what their manifesto is cause they are incapable of
functioning on any level. Also it has been a long time since the simple left right breakdown of politics
particularly because of the sucess of Third way Governments in the US and UK.

cerandor (2006-09-21 13:54:31)
Convinced is more than a bit strong. This is a work in progress, after all. My first point was that their
web site is better that Fianna Fail¼s. Which wasn¼t too difficult, after all. The second was that
they were actually willing to state their principles, something that Fianna Fail weren¼t willing to do
- possibly because they were worried about offering people rope to hang them with. As for dismissing
Fine Gael because of their inability to get the job done, I¼d regard that in much the same way as not
voting for a party because they¼re too small to make any difference. The point to electoral politics
is to select representatives who reflect your viewpoint. Voting for a party purely because they¼re
efficient is fairly pointless if what they¼re efficient at doing is bending you over and making you
their bitch...

goblin_insane (2006-09-21 14:25:53)
:) Fair point but as a small party voter I find it important that who you vote for is competent and
not paying lip service. If you don¼t vote for someone who is going to give fair due to your stand
point why vote for them? Lots of parties throughout history have had polictal agents who do not
subscribe or heed large sections of the parties own manifesto. Meanwhile back here in Ireland Fine
Gael like Fine Fail are rarely driven by their manifestos on the simple basis they represent a large
voter population in the centre where strong stands are rarely taken kindly and they feel duty bound
to be the opposite of the other Fine! Manifestos to me are only second to the person you vote for
because if you do not feel that they are capable of doing their job then you are perpetuating poor
government. This is not the same as voting for a small party as you understand the circumstances
surrounding what to expect. (case example the amount of influence the PDs have had in the current
government due to strong political figures.)

cerandor (2006-09-21 21:12:08)
Good points and I¼d tend to agree with most of them. The reason I¼m doing this, is that after 12
years of living in this country, none of the political parties have managed to impinge any notion of
what they¼re about on my consciousness. This research is very much basic, and therefore by the
time I actually get around to voting, I¼d be wanting to know something about my local candidates.
As for small parties, the PDs are next on my list. After the big two, getting the info needed gets
more difficult.

goblin_insane (2006-09-21 21:44:20)
Learn something new everyday. Didn¼t no you weren¼t a native. I think your lack of impression
of any of the parties is sort of reflective of the nature of Irish politics in the last 20 years ... an
ambigous heap around centre field :P

cerandor (2006-09-22 08:59:48)
I¼m from the north, where politics is pretty easy to figure out. There¼s only one issue, and
everyone knows where everyone stands (in a straight line, from one extreme to another). Partially
that¼s the reason why I got disillusioned with politics in the first place.
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1.9.6 Progressive Democrats (2006-09-27 11:07)

I must admit that I probably have a bias against the PDs. Mary Harney, the leader until earlier
this month, was an unappealing media personality, and she and her party, as junior partners
in the coalition with Fianna Fail, were fairly easy targets for scorn and mockery. Moreover,
Michael McDowell, her replacement, comes across as a bit of a head-case, though you have to
admire the quixotic impulses of someone who wanted to rename his party "The Radical Part."

Breaking this bias down isn’t helped by the fact that the PDs don’t have a Wikipedia page
of their own, so I’ve had to rely on bios of the party leaders and the party Web site. Histor-
ically, the PDs seem to have been born from FF as the anti-Charlie Haughey party (a fairly
admirable impulse again), which has since morphed into a position of opposition to the civil
war parties (FF & FG) on one hand and doctrinal leftists (Irish Labour, Sinn Fein and the
Greens) on the other.

Their Web site, which is easy to navigate but not as slick as FG’s, has a principles sec-
tion that is heavy on the party’s role in Ireland’s economic re(?)birth. As the junior partner
in government several times, they seem to have stuck to the twin issues of the economy and
health, to differing degrees of success. Their site gives the impression that they’d happily
go into government with FG as well as FF, if that were an option, though how accurate this
impression is, I can’t tell.

Shaking aside any bias, I’ll admit to agreeing to a degree with the party’s stance on economic
issues, though their lack of any position on education that I could find is a bit off-putting.
As with all Irish politics though, it seems that the personalities involved maybe be the most
off-putting elements.

1.9.7 Fun, not Politics (2006-09-29 10:06)

I was going to write something about politics at the moment. The epidemic of stabbity ef-
forts in Irish politics, the baroque end-of-empire feeling in British politics and the insane
pre-election shenanigans in U.S. politics. There’s a lot of ground to cover, but honestly, it’s all
too dull, strange, and depressing and unbelievable, respectively. Besides, you can learn far
more about it in other places than here.

So here’s something about games instead.

My gaming habit has been somewhat curtailed recently, but what time I’ve had on the com-
puter has been offered up to Civ 4, which I’ve been rediscovering. My lack of success first time
out with this game turns out to have been down to the fact I didn’t realise just how different
from its predecessors this game was. I’m enjoying it a lot more now, and I’ll probably pick up
the "Warlords" expansion next week.

Of course, there’s plenty of games in my pile that I haven’t paid enough attention to. Dawn of
War for one, which I haven’t even completed the main story missions for. Oblivion is another.
I took a break from it after completing the main story quest, but I may return to it soon. I’ve
also had occasional hankerings to return to Rome: Total War, but I think I’ll hold off on those
for reasons which I’ll explain below.

As for upcoming games (always the most fun), there are two in particular that I’m waiting
for. The first is Neverwinter Nights 2. I’m a sucker for an RPG with a good story, and the fact
that Obsidian is the developer behind this release gives me hope that I’ll get that here. The
first Neverwinter fell short in terms of story, but this may be a return to the glory of Baldur’s
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Gate 1 & 2.

The second game on my radar is even more enticing: Medieval 2: Total War. Just as the
original Medieval refined and expanded Shogun: Total War, so the second looks set to refine
and expand on Rome in all the right places. I’m desperately keen to play this game now. Even
beyond the notion of conquering Europe, the idea of having a puppet Pope doing my bidding
is terribly appealing...

I’m also keeping my eye on the MMO scene at the moment. Since quitting World of War-
craft after I discovered that I’m too antisocial to spend long periods of time in the virtual
company of strangers, I’ve only returned to the online arena for a very brief trial of EVE and
the occasional (and inevitably brief) foray into Guild Wars. But now there are two projects
that may drag me back in for a test drive.

The first is Age of Conan: Hyborian Adventures, which looks set to be a more mature take on
the MMORPG, with content scalable in terms of maturity according to the user’s preferences.
More interestingly, the game looks set to force players to play solo until they’re relatively
powerful, allowing a hopefully gradual settling-in phase. That and a couple of interesting
structural notions have attracted my attention.

The other project is the recently announced Marvel Comics-based MMO from the makers
of City of Heroes. I dropped that game largely due to the lack of depth, but the licensing of
Marvel’s extremely deep universe may just cover that gap. Of course, it was only announced
a few days ago, and there are few, if any, details to be found, but I’m a comics geek and thus
I can think of plenty of reasons why this could be a great game all by myself.

However, to end on a worrying note, there is a cloud on the horizon. Specifically, Microsoft.
I’m a PC gamer, not a console gamer, and it looks like Microsoft is serious about making many
new PC games specific to its new Vista operating system. The two MMOs above, at least, may
well fall under this category. I don’t appreciate being required to upgrade to play the games
I want to, but I don’t want to find myself missing out on the best games either. It’s a painful
situation I may find myself in.

mytholder (2006-09-29 10:36:35)
<I>Age of Conan</I> won¼t (at least, it didn¼t when I was working on it) <I>require</I> Vista - it¼ll
just look prettier on it.

goblin_insane (2006-09-29 10:50:38)
You are in breach of contract! This leak will require to go straight to jail, if you pass go do not collect
$200.

cerandor (2006-09-29 11:18:37)
Thanks for that. I wasn¼t certain about <em>Conan</em> but it seems that the Marvel game prob-
ably will require Vista. <em>Conan</em> does look more intriguing the more I hear about it though.
Well written games are always a bonus. :)
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1.10 October

1.10.1 The Coldening (2006-10-03 08:26)

My misted breath hanging in the air in front of me, the first cold of the autumn squatting in
my sinuses. Yep, summer is well and truly gone. My immune system, normally so adept at
kicking out threats to my health, has flung the doors open to the sniffles.

I’ve decided to name the first cold of the season "the T-shirt cold," as it’s the one that in-
forms me that I can’t get away with wearing T-shirts any more. Ah well. Time to dig out the
jumpers that have been mouldering in the press for the last 4/5/6 months.

pixiespiel (2006-10-04 18:39:32) the cold
i know exactly what you mean.. i¼m going to have to start wearing tracksuits again in training now
instead of shorts.. serious brrr!! bring back the sun i say!

1.10.2 Irish Labour (2006-10-04 11:45)

Next on the list, the perennial third party of Irish politics: Labour. Actually older than the
two main parties, having been formed in 1912, Labour seems to have spent most of the sub-
sequent century splitting, reforming, arguing with itself and dropping in and out of coalition
with either FF or FG. Currently, they’re in coalition with FG and seem to have repressed most
of their militant tendencies (which, in the past, have generally hived off into smaller parties
and then vanished, more or less).

Their Web site is well put together, but their policies section bears a remarkable resemblance
to FF’s specifics-free zone. There are no guiding principles on view (odd for a Labour party),
just a series of links to policy documents, which the party seems to churn out at a rate of
about two a month. Better than a series of news articles or press releases, I suppose, but not
helpful to someone who wants a quick overview of what the party is.

Labour seems to be much less focused than the PDs, their natural rivals, generally react-
ing to events and stories rather than forging a strong sense of themselves, something I don’t
think will serve them well in an election. The quote on the main page, from leader Pat Rabitte,
runs more or less thus: "The task for Labour is to persuade those who think Labour to vote
Labour." What about those who don’t know what exactly thinking Labour entails these days?

1.10.3 Demo Day (2006-10-10 10:46)

Ah, the sweet scent of new games. In this case, demos of two games that I’m more than likely
to pick up.

First off is Medieval II: Total War, which offers up three historical battles from the early,
mid and late game periods - respectively, Hastings, Agincourt and Pavia. The entire thing
weighs in at half a gig though, so someone will need more patience than me to download it. It
can be grabbed from http://www.cvg.co.uk, among other places.

Secondly is a demo I’m likely to be playing until the main game comes out: Football Man-
ager 2007. The site, at http://www.footballmanager.net, has a fun section where they run
through the current season using the game. Depressingly, Chelsea win the title again and
West Brom stay down. Ah well...
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1.10.4 Irish Green Party (2006-10-11 12:04)

The penultimate Irish political party on my list of six is the Irish Green Party. Founded at the
start of the 1980s, they rode the wave of green consciousness and got representatives elected
at every level of Irish and European politics. They haven’t kept them all in the years since,
but despite the fact that the Green movement has been largely absorbed into the mainstream,
they’ve maintained a coherent presence. Plus, party leader Trever Sargent is good at getting
his face on TV and thus keeping his party in the public eye.

Their Web site is fairly basic, with little flash or glamour, but it does the job. More impres-
sively, it includes sections on the party’s general principles and its specific policies. Rather
than focusing on a narrow set of ideas, as it might be expected to, the party seems to have
thought out its opinions on most major issues and laid them out for all to see. It’s laudable,
but transforming that into public awareness of the broader nature of the party could be tricky.

I appreciate the fact that the party is willing to set out major goals (such as Ireland turn-
ing to 100 percent renewable energy by 2050), but I’m also suspicious of it. On the one hand,
thinking large and long term is vital and often neglected by politicians looking to secure an-
other election. On the other, I’m a natural cynic and thus suspicious of idealists whose views
I might otherwise share. Hard line greens are every bit as distasteful to me as hard line con-
servatives. That said, there’s a lot that’s interesting in the party’s stances on various issues,
and Ireland could do worse than having them as a junior partner in government.

1.10.5 In the Black (2006-10-20 22:02)

There’s something desperately reassuring about a bad mood. When something pushes me
into one (and it doesn’t generally take much), there’s nothing more appealing than just sitting
down and wallowing in it. Sitting down and brooding on the manifest injustices of the world
that have brought you to this pass. Even though you know it’s entirely futile and unproduc-
tive, the sheer lack of effort required to maintain the intensity of pique is almost intoxicating.

Right now, that’s where I’m at. Really, really, really pissed off. And right now the only
thing I can contemplate doing is going to sleep and hoping I wake up a more useful person
than I feel at the moment.

pixiespiel (2006-10-20 23:02:32)
dude.. you need to lay off the gin!! haha.. only kidding.. but wallowing will not do you any good. I
know we all get in bad moods from time to time, but brooding is so colin farrell, and so last year..

(2006-10-26 13:20:43) Well, it&apos;s been a while
Ciaran, &so in the same way I try to pass every lunchtime at work I was thinking about interesting
things I could look up on the internet & I started off with The Answer (an almost successful Down-
patrick rock band by all accounts worth checking out I hear). That led to Acidtone, a young DPK band
not so sure about these ones. From there to Butlip and that reminded me that I use to have friends
in Downpatrick (can you guess where this is going &.?). Did the wonder whatever happened to thing
and found your live journal (like the broody photo by the way). So, I thought Id drop you a line to say
hello. Rather than doing the full catch up though I thought it may be pertinent to check that you get
this. So I hope you do, and I hope this sees you well. Ronan (rsmyth@workdirections.co.uk)
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1.10.6 My Future Revealed (2006-10-26 23:19)

I tend to be a little selective with these, but this one I had to go for. Courtesy of [ LJ User:
laerfan ].

You Should Be a Science Fiction Writer
[sci-fi.jpg]

Your ideas are very strange, and people often wonder what planet
you’re from. And while you may have some problems being "normal,"
you’ll have no problems writing sci-fi. Whether it’s epic films,

important novels, or vivid comics... Your own little universe could
leave an important mark on the world!

[1]What Type of Writer Should You Be?

Since I’ve done a bit of SF recently (and more fantasy), I’ll accept that.

1. http://www.blogthings.com/whattypeofwritershouldyoubequiz/

laerfan (2006-10-26 22:47:16)
I thought you¼d get that! <lj user="yume _kokoro"> got that too

1.10.7 The Calm... (2006-10-30 18:42)

I’ve been on holiday since Friday lunchtime, but tomorrow morning things will begin in
earnest - 20 hours of travelling and two flights will bring myself, [ LJ User: theanonamer-
ican ], the Lawyer, the Chameleon and the Dark Knight to San Diego, where we’ll be attending
(some of us in a slightly official capacity) the wedding of a friend of ours. Two weeks in the
States, half in San Diego, half in New York and the death of much of my fiscal reserves.

Everything has been more or less sorted out with regard to the holiday for a while now,
but I haven’t mentioned it here yet for a couple of reasons. First off, obviously, I haven’t been
posting too much in the last while. Rather more importantly, it’s only now that the holiday
has actually become real. With my bag mostly packed and not much left to do beyond waiting
the last few hours, I’m finally realising that this is a big deal. The first time a group of us has
gone on a major holiday together. The first time one of us has gotten married. A two-coast
American extravaganza. In pretty much every way that counts, this is a big deal.

So I’m going to be using this journal to keep a record of this trip when I get the chance.
Post photos when I can. Hopefully I’ll not bug you all too much with it.

1.11 November

1.11.1 First Two Days (2006-11-01 18:52)

Well, it’s been a fairly crazy couple of days. So I’m glad enough to be getting a chance to
sit down and clear my brain a bit. For those of you who may be interested, this is how the
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holiday’s gone so far.

Day 1, October 31, 2006: Rose at 6.00am and washed and packed away the last of my
luggage. The Chameleon and [ LJ User: theanonamerican ] made their appearances about
6.25, and by the time I was ready to move on, they’d already headed out to the gates, where
the Dark Knight had arrived in the taxi. The trip through Dublin Airport was disturbingly
painless, and we even had time for breakfast and all the rest in a relaxed fashion. There’s
something to be said for travelling early on a weekday, after all.

The flight itself was better than expected, and entirely on time, which was a relief, as
we had a connecting flight to catch in New York. The food was better than usual for Aer
Lingus, the seats weren’t too cramped, and if the Lawyer failed in getting an upgrade to first
class to accompany his sister, he at least had a bundle of free seats around him in the rear of
the plane,

As for the rest of us, we were stuck near the front, looking out the right hand side,
cracking Traveller jokes as we took off. For a while, the Dark Knight,[ LJ User: theanonamer-
ican ] and the Chameleon had fits of the giggles, the former two watching Frasier and The
Break Up and the latter listening to Gift Grub on his iPod.

Somewhere over the mid-Atlantic, we were overtaken by a Virgin jumbo, close enough
to get a decent photo, and whose contrails we trailed for the next few hours as its lucky
passengers winged their way to an earlier landing than hours. By the time we hit Canada
and Newfoundland, the clouds, which had been omnipresent thus far beneath the altitude-
darkened sky, were scattered enough that we could look down on the desolate landscape
below. I’ve flown over American soil before, and it never fails to impress me just how much
there is of it and just how sparsely populated the majority of it is.

In JFK, the theme of exceptionally plain sailing continued We arrived a little ahead of
schedule, our bags dropped out of the luggage chute with nary a problem and we actually
made it to the terminal for our next flight half an hour before we could check in. So it was
upstairs to a cafe for a sit-down and the first food on American soil - donuts for the Dark
Knight and [ LJ User: theanonamerican ].

When we eventually managed to check in (another painless, nigh-automated procedure),
we headed through security (divested momentarily of shoes, jackets and belts) and into the
terminal proper. There we found a table near to power points for laptops and came across
our first problem: JetBlue’s free airport wifi wasn’t working. Which, given the free run we’d
had thus far, wasn’t a major problem. Instead, we passed the time snaffling burgers and
playing cards - pretty unsuccessfully on my part.

After five hours in JFK, there was one last six hour flight to come, six hours spent
chasing the sunset fruitlessly across the U.S. towards San Diego. JetBlue is an airline I’ve
enjoyed travelling on before. You don’t get a full meal from them, but the leather seats and
seat-back TV with 36 channels more than make up for that. Dodgy Hallowe’en costumes
aside (pink bunny ears and a witch’s hat for two of the stewardesses), the biggest problem
was sleep. We’d been on the go for over 20 hours by halfway through the flight, and most of
us conked out for an hour or two. As for myself, I caught a little shuteye. I had to do a bit of
driving when I arrived, and it wouldn’t do to be too crazy-eyed on arrival.

San Diego offered up the first minor glitches of our trip. Retrieving our luggage wasn’t
a problem, and once again we had landed a little ahead of schedule. But we ended up waiting
the best part of ha;f an hour for the shuttle to the Alamo Rent-a-Car offices. Of course, it
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was just as we’d decided to ditch the rental and go for a taxi that the shuttle showed up and
carted us off across the freeway to our destination.

As for the car itself, well . . . I have a tendency to get stressed in situations where
I’m dealing with the new and the unknown. So here I was driving an SUV for the first time.
Which was an automatic, something that I’d only dealt with once before, very briefly. Plus, I
was supposed to be driving on the wrong side of the road, in a city I’d never been too. Even
if the hotel was actually really close by, I still had to deal with four sleep-deprived monkeys
jabbering in my ears. Quite how I made it to the hotel without any mishap, I’m not sure, but
I did.

After all that, checking in was a relief. Except that only my credit card seemed to reg-
ister with the machines, so once again my name went down on the list. I parked the SUV in
the underground park (in a tight little space that promised pain the next morning) and then
headed to my room for a shower and a change of clothes. We’d run into the groom’s family,
you see, and fancied a pint with his dad and younger brother, also called Ciaran, before
finally hitting the sack.

The pub turned out to be a British themed pub, largely empty save for the last strag-
glers of Hallowe’en. It was about midnight local time by now, and we almost didn’t get served
except through the good offices of the groom’s dad and a bar manager dressed as a priest.
After some general conversation and relaxing, we were all about to keel over, so all that was
left was to head to our rooms and embrace sweet oblivion.

Day 2, November 1: Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the time difference, we all got up
early, tired or otherwise. The local wifi was working, so I learned that West Brom had drawn
3-3 the night before, and then it was off for a stroll around town, in search of breakfast.
This secured, in the form of pancakes, sausage, bacon and eggs (save for the Lawyer’s fruit
special), we were distracted by the sight of the docks a few blocks away and headed there to
see the tall ships.

A slight miscalculation that: at the docks, we were perilously close to the aircraft car-
rier museum, and nothing would do for the Lawyer but that he would go as close as possible
without actually jumping into the bay. When he saw a Nimitz-class carrier across the bay,
even that stricture seemed in danger of being broken. Still, we had an appointment to keep,
and we strolled back through the warm November sunshine, circling around the hotel before
once again settling ourselves down in the atrium. Once again, we ran into the groom’s
parents, and after a while chatting with them and learning the true nature of the week ahead
(through the revelation of a truly draconian and precise timetable), the groom himself showed
up.

After a fair bit of good-natured ribbing (which served as a good warm-up for the more
serious slagging to come), we headed off for more coffee and a little lunch, during which some
of us took the opportunity to sample buffalo burgers. It is the States, after all. Thoughts then
turned to the topic of what exactly we’d do with this day, the last properly free one before the
arranged events of the week ahead. One particular activity was head and shoulders ahead in
the running: shoot something. Again, this is the States, after all.

A little bit of online research revealed the location of a nearby range, which went by
the happy name of the Discount Gun Mart. Since there was now one too many to fit into the
SUV, we split into two groups. [ LJ User: theanonamerican ], the Chameleon and the Lawyer
grabbed a taxi while I drove the Dark Knight and the groom. Driving on the freeway turned
out to be a less troublesome activity than I’d feared, partially because the groom was on hand
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to offer small pieces of advice and info on the etiquette of the road, which is very different in
California from the normal run of things in Ireland.

The Discount Gun Mart turned out to be fitting of its name. Filled with all manner of
weaponry and well secured against any intruders. The groom signed us into the place,
and in we went in groups of three, carrying a HK 9mm pistol and a couple of boxes of 50
rounds, $9.99 each. First off were the groom, the Lawyer and the Dark Knight, who emerged
something more than half an hour later with big grins on their faces and target sheets
peppered with 30 shots each or so.

Next, the groom took in myself and the Chameleon. We’d both been somewhat sobered
by the safety lesson at the start of the session, so we took it easy, and after a single sighting
shot, took on three ten-shot efforts. I’d only ever fired a shotgun before, and a pistol turned
out to be a very different kettle of fish. The kick was much less than I’d expected, and it
turned out that firing in relatively quick succession was the way to go. My shots grouped
pretty well, and I had more than a few dead centre. Which I was pleased with, as I hadn’t
expected to do well. Not that I was quite as pleased as the others, especially the Dark Knight
and the Chameleon, who were all but bouncing at various stages of the evening.

After that, in high spirits, we returned as we’d came, by taxi and SUV, offering up an-
other new experience: a freeway traffic jam. Luckily, parking in the hotel turned out to be
much easier this time out, and we generally gathered in the hotel lobby after relaxing and
resting, and in my case updating this report.

theanonamerican (2006-11-03 07:47:57)
Cool. I¼ve been wondering how long it was gonna be before you posted some fiction up here again.
Keep up the good work. And hurrah for your imagination.

cerandor (2006-11-03 22:39:59)
If you¼d care to offer any pointers on exactly which parts are fictional, I¼m sure it would be edifying
for all concerned...

1.11.2 Insane in the U.S. (2006-11-06 18:03)

Apologies for the lack of updates and posting. Rest assured that I’ll get back to it - it’s just
been difficult to get time during what’s been a pretty mad holiday so far. Now that the wedding
is over, I’ll hopefully have the chance to do so soon. In the meantime, I’ve begun posting some
holiday snaps to Flickr.

pixiespiel (2006-11-08 13:29:17) your trip
Hey Ciaran Glad to hear you boys are getting well.. and that the wedding went down a storm. Glad
Steve went in the end aswell. Say hi to everyone. Your missing nothing here except Kerry has left for
the Garda :-)

1.11.3 The story continues... (2006-11-09 11:06)

Well, it’s our first morning in New York and about time that I sat down and posted up how
things have gone recently. However, since my writing habits run to excess, I’m not going
to inflict the whole spiel of the last week on anyone. I’ll post it in two-day batches instead.
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Here’s the first one out.

Day 2, November 1 (cont.):As the Lawyer and the Dark Knight headed off for a wander
around town and a reconnoitre of the sites of future depravities, the groom, along with [ LJ
User: theanonamerican ], myself, and the Chameleon, sat in the lobby and tended to matters
of momentary importance.

The evening wasn’t quite over though. There was a general need for food and some
booze to salve the ongoing effects of jetlag. So we headed across the road to the Princess Pub,
the same British pub that we’d attended the night before. There we were joined, as some
little time passed, by the groom’s brothers and parents, and then by the bride, who we were
meeting for the first time since arriving. It was a fun evening, but general head-fluffiness
being what it was, myself, [ LJ User: theanonamerican ] and the Dark Knight headed for our
beds before alcohol could take too heavy a toll on us, with the Lawyer and the Chameleon
joining us just a little later on. There would be time enough for major celebrations later.

Day 3, November 2: Jetlag came to our rescue this morning, as we were required to
rise at 6 in order to gather for our day’s outing. The Chameleon and I were in fact up at 5.45,
fresh as mildly withered daisies, and fetched coffee and juice for our more sluggardly friends.
Before long, all were gathered in the hotel lobby, save the Lawyer, along with the bride and
groom, the bride’s brother, the groom’s two brothers and the girlfriend of the elder brother.
When the Lawyer arose, all eleven of us trekked off in search of the nearby train station.

For our destination lay some distance northwards, in Anaheim, Orange County. We
were heading to Disneyland for the day, over the misgivings of one or two of our number. The
train that took us there was a double-decker Amtrak, and it proceeded at a leisurely enough
pace that there was plenty of time for breakfast (pastries and coffee provided by the bride and
groom) and the good-natured slagging that’s required when people are getting to know one
another.

After meandering past long beaches, army bases (deserted and otherwise) and nuclear power
stations, the train dropped us off at Anaheim station, some distance from Disneyland. Even-
tually, cabs were garnered, or rather a single cab, driven by an Egyptian/Turkish/something
cabbie who played strange music and shuttled us over in two bundles.

Tickets for everything had been arranged by the bride and groom, and after some wait-
ing for the second cab (and a little bit of necessary suncream to deal with the blistering
November weather), we headed inside. After depositing our unnecessary gear in lockers for
the day, the only matter to be determined was what ride we’d be attacking first. The choice
made was the Indiana Jones adventure, but as it turned out, this had a particularly long
queue and the fastpass system for it wasn’t working. So we turned away, having suffered
what turned out to be the only glitch of the day.

We went on Splash Mountain and Space Mountain (both twice), the Jungle Cruise (the
horrible, horrible jokes), Thunder Mountain, the Buzz Lightyear adventure (with your humble
narrator getting a particularly low score), the Roger Rabbit ride (spinny, whirly death), and
several others that don’t really spring to mind at the moment. In between, we enjoyed lunch
while watching a Jedi training academy (which the Lawyer was desperate to join) and enjoyed
ice creams on the pavilion. Maybe we were a little old for some, but one doesn’t go to Disney
and let that be a limiting factor. We even managed to make it to the Indiana Jones ride in
the end, and enjoyed that perhaps most of all. As it turned out, not only were the queues
ridiculously short for most of the day, but 11-12 people is the perfect size of a group to take
around Disneyland. Most of the rides take people in groups of six or twelve, and as such we
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ended up in situations like that of the Indiana Jones ride, where we filled up one car all on
our own.

After more than 12 hours traipsing around the park, we headed to Downtown Disney,
where we had a meal well suited to the day we’d just had and the general ambience of the
moment. Despite some problems with the Lawyer’s credit card, which were to cause him
aggravation for a while to come, we headed back to the 8.40 train in high spirits, albeit
somewhat exhaustedly.

This was where jetlag whiplash kicked in for some of us. For myself, I avoided sleep-
ing for most of the trip by chatting to the other guys, but more than a few of us dozed in our
seats as the train ambled through the darkness. By the time that we made it back to the
hotel, only a few of us were inclined to sit up and not take immediately to our beds. I stayed
up a while, though I didn’t decamp to the pub like the groom and a few others. I don’t think I
had it in me to metabolise beer at that particular moment.

Day 4, November 3: Once again we arose early enough, though this time at the fairly
respectable hour of ten. Des, having stayed awake most of the night, wasn’t up for joining
us, so we headed out on our own in search of breakfast. This we found some distance away,
at a Sicilian diner just south of Broadway. Some overly heavy omelettes and chorizo dishes
later, we strolled back towards the hotel, where preparations for the rest of the day were to
be made. This was, after all, the day of the stag partying, and everybody wanted to keep the
momentum of the holiday going.

The Lawyer himself arose a couple of hours later, having spent most of the night trying
to sort out his financial issues, sadly without success. However, between us we managed to
sort a temporary solution out.

This was the day of the stag party celebrations, and so at around 4pm, myself, the
groom, the Lawyer, the Chameleon and [ LJ User: theanonamerican ] headed out in the car
towards Miramar, following some fairly arcane directions towards the karting track that was
to form the first part of the day. Unfortunately my own issues with American roads and some
shakiness on the part of the directions left us cruising round some back streets without
much of a clue as to where we needed to be. The groom’s mobile phone, which had Google
Maps installed, came to the rescue, and we made it to the track just in time to avoid being
the last ones there.

In total, there were 17 of us racing there, most of whom we’d never met. The size of
the group meant that we were split into two teams for the racing, with myself in the former
and the others who’d came in our car in the latter. For the most part, we gave a good account
of ourselves, and I might have done better if I hadn’t had someone hit me in the side in
qualifying. But in the end, honours went to Iain, one of the groom’s mates from elsewhere in
California, and Darragh, the groom’s younger brother.

The karting had run on longer than planned, so it was straight into the cars and back
to the hotel. The initial restaurant booking having fallen by the wayside, we now headed for
another Italian place, Mimmo’s, just up the road from the hotel. Thankfully, they were well
able to accommodate our group, now 20-strong, and provided us with plenty of the booze and
sustenance we needed.

The main excitement came at the end of the meal. As we lined up for a group photo,
the stag party prank was played and the groom was padlocked to a chain attached to a 15lb
bowling ball. Of course, he had to be held down a little bit to manage this, but that was all
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to the good. When we headed down the street to go drinking, it was to the accompaniment of
clattering chains and plenty of stares from those still enjoying their meals.

Of course, there had to be some drawbacks. The floor manager in the first pub we
tried, W, an ultra-swanky joint, decided to toss out the groom on the basis that he had a
"prop" attached to his leg. After some irritation at this, we gave it up as a bad deal and
the whole crowd headed towards San Diego’s gaslamp district in search of a better venue.
The place that was eventually chosen was the Yard House, which turned out to have the
questionable bonus of being filled with marines in full dress uniform.

Nonetheless, the night was all about boozing, and thus it continued, with the addition
of the fathers of the happy couple, joining in with the lads on their alcoholic endeavours.
Plenty of beers, a couple of tequila shots and a baby guiness each later, and the groom was
in soppy form, explaining his affection for all and sundry, After that, the night dissolved into
a relatively drink-sodden haze, about which it’s probably best not to seek out details.

1.11.4 Weddings and Things (2006-11-10 10:00)

Another morning in New York, another attempt to catch up with my reportage. The weather
here is actually half decent rather than terrible, so I’m looking forward to the day ahead. But
before I head out, here’s some more of what happened a few days ago, including the entire
point of the trip.

Day 5, November 4: Despite the debaucheries of the night before, we all managed to
arise surprisingly early and headed off in search of breakfast. Once again, the remnants of
jetlag were coming to our rescue, and we seemed to be in better form than the U.S. natives
who we’d been out with the night before. American breakfasts are something that I’ve never
been hugely keen on, but they do set you up for the day pretty impressively. Pancakes,
sausage, bacon, in any order you like.

The main chores for the day started with getting fitted for our tuxes, at a small store
out by Pacific Beach. Once again, some driving was required, and once again we ended up
steering the SUV around a few unnecessary side streets before making it to where we needed
to be. The day was, as they all had been, stunningly sunny, so what might have been a chore
was actually part of the holiday, and the groom, groomsmen and family all spent their time
slagging each other mercilessly until everyone was fitted and in possession of a sharp suit for
the next day’s festivities.

Back to the hotel then, this time by a more straightforward route, and just enough
time to get cleaned up and improve our sartorial situation before heading out once more to
the wedding rehearsal. Apparently this is a fairly common thing in certain circles, but I’d
never actually been involved in one before. At least it gave the groomsmen a chance to meet
our opposite numbers: in the case of the Lawyer, [ LJ User: theanonamerican ] and myself,
these being Stacey, Paula and Kalin (matched up by height and, apparently, temperament).

The whole thing was not entirely serious, though everyone took enough note to know
where to step and stand when it came to their turn. What was wanted was food, drink and a
more convivial setting. So we all decamped onto the bus that had taken us to the Prado (an
absolutely fantastic setting for a wedding) and headed north to Pacific Beach once more to
the rehearsal dinner, taking place in a Mexican-Asian fusion restaurant, the name of which
temporarily escapes me.

There was some mixing and mingling among the various parties, but for the most part
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we just chatted among ourselves, enjoyed the food and took photos and were photographed.
Not a bad way to spend an evening, all in all.

Of course, though, we didn’t want to call a halt to it all too early, so when the bus de-
posited us back into town, we headed for that bastion of exclusivity that had barred the
groom’s entry the night before, the W. This time, sans ball and chain, entry wasn’t much of a
problem. Well, except for those who were delayed, who had to endure the slings and arrows of
a couple of queues in order to gain entry to the exclusive rooftop beach. That accomplished,
we found ourselves in the presence of some of the shinier examples of San Diego’s nightlife.
Some of them, admittedly, might have been quite at home in the more self-regarding circles
of Dublin society, but we weren’t going to let that spoil our evening.

Well, the Lawyer and the Chameleon weren’t anyway. [ LJ User: theanonamerican ]
and myself were out on our feet, more or less, and didn’t feel inclined to hobnob, and the
Dark Knight made his excuses and left at much the same time. Once again, an evening came
to a close without any massive disasters, at least nothing that we knew about when we hit
the hay.

Day 6, November 5: The day of the wedding dawned brighter and warmer than any
we’d enjoyed before. If this was southern California in November, I was pretty glad to be
avoiding high summer. Once again we headed out for breakfast, this time strolling all the
way down to Broadway. We had a couple of hours to kill before we were required to suit up
for the wedding, so after indulging our appetites (and after the Chameleon ate a tall stack
of pancakes that almost killed him), we headed for the USS Midway museum, save for [ LJ
User: theanonamerican ], who headed back to the hotel to watch the game.

I have to admit I’m not as huge a fan of military hardware as the Lawyer, the Chameleon
and the Dark Knight, but strolling around an aircraft carrier, both inside and out, was a
new experience, and the sight of three Nimitz-class carriers across the bay was pretty damn
impressive. Eventually, though, the guys had to be dragged away. The hour was drawing
nigh and we were needed.

The suits (the full tux and waistcoats, with a burgundy tie set) made the groomsmen
look sharp as pins, and despite a somewhat rickety cab, we were all soon deposited in the
Prado amid the continuing brilliant sunshine. Some small effort was required to put people
in their seats and ensure that the photos were all taken (before the wedding, so as to catch
the sun), but everyone seemed in pretty high spirits, with not a lot in the way of the tension
that you might expect on a day like this.

As for the ceremony itself, I have to admit to being impressed. Shorn of religious whatnot, it
focused pretty clearly on the centre of the day: the bride and groom. Even the most cynical
and jaded (raises hand) couldn’t fail to notice just how happy the two of them were. I don’t
have any photos of the ceremony itself, having been in the middle of it, but it made an
impression all right.

Everything had gone without a hitch so far, and that continued as the night went on.
A mariachi band seranaded the crowd at the reception, as drink and nibbles were passed
around and everyone simply had a good time, the divisions between the groups breaking
down even more than before. There was one last duty for the bridesmaids and groomsmen,
and that was preceding the couple into the dining hall. That done, the meal was next.

Our group seemed to occupy what could only be called the ’singles’ table. Predomi-
nantly male, unsurprisingly, we nevertheless managed to keep the banter up over the course
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of the night. The Lawyer was even referenced in two of the after-dinner speeches and we
learned a new tradition - apparently, tapping glasses during the meal is a call for the happy
couple to kiss. Who knew?

Having drunk steadily through the evening, we all did our best when it came to danc-
ing. I even tried out a few salsa moves with my bridesmaid, but the Lawyer and [ LJ User:
theanonamerican ] were the ones throwing the real shapes, and the Chameleon himself was
the epitome of elegance. Not that any of us were elegant later in the evening, when "Summer
of ’69" came on as a call for the Trinity crew to get together and clear the floor. Even the Dark
Knight essayed a sashay at the end of the evening, which closed out with Stevie Wonder’s
"Supernatural."

After that, as things wound down, we got a bit split up. The Lawyer and I ended up
heading to a bar with some of the groom’s friends, while the others hopped on the bus and
headed to Henry’s in the Gaslamp district. Personally, I think they got the better end of that
deal, but in any case by the time everything shut down and the Lawyer and I were dropped
off at the hotel, I’d pretty much exerted myself to the utmost. As the others keeled over the
Dellaripas’ room with some illicit booze, I stripped the tux and shirt off my sweat-caked back
and found the bed. It had been a pretty stunning day, all things considered, and I didn’t
really need any extras to close it out.

kaleandwine (2006-11-14 09:11:13)
Ciaran McGrath! Goodness, the world is small... A late night (bored, really) search for wedding pho-
tos, accomplished by the use of google and the attendants¼ names, led here. For everyone else I
found nothing (save Brian Dellaripa¼s wishlist – apparently he likes watches). But I was surprised
to find that your name led not only to a familiar picture but to a delightful description of an event
I just experienced. Anyway, hallo! I do remember that you had a camera – if you or the lads have
any interesting photos to pass on, feel free. My friend Elisa (who may or may not have tried to
convince you of the power of Astrology) took some wonderful shots – admittedly, many are of our
old college friends and my family, but there are some nice ones of the Irish lads and the ceremony.
http://www.kodakgallery.com/I.jsp?c=b5x2i169.b0xlvcjx &x=0 &y=742kmm The internet is either a
land of blessed connectedness, or of unwelcome stalkers – if you feel the latter, I will gladly not tread
here again. But otherwise, I enjoy the idea of knowing, even cursorily, someone from a country other
than my own (often self-obsessed) one. Take care, Kalin

cerandor (2006-11-14 11:00:51)
You¼re not intruding at all. In fact, it¼s a pleasure to hear from you. I had even more fun than I¼d
expected at the wedding (and I¼d expected a lot, as I was getting to see Brian and Christa again),
something I¼d put down to all the new people I got to meet while I was there. I have other photos
too - I just posted up some of the better ones - and will gladly send you more once I have everything
sorted (just got home a couple of hours ago). Thanks for the link to Elisa¼s photos too - she did
indeed try to persuade us about astrology, but I fear she met something of a brick wall with us,
though hopefully not an impolite one...

kaleandwine (2006-11-14 18:28:53)
Haha, excellent! Elisa is the star of my existence. And I, apparently, her Love Bomb. But the feeling
you express, about the wedding is, is mutual. I enjoy that you seem to be a writer... I joined the
group only a week ago, but I¼m already ecstaticc to be writing again. I added you as a friend – hope
that¼s okay – I¼m new to this Livejournal thing, and not sure of the etiquette. Thanks!

cerandor (2006-11-15 13:38:03)
As far as I¼ve been able to figure out, you can friend anyone whose journal you want to read.
Anyone you make a friend of yours will also be able to read any entries you mark as friends-only.
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Beyond that, etiquette only consists of being polite and having a sense of humour, so far as I can
tell.

1.11.5 Exhausted in the Big Apple (2006-11-11 19:19)

Like the title said, I’m currently knackered in New York. Seriously. I’ve spent most of the
last two days walking, and my feet are killing. Been to the museum and generally across the
centre of the city here. Still, it’s been good so far. Need to sit down for a while before heading
out again. In the meantime, here’s some more reportage.

Day 7, November 6: Scarily enough, despite all that effort and my general tiredness, I
woke up at 7am and couldn’t get back to sleep, so I showered and cleared my head and
wandered downstairs to get some sun and surf das Internet. Yes, not that exciting, but I
didn’t really have much else to do with myself at that moment.

Perhaps inevitably, when everyone else joined me downstairs, there was a general lack
of consensus on what to do and where to go. Having expended all their energy on the night
before, no one was really up to being proactive. When a decision was finally made, to go
shooting with the bride’s brothers and one of the groom’s brothers (the other having headed
off to Tijuana with his girlfriend), it took an unholy amount of time before anyone could
actually get themselves in shape to move out.

Even then, before shooting, there were other matters to attend to, specifically break-
fast. And when I say breakfast, I mean food in barely sublethal doses. The bride’s brothers
continued their tour guide efforts and brought us out to Woodcrest where we settled down to
eat at a place called Hot Hash A-Go-Go. Or something like that anyhow. The main defining
feature of this site turned out to be its complete lack of modesty when it came to portion sizes.
I had a one-pound stuffed burger (which I reached an uneasy truce with after devouring most
of it) and was by no means the most daring gastronaut.

Eventually, bellies more than full, we headed off again, this time in the direction of the
shooting range. By this stage, I’d gotten used to how the SUV manoeuvred and even enjoyed
the freeway driving with the windows down, though I couldn’t really imagine doing it on any
kind of an ongoing basis.

The shooting range turned out to be even more relaxed than the Discount Gun Mart.
The Dark Knight and I procured ourselves a semi-automatic rifle and pistol, along with a
batch of ammo and headed out to shoot the crap out of some targets. Everyone else joined
us except [ LJ User: theanonamerican ], who wasn’t bothered about shooting, and the
Lawyer, who’d forgotten his passport and was pretty vexed about it. In the end, though, he
managed to avoid the blistered thumbs and the stink of cordite that the rest of us endured.
Shooting lethal weaponry wasn’t quite the novelty it had been the first time out, but it was
still something difficult to get at home.

The drive back from the range was, quite honestly, one of the most clearly perfect mo-
ments of the holiday. The sun was setting on the warmest day we’d enjoyed yet, we were
cruising on the freeway in a big comfy SUV, we’d just unloaded at least a hundred rounds of
ammo each into defenceless targets, and we had beers to look forward to. No sooner had I
voiced this thought than three F-18s flew overhead for a landing at Miramar. Some kind of a
sign at least.

When we made it back to the hotel (no trouble parking in the underground, thank-
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fully), our beer endeavours met a slight hitch. The tuxes we’d left to be returned that morning
were still in the hotel and had to be dispatched immediately to avoid a fine. So the Dark
Knight and one of the bride’s brothers headed off again, taking with them the promise of
drinks for a moment.

The rest of us mostly keeled over in our rooms as we waited for them to come back.
I’m not going to complain in any way about the November weather that we had, but it didn’t
take much effort to feel drained in it. The evenings too were pretty heavy, and when we once
more headed out, it was only a few blocks of travel to the Waterfront, a bar on Kettner, where
we watched the football and ate nachos and popcorn (depending on preferences). Once again,
we were a somewhat hermetic group (and once again, the Lawyer forgot his passport and had
to retrieve it to get entrance), but after a while we managed to work our way onto the pool
table, where I racked up three wins in a row after a loss to the Chameleon and the Lawyer
worked his schplack, first on the girls who were playing before us and then on the two guys
who tried to play after us. When I too headed home, due to contacts drying out in the air
conditioned atmosphere, the Lawyer and the Chameleon chatted some more and learned that
they were submariners in port for a rest. Despite the Lawyer’s efforts, though, they couldn’t
be persuaded to reveal any confidential information.

Day 8, November 7: Our last day in San Diego was coincidentally the day of the U.S.
midterm elections, though no one seemed too concerned by that when we woke and made
our way downstairs. Once again, the temperature was in the 30s (celsius/80s fahrenheit),
so it took us a while to pull ourselves together. When we did, two distinct sets of opinions
took the floor. Some of us, myself included, wanted to hit the beach, whereas others wanted
to stroll around town. Luckily, or perhaps merely coincidentally, someone had neglected to
return part of their tuxedo, so we had a reason to head out towards the beaches of Pacific
Beach, leaving the Lawyer and [ LJ User: theanonamerican ] to stroll around the town for
a time. After checking out at noon and stowing some of our heavier luggage in the hotel’s
storeroom, it was time to go.

In the big SUV were myself, the Chamleon, the Dark Knight and the groom’s youngest
brother, who was flying out to New York around the same time as we were. We scooted up
the I5 and found our way to the tux rental store without any trouble. Then we turned around
and headed in search of a beach suitable to our purposes.

We didn’t take long to find what we needed. Pretty much every right turn along La
Jolla Boulevard took you to the Pacific, and pretty soon we were overlooking a steep slope, at
the end of which was a broad sandy strand and an even broader ocean beyond. Sadly, none
of us had taken our trunks our towels, so we had to content ourselves with rolling up our
trousers and strolling through the surf, enjoying the sun, the sand and the sea.

After heading up to the pier and turning around and heading back, a new pressing
need emerged: food. So we hopped in the car and travelled just a little further south into
a zone more richly endowed with shops and restaurants than the one we’d just left. Once
again, the beach was just a few steps away, but this time we headed parallel to it, along the
boardwalk, until we came to a place called Joe’s Crab Shack.

As the name promised, it offered an entire array of seafoods, with the addition of some
more land-based fare for those who didn’t like the taste of salt so much. None of us there
minded it at all, so we settled down on a balcony, surrounded by sparrows, and proceeded
to enjoy the view and our last meal in San Diego. Once again, the weather and the general
relaxed nature of the day conspired to offer us an experience up to scratch with everything
else we’d enjoyed thus far.
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After that, we headed to a Cold Stone Creamery for some ice cream confections and re-
turned to the beach for a final experience. Sitting on the boardwalk, watching the sun sink
into the Pacific at the end of a perfect day. Only when it was entirely gone, leaving nothing
but a pink stain on the distant sky, did we return to the car and head along the congested
freeway to the hotel one last time.

There we collected our wayward members, who’d apparently had some illusions dashed
when they visited a bar from Top Gun, and after a few final arrangements, loaded our bags
into the car, manoeuvred it carefully out of the underground park, and headed off into the
dark of the evening. Five minutes later, we said goodbye to the SUV in Alamo, and 10 minutes
later we were in San Diego airport, discovering that our flight was leaving an hour earlier
than planned. As a result, we were only in the airport for less than two hours, and with
barely a chance to look at the incoming results of the U.S. midterms, we were onboard the
plane and headed east.

Unfortunately, JetBlue’s promise of 36 channels of TV was a bit circumscribed due to
the weather. At least a third of them were offline, and some of the rest were only in-
termittently watchable. So, after I’d satisfied my interest in the election, I threw on the
complimentary eyemask and settled down to sleep.

1.11.6 Back in the Gloom (2006-11-15 17:11)

Godawful weather we’re having today isn’t it? Seriously, it’s been raining since I got up. At
noon. Taking an extra day off work to recover from the holiday may be the smartest thing I’ve
done in ages. Now I have time to get all sorts of important things done. Not that I’m going to
do them, but at least I have the time.

Anyhow, less wittering, more reporting...

Day 9, November 8: In the end, I didn’t sleep, but I did close my eyes and avoid moving
or talking for a few hours, which usually amounts to something almost as good. As it hap-
pened though, the Dar Knight hadn’t slept at all, despite his best efforts, and wasn’t in the
best of form as we progressed through a JFK that was promising nothing good about the
weather outside. We retrieved our bags, caught the Air Train to the subway connection and
from thence headed to Grand Central, where we planned to establish a base. Our main prob-
lem was that it would be a good few hours before we could move into the apartment the
Chameleon had booked, and the Lawyer needed to retrieve his credit card, so amid the gloom
of the early morning, we found ourselves some fairly welcoming benches, built a mountain
of our luggage and sent [ LJ User: theanonamerican ] and the Lawyer out to reconnoitre the
area.

When they returned, with the good(ish) news that we’d be able to move in around 2, the
Dark Knight, the Chameleon and myself went out to stretch our legs. After picking up one
umbrella each (seriously, it was like a vertical river out there), we walked around a few blocks
until I found Midtown Comics and then we headed our separate ways. After that, when I re-
turned to Grand Central and the luggage mountain, there was nothing for the next few hours
but people watching.

At last, we headed across town to West 71st Street. Not that this was straightforward. The
rain had only increased, and those of us without waterproof luggage found ourselves having to
pause in a Starbucks as the others solidified the LZ. Still, eventually we settled ourselves into
what turned out to be a pleasant and cosy (but not too small) apartment. There we wavered
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for a few hours between coma and wandering into the rain for provisions. However, for the
most part there was nothing to be done but settle in, obtain a NY pizza dinner and one by one
head to bed. Except [ LJ User: theanonamerican ], of course, who headed for Woodlawn and
some of his relatives. As I’m writing this, I’m the only one still up, it’s around 11.30, and I’m
going to lie down once the Daily Show is over. Time to explore the city tomorrow.

Day 10, November 9: The Lawyer wasn’t quite himself as our first morning in the Big Ap-
ple kicked off, so the Chameleon, the Dark Knight and I left him in the apartment as we
headed out into town. We were meeting [ LJ User: theanonamerican ] later on, but first we
had a more urgent matter to attend to: breakfast. And not just any breakfast either, but a
New York breakfast. So we strolled down Broadway, past Columbus Circle, all the time look-
ing for a real New York diner. This had to be done right, after all. In the end, we’d gone most
of the way to Times Square when we found Applejack’s Diner. There, the Chameleon and the
Dark Knight had their steak and eggs and I had my waffle with fruit. None of which was in
any way healthy, of course, but it served to set us up for the day.

After that, we strolled a bit further south, looking at Times Square in the daytime, but
there was the matter of meeting [ LJ User: theanonamerican ] to attend to and getting the
Chameleon a new camera. Both were to be dealt with down south, so we hopped on the sub-
way and (after a couple of pointless diversions that almost took us to Brooklyn by mistake)
got off at City Hall. My memories of this place served to get us to J &R Computerworld, where
[ LJ User: theanonamerican ] was waiting and where the Chameleon would at last secure the
camera of his dreams. After some negotiations and the purchase of all the bits and pieces
necessary to keep a camera running, it was time to look around. Which mostly meant in J
&R at first, but soon the Dark Knight and the Chameleon headed out to look at Ground Zero
while [ LJ User: theanonamerican ] and I waited for them at a nearby Starbucks.

Afterwards, I had a destination of my own in mind. A pilgrimage, you might say. I wanted to
go and see the Apple Store on 5th Avenue, and I wasn’t going to be swayed from that path.
Fortunately, no one tried. Onto the subway we got again and headed north. Some small
amount of walking from the subway later and we were at our destination.

Now, I’m a self-admitted Apple fan, and have been for years, but I’ll just go on a little di-
gression here if I can. Apple has got this store almost completely right. It’s on the corner of
Central Park, close to some of the swankiest streets in the city. It looks amazing, taking the
form of a glass cube that leads down into a light and airy underground space. It’s a wonderful
gathering space, both above and below, with the landmark square matched by the tables and
tables of Apple computers (all with free internet access) down below. As a showpiece for the
company and its products, it’s hard to imagine how Apple could have done any better.

In any case, once we’d all had a look around (and especially at the new iPod Shuffle, which
several of us were to buy over the next few days), we headed out again. When you have a
group of four people, you have four different selections of things to do and four different lists
of priorities. We were no different, and apart from the common need for food, we saw just a
little of what any of us wanted to before it was time to head back again.

In the Chameleon’s case, a return to the apartment meant a chance to play with his cam-
era and get it working. In [ LJ User: theanonamerican ]’s case, it meant messing around with
his new iPod Shuffle. For the rest of us, it was just a chance to rest and catch up with all of
the news of the last few days. As hectic as San Diego had been, New York offered a lot more,
so when the Dark Knight and the Chameleon headed out for a while, I stayed in, as did [ LJ
User: theanonamerican ]. Eventually the Lawyer returned too, having recovered enough to
venture out and make his own explorations of the city. One evening of rest in New York was
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a good enough idea. There was no guarantee we’d get any more.

laerfan (2006-11-15 23:58:35)
You¼ll miss this glorious rain next July when the sun is boiling your eyeballs out of your skull

cerandor (2006-11-16 10:49:55)
Nothing glorious about rain. I like it when it¼s cold, crisp and clear (like this morning). I don¼t like
it when it¼s cold, wet and miserable (like yesterday).

laerfan (2006-11-16 21:55:58)
Ah but rain is the nectar of the night sky. It¼s beautiful to watch when you¼re around Dublin City
near the usually disgusting Liffey. And without rain we¼d all be dead

lainey316 (2006-11-16 10:03:17)
An iPod Shuffle? Not really, surely. The Shuffle is lame!

cerandor (2006-11-16 10:53:21)
¼Fraid so, and ¼fraid not. The shuffle, cheap as it is, fits a nice niche - it¼s small enough and light
enough that it¼s perfect for taking to the gym or on a walk in the country. Plus, it¼s surprising how
opinions of it changed when people saw it and held it in their hands. Plus, while three of the five of
us bought one for themselves, the one I bought was a present for my dad, who likes going on those
aforementioned walks in the country.

lainey316 (2006-11-16 12:02:21)
I suppose it depends on how much control you want - I need to be able to see what¼s playing and
have a variety of playlists for different situations. The limitations of the Shuffle in this area are why
I, personally, find it lame. Also 240 songs is pretty small. Though I suppose you don¼t *really* need
the aforementioned control with such a small selection!

cerandor (2006-11-16 12:55:18)
Horses for courses, as always. The main reason I didn¼t get one for myself is that my 4-year-old,
10G iPod is still running happily. Despite being a little clunky for the gym (and having been dropped
on its head numerous times), it does what I need it too. When I finally upgrade to a swankier model,
I¼ll probably pick up a Shuffle for gym listening and podcast playing.

(2006-11-16 14:18:08)
I think you need to see the new Shuffle, how small it is (about twice the size of my thumbnail) and
how cheap ( $79!). It kind of begs to be bought because, well, it¼s the Future and the Future is
sexy. If that doesn¼t work for ya - just imagine it¼s a pair of killer FMBs and you¼ve got the
same heady catnip for nerds feeling we got when we saw (and Wanted) it. P.

lainey316 (2006-11-16 14:22:31)
I¼m anti-iPod as it is (irrational fear of Apple and stupid non-wrapping scroll wheel) but as I said,
without playlists - which need a screen so you can browse and choose - it¼s useless to me. If the
future is that limited, you can keep it.

(2006-11-17 09:32:21)
Your attachment to freedom of choice is quaint and archaic. I, for one, welcome our tiny machine
overlords. :) P.

kaleandwine (2006-11-17 15:46:29)
"I, for one, welcome our tiny machine overlords." (smiles) A good friend refuses to buy ipods because
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he believes that one day Apple will turn on a switch and assume mind-control of everyone attached to
the little white earbuds. Which, in the case of America, would involve the loss of %80 of those under
35. I for one, prefer the nano – still very small, but with a screen and ability to track distance/speed
while running.

1.11.7 Some more of the U.S. stuff... (2006-11-16 22:03)

First day back at work after the holiday. Feeling full of energy is a bit of a change from normal,
but that will no doubt be sapped by the overtime I’ve been offered over the next month. Not
that it’s unwelcome: it may just save my ass come January...

Day 11, November 10: The next morning saw a splitting of the troops that was to become
more or less the standard for the rest of the holiday. The Chameleon, the Dark Knight and [
LJ User: theanonamerican ] headed southwards for breakfast and exploration, whereas the
Lawyer and I headed the other way, towards the Museum of Natural History. It was a visit I’d
planned to leave until later in the week, but as it happened, this turned out to be a better way
to do things.

I love the Natural History Museum in London, and the New York version is just as impressive.
It doesn’t quite have the heritage, but places like the Hall of the Universe and the Hall of Sea
Creatures both offered sights that couldn’t really be found anywhere else. We spent the morn-
ing and some of the afternoon wandering the various halls, impressed with it all, watching a
cinema piece on galactic collisions in the planetarium, until our brains could literally take no
more.

When we wandered back out into the pleasant New York afternoon, I got to add another
to the list of celebrities who’ve walked past me this year. Dustin Hoffman, looking younger
than he does on screen, passed us on Central Park West, talking animatedly into his mobile.
That brush with stardom having passed through our orbit, we wandered around a bit more
before returning to the apartment.

When the Chameleon and the Dark Knight returned, two things were clear. First, they’d
gone far further in search of sights than us, and second, the Chameleon was in love with his
new camera, having taking pictures of just about everything that had passed his way. As he
downloaded these onto my laptop, plans for the evening were laid. We were to head out for
dinner to a place called Pigalle on 48 and 8th, and from thence to a pub, where we’d hopefully
meet with one of the groom’s brothers, both of whom were still in town. This plan was of the
Lawyer’s confection, and so he and I headed out, to be followed later by the others.

Pigalle turned out to be a good choice, offering some very nice food and very attentive and
pleasant staff. Filled and happy, we headed over to Social, a pub just across the street, where
we were soon joined by the Chameleon and the groom’s youngest brother. Before long, we
were also joined by two young South African women, who were more than happy to join us in
conversation and in our efforts to drink our way through a fair section of the bar’s reserves.

Day 12, November 11: For some of us, the next morning was more uncomfortable than
others. Then again, for some of us, the previous night had been more uncomfortable than it
had been for others. Thankfully, I wasn’t really hungover, so when the troops split again for
the day, I headed out on my own once more. After breakfast with [ LJ User: theanonamerican
] and the Lawyer (rather dry pancakes, of which I ate only a bite), it was time to head south
again and make some effort towards shopping.
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As it turned out, though I had just about as unsuccessful a day with that as it’s possible
to have in New York. Despite strolling up, down and around all manner of shops in all sorts
of areas of the city, I wasn’t able to find anything I wanted or needed, or anything that would
serve as a present. It was a habit that was going to stick with me for most of the rest of the
holiday. Even going to Empire Comics beside the Empire State Building proved fruitless

Eventually, I met up with [ LJ User: theanonamerican ] again and we spent some in Bor-
ders on Park Avenue, as well as a few other places of interest to both of us. The general
aimlessness of the day was confirmed when we made it back to the apartment, once more to
discover that the Chameleon and the Dark Knight had been cutting their way across the city
and travelling far afield in search of whatever the Dark Knight needed to see on his first visit
to the city.

In the end, as planned, I headed out later in the day to return to Social to meet up with
the Lawyer and the two South African girls we’d spent the evening with before. The bar was
much as it had been the night before, but in the end I was just too tired and zonked out
to have a good time. I headed home before long, where I met with the Dark Knight and the
Chameleon once they returned from their own evening, and eventually fell asleep on the couch
(which wasn’t unusual, as I’d been sleeping there for the previous few days).

kaleandwine (2006-11-17 17:50:31)
"Almost done, promise" —Actually, I¼ll be sad when you¼re done. It¼s been quite enjoyable reading,
thank you. Such a welcome escape from work!

theanonamerican (2006-11-18 00:37:19)
Hey, who let the Love Bomb in?

cerandor (2006-11-18 11:43:20)
Why, thank you. Glad to be providing a service. Hopefully I¼ll keep up the entries after I¼m done -
I was very intermittent before the holiday. I¼ve been enjoying reading your journal too though.

pixiespiel (2006-11-17 23:56:08)
snoozin at your desk.. i¼ll tell HR

theanonamerican (2006-11-18 00:31:32)
<em>For some of us, the next morning was more uncomfortable than others. Then again, for some of
us, the previous night had been more uncomfortable than it had been for others.</em> Oh my God,
the censor really went to town, didn¼t he? No Night of Great Sacrifice then, no?

cerandor (2006-11-18 11:21:34)
Hah. Of course I¼m censoring it. This is an all-ages, all-access journal. Most of the time anyhow.
Besides, reading between the lines is a skill everyone ought to learn. If you have stories you want to
tell, you can tell ¼em yourself...

(2006-11-18 12:21:34)
What are you talking about, Mick? You mean I didn¼t <i>choose</i> to pass out on a raft of cush-
ions on the floor at the end of your bad that night? ;) P. Who has a hole in his mind.

kaleandwine (2006-11-18 00:53:26)
(laughing), Hello, good to see you too! I can leave if you truly prefer. Otherwise, I promise not to
intrude overmuch. Or explode and ruin all the fun. Or (apparently) censorship. :-) -Love Bomb
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(2006-11-18 18:20:38)
So I finally got around to getting some of those gazillion photos Ciaran mentioned onto Flickr:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/53227388@N0 0/ There are no photos extant of the Night of Great
Sacrifice, alas. :)

1.11.8 One Last Report (2006-11-18 11:51)

Still struggling with my body’s desire to sleep at odd times of the day (as someone else
has already pointed out). Should be back to normal by next week, with any luck. In the
meantime, here’s the last of the holiday reports.

Day 13, November 12: We split up again the next morning, and for myself, I was de-
termined not to let my last full day in the city slip away as the previous one had. The best
option to deal with that was to try out something that had been suggested to me by many
sources: the Museum of Modern Art. MOMA was easy enough to find and not overly pricey to
get into, so before long I was sauntering through its halls.

I’ve noticed that the best way to appreciate a gallery or museum is to adopt a slow,
comfortable stride, giving you enough time to look around and enough grace to pause and
look at a work with appropriate deliberateness. Of course, if there isn’t much to see, you
might find your footsteps speeding up. For the first few floors of MOMA, apart from a couple
of exhibitions, this is just what happened to me. It wasn’t until I got to the fifth floor and
was surrounded by Picasso, Matisse, Gauguin and many others that I slowed down again.
Perhaps my art-appreciation gland is underdeveloped, but the fifth floor seemed to me to be
where the best parts of the museum’s collection was gathered. In any case, I headed out after
perhaps too short a time, but in a better mood than I had been in.

After some more wandering around the city (I know there’s been a lot of it - I like
strolling around cities) and buying comics in Midtown, I met up with the Lawyer at Grand
Central Station, pretty much where we’d been camped out a few days before. [ LJ User:
theanonamerican ] had long since headed out to Woodlawn in order to spend the day watching
football (it was Sunday, after all), so we headed back to the apartment as the afternoon grew
late and met up with the Chameleon and the Dark Knight there, once more returned from
one of their epic excursions. Some packing and arranging was done, all to make sure that
there would be no last-minute rush the next day.

This being the last evening that we had in the city, I was determined to spend it in an
enjoyable way, so after some false starts, I found myself with the Chameleon and the Dark
Knight in Virgil’s BBQ, just off Times Square. There we sat at the bar, eating and drinking
until around midnight, watching as the Bears hammered the gallant Giants, just generally
enjoying ourselves. Once we were kicked out, we walked through Times Square at midnight
(albeit slowly, with Paul taking as many pictures as he could and me doing likewise until my
camera’s battery ran out).

Our wanderings took us to Central Park, and in the dark of the city (never that dark),
we couldn’t resist walking through the park at midnight. In truth, we only walked through a
corner of it, no more than a few blocks long, but we didn’t see another soul in all that time,
and it was strange to be so close to so much life yet so isolated. When we emerged, we were
only a few blocks away from the apartment. We walked that short distance, ascended the
steps, and were in and asleep before too long, just one short half-day left to our holiday.

Day 14, November 13: The purpose of the last day was, as expected, to deal with all
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those things that hadn’t been dealt with before. In my case, that meant shopping, so I was
up early and out the door, heading down to Times Square. and walking northwards along
the strip, looking for cheap and easy gifts. Amazingly enough, I managed to return to the
apartment effectively giftless. The shops I was interested in weren’t open, and the shops that
were open were selling items I didn’t want. The perils of being a malcontent, I suppose.

Back in the apartment, we were pretty much packed already, with just the last few
bits and pieces to put together. Soon enough, all bags and everything else were ready to go
and so were we, dragging out the door, down the steps and into the basement. We’d arranged
to leave them there, as we had four hours between check out and getting the subway to the
airport. The Chameleon and the Dark Knight wanted to hit the Museum of Natural History
and the rest of us had more shopping to do. So we went our separate ways.

Once again, I was on my own. This time I took myself all the way down to the World
Trade Center. I wasn’t planning on walking all the way back, of course, but did want to pick
up a jacket in Century 21. That proved surprisingly easy and turned out to be the start of
a few hours of more success than I’d had during the previous week. Every corner I turned
offered me a new place to buy something I was looking for, and in no time at all, I was
heading north again. I visited Midtown Comics again, bowed my head at the Apple Store and
made my way to the apartment building for three. In no time at all, the others were there, we
retrieved our bags and began the last leg of our journey.

There were a few problems to overcome, some of my making (having to take to the
streets to get from one platform of a station to the other), others not so much. But on the
whole, it wasn’t difficult. [ LJ User: theanonamerican ] was beginning to talk about bringing
a less cumbersome bag by the end, but everything had been arranged, and even checking in
at the Aer Lingus desk took no time at all. We had timed our journey pretty well and were
only sitting down in the departure lounge for less than an hour before boarding began and
the last of our four flights was kicking off.

Day 15, November 14: In the end, this day was by far the shortest day of the holidat.
We took off at 8.00pm local time, 1.00am Irish time, after an hour of waiting in the takeoff
queue, where I got pretty much my only sleep of the flight. The Lawyer got himself upgraded
to business class, thanks to one of the stewardesses being married to a friend of his, but
for the most part we had a quiet flight. I don’t know who else managed to catch any sleep,
but I didn’t do much more than close my eyes once or twice. The flight and the food were
unexceptional, the stopover in Shannon a half-hour delay than was less welcome in reality
than in had been on the schedule. Eventually, though, we were back on the ground in
Dublin, at just past 8.00am. We split into taxis, the Lawyer taking one and the rest of us
taking the other. [ LJ User: theanonamerican ] and I leaped out at Premier Square, dragging
our bags after us, and then the holiday was effectively over as we headed to our respective
apartments.

Oh, and as another little note, I’d like to recommend The Prestige, which I caught last
night with [ LJ User: theanonamerican ], the Chameleon and Big Jimmy L. Surprisingly dark
and satisfying (or perhaps not so surprisingly, given that it’s a Christopher Nolan film). Plus,
it has Scarlett Johansson in a corset for the men and Hugh Jackman and Christian Bale for
the women. Something for everyone, really.

laerfan (2006-11-19 20:58:14)
Yes, "The Prestige" is great. Predicable but great. Can never go wrong with a Christian Bale movie
these days, he¼s brilliant.
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cerandor (2006-11-20 00:37:11)
As I said to someone else at the screening, if you¼re going to make a movie with a twist, the movie
itself has to be good enough to stand without the twist. Because if the twist is predictable or just
dumb, the rest of the movie stands exposed. Thankfully, there was plenty in <em>The Prestige</em>
to enjoy with or without the twists.

(2006-11-20 20:39:29)
hi bro just read your journal entry from hol. sounds good! hope you got me a fab pressie to make
up for the non one i got for my birthday!!!!! glad you had a good time. will be there in a fortnight.
see you soon. oonagh

1.11.9 Poets v. Novelists (2006-11-20 23:43)

An odd thought occurred to me while brushing my teeth (I have odd thoughts in odd places).
What it boiled down to is basically this: "Poets express themselves, novelists express other
people." It doesn’t really stand up as a general statement - some novels are autobiographical
and some poems have characters and plotlines (Byron’s Don Juan springs immediately to
mind.)

All the same it explains a certain amount to me. I have no particular interest in baring
my soul, ciphered or otherwise, so poetry has never appealed to me. (Also, I have never been
able to master rhyme and meter, and I’m of the opinion that you should know the rules before
breaking them.) On the other hand, I have a constant thirst for knowledge of the world around
me and am more than happy to put forward characters informed by what I know and what I
think. Perhaps that’s why I prefer prose?

All of which is a roundabout way of saying that I’ve started writing again, after a break of
several months. Slowly and clumsily, and cribbing off my stack of ideas, but writing nonethe-
less. Hopefully it’ll be as productive as my last burst of creativity.

laerfan (2006-11-20 23:57:37)
I think that¼s a particularly shrewd comment. I find that my poetry (sometimes unwillingly and
unintentionally) takes on my own feelings and personality. I guess that¼s just part of it all? But I
also think that I put a piece of me into my novels too. I guess that¼s just part of my writing style, but
it¼s definitely more prominent in the poetry. I will think more about this one

kaleandwine (2006-11-21 00:29:48)
I think you¼re quite right... fascinating. The University where I work has been flyering like
mad about "The Sacred Power of Poetry", the workshops designed to help you ground yourself
through words. When you get down to the baring of the soul, you¼re really talking about feel-
ings. Which can¼t be described in concrete terms or plotlines, and are thus best transcribed
through lyrical adjectives, timing etc. Thus the transcriber-of-the-self transmits this very intangible
thing through sounds and painted pictures, no? Whereas novels are at their core about something
<em>other</em>. They have to go somewhere quite tangible. And indeed if the writer is too self-
obsessed, the characters won¼t be allowed to flourish at all. I¼m not a novelist, but I¼ve always
felt that the ones I admired were so effective because a part of them actually became their characters.
Hmm. I¼m always glad to hear that an artist is back at work. Despite frustration, it¼s good for the
soul.
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laerfan (2006-11-21 01:44:20)
I wonder if there¼s a particular point where novelists and their novels meet and bounce off one
another? Poems run alongside the poet, it seems, but novels are different. Hmmm, further thought
on this one. I¼m reading a book called "The Seven Basic Plots" which may reveal some insight later
on. Check it out

theanonamerican (2006-11-21 01:15:17)
And that reminds me... Need to bring your manuscript with me next time I¼m in town so I can bind
it, and read it. :)

(2006-11-21 09:47:23)
Certainly most of the poems I¼ve written are deeply personal - which, apart from the fact they¼re not
terribly good, is why they¼ll never see the light of day while I¼m still breathing. The way it normally
happens is that a charge of verse builds up in my brain, as if my head was a Van De Graff generator.
Then crack! - it discharges onto a page. Sometimes it¼s good. More often I¼m left wondering where
my eyebrows went. So yes - poems are often ciphers for what¼s going on in the poet¼s head. Still, if
they can¼t speak to the experience of the reader, then you¼ve got an unbreakable Enigma code. The
form of words may be pretty, but that¼ll only get you so far if the underlying meaning is inaccessible.
And none of this is to say that novelists and short story writers can¼t express themselves too. They
just can¼t do it in the deeply involved way that poets can get away with. The novelist is the ringmas-
ter at the circus, the readers their expectant audience and the show must go on. Still, I¼m one for
believing that a good writer has to put some blood into his work to make it live. If you feel it when
you put it down on paper, it¼s likely the reader will feel it too. A novelist is also the master puppeteer
and conjurer - the reader sees what you want them to see and that can be a mode of expression in
itself. At the end of the day, the magic of all writing is that you, the writer, get to place your thoughts
directly in the mind of your reader. Telepathy in it¼s truest form compared to which Yuri Geller got
nuthin¼ except a kitchen drawer full of bent spoons. That¼s why writers are so dangerous - they
deal in ideas and mess with your mind. ;)

(2006-11-21 09:50:52)
That last post was me, btw. P. (damn non-editable comments!)

1.11.10 I Hate Short Stories... (2006-11-22 20:34)

Well, not really. But I am becoming reacquainted with the frustrations associated with a story
form in which every word counts. When it works well, it’s a short, sharp bite of narrative.
When it doesn’t, well...

On Monday, I started writing a short story called "How the Other Half Live," a science fic-
tion idea grabbed from my pile of ideas in an effort to start writing again. So far, things
haven’t gone entirely to plan.

Monday: Struggle through a couple of hundred words of the introduction.

Tuesday: Realise that the point you’ve reached is where you should have started the story
in the first place. Swear and try to continue anyway, albeit somewhat disconnectedly.

Wednesday: Come to the conclusion that you’ve been taking the wrong approach from the
start. Break the story down to the essential elements, figure out a new approach and begin
again.

I suspect there’s more of this for me ahead...
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theanonamerican (2006-11-22 21:50:43)
I¼m afraid so. But that¼s good. Mistakes let you learn much more than any amount of success.

laerfan (2006-11-23 03:08:12)
Tip: Let the story tell itself. That¼s something I learned myself and it is the greatest advice I could
ever give you. Don¼t worry about finding the place you SHOULD have started it, because you did it
that way for a reason, and it will work out nicely, just give it a chance

cerandor (2006-11-23 09:54:14)
I¼d normally agree, but there are times when you¼re getting nowhere and you have to consider the
approach you¼re taking. Doing so has helped me improve several of my short stories.

kaleandwine (2006-11-23 03:57:22)
Grrr, I detest that particular brand of frustration. Sorry... All the same, though, I agree that the
irksomeness usually pays off with a far better product than you would have otherwise devised. Many
people would have stopped on Tuesday, so that¼s something to be proud of. :-)

1.11.11 Pan’s Labyrinth (2006-11-25 22:55)

Yesterday evening, my late-year rush of going to the film again took in Pan’s Labyrinth, a film
I’d been waiting for ever since I saw the first stills. It didn’t disappoint. Guillermo del Toro
is a director of two parts: the director of such over-the-top Hollywood pieces as Hellboy and
Blade II and the creator of quieter and darker pieces like The Devil’s Backbone and Cronos.
To my shame, I’ve only seen the former type of his films. Pan’s Labyrinth is very much in the
latter category and I’ll seek out the others in the future.

Without giving away too much, the film is about lingering myths and fairy tales (rightly unsep-
arated) in the setting of the aftermath of the Spanish Civil War. That’s a simplistic description
of course: the moral provided at the end is deeply embedded in the story and so underplayed
that it can’t at all be offensive to anyone who dislikes that kind of thing. More generally, it
looks beautiful, is well acted and written and can be truly unsettling in its fantasy and realis-
tic elements. Completely recommended.

It also had the pleasant effect from a film of getting me thinking about stories again...

Given that at least half of what I write is fantasy, it shouldn’t be too surprising that I have a
long-standing interest in myth and legend. As a child, some of my favourite books in the local
library were books of legends: Greek, Egyptian and Norse. I loved Roger Lancelyn Green’s
retelling of the Arthurian myths. The versions of the Irish myths that came my way often
seemed tame and bowdlerised by comparison, but in the years since, I’ve discovered some
rawer versions that are more satisfying, notably Kinsella’s retelling of the Tain Bo Cualigne,
Ireland’s genuine epic.

It’s only recently that I’ve come to appreciate the links between fairy tales and the stories
that fascinated me as a child. Like many boys, Snow White and Cinderella just couldn’t com-
pete with Hercules and Thor (though, in a choice that was to mirror trends in later life, I
always had a preference for the sneaky Loki). The Disneyfied fairy tales that dominate their
corner of mass culture lack much of the relevance of the original tales, let alone their bite.
However, as with the myths and legends from which they were born, fairy tales were the sto-
ries that were told to children to teach them about the world they lived in, to impart to them
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the lessons they might need as they made their way through life.

Joseph Campbell’s Hero With a Thousand Faces came my way a few years ago, through the
pre-Internet hyperlinking of reading about it in Neil Gaiman’s Sandman. Campbell dissects
the origins of myths and fairy tales and the lessons that they teach much better than I could,
so I’ll not linger on that point and instead suggest you seek it out and enjoy the experience
of delving into the deeper, darker places in our collective culture. However, it was Gaiman’s
work that made for me the link between myths and fairy tales by demonstrating just how
seamlessly they all fitted together, from the Norse gods, to Shakespeare’s faries to Lucifer and
all the demons of hell.

I like knowing where things come from. When I read Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings and dis-
covered that it was just the last part of Tolkien’s attempt to create an English myth, my
appreciation for it only grew. Likewise, my appreciation for fairy tales deepened immeasur-
ably the more I learned about their dark origins. From the rather bloody original versions
of Red Riding Hood to the fairly lurid origin of Rumplestiltskin’s name and the satisfyingly
depressing original of Andersen’s The Little Mermaid, there’s a lot to be gained from looking
into these stories. They’re archetypes, resonating with us because they’re fundamental to the
culture that’s shaped us.

Of course, there are other cultures, with their own tales too, but cross-pollination happens
surprisingly easily. Disney’s films made it a worldwide success, after all, and the "Thousand
and One Nights" of Arabian fame is just as well known in the west, if only in its most notable
heroes, such as Ali-Baba and Sinbad. Likewise, the recent influx of Japanese horror movies
(and lighter fare like Spirited Away) gains a lot of its relevance through drawing upon ghost
stories and the imps and demons of local culture.

Lately, there have been more than a few people drawing on this deep well of archetypes. Pan’s
Labyrinth, of course, is named for the Greek nature god, an ambivalent figure even in the
original myths (and any study of how gods were swapped and traded among mid-eastern and
European cultures reveals plenty of reasons for such ambiguity), and he makes a powerful
presence in the film itself. Even if many of the fantastic creations in the film are relatively orig-
inal, there is an authenticity to them that feels unforced because of the aged and recognisable
setting they are placed in. One could write another journal entry purely on the antecedents
of the film’s fantasy elements.

Likewise, one of the better comic series on the shelves at the moment is called Fables, written
by Bill Willingham. It tells the tale of exiled fairy tale characters living in New York, having
lost their own lands to a mysterious Adversary. The backstory is well drawn, but where the
series really comes into its own is in the use of the characters. Willingham considers the orig-
inal tales and derives from them plenty of conflict and interest by cramming the characters
together. A prince who turns back into a beast when his wife is mad at him, another prince
who was once a frog and is still dealing with the psychological effects thereof, a Goldilocks
with something of a bear fetish, a Jack-the-lad whose been the hero of numerous of his own
tall tales and a farm upstate full of all those fables who can’t pass for human. Most amusingly
and obviously, a Prince Charming who’s married almost all of the princesses in the cast at
one time or another.

Anyone writing fantasy would do well to consider the way myths and fairy tales work, the
basic elements that make them up and the resonance of the stories that are built around
their archetypes. In fact, anyone wishing to write stories at all would be well served to read
these stories, both for enjoyment’s sake and the recapturing of the same kind of wonder that
we had as children and that every writer really ought to try and inspire in his or her readers.
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laerfan (2006-11-26 01:23:58)
I have chosen not to read much of this post because I want to see Pan¼s Labyrinth, but I just want
to say that I¼m sure it will fuel your desire to write, just as you hope. I have other fuel. Let¼s see
what happens.

(2006-11-26 13:11:41)
It¼s old Uncle Walt that started the sanitisation of the fairy tale (though even he had the cajones to
shoot Bambi¼s mother). I suppose it¼s a symptom of the general sanitisation of modern life in the
developed world. Fairy tales were dark because that¼s the way life was - dark, dirty, smelly and,
often, short. It¼s hard to imagine a world of cute talking bunnies when you¼re handed a brace
to gut and skin for the family supper. You¼re right - the best stories and fairy tales are the ones
that keep that streak of blood and darkness. On Rumplestilskin and where the name comes from -
Wikipedia informs me that it comes from the German for a kind of poltergeisty-goblin, though it does
also mention the claim made by "The Science of Discworld", which, tbh, sounds a bit spurious to me.

cerandor (2006-11-27 11:00:23)
I concede the point on Rumplestilksin¼s name, which I should really have checked. But it remains
one of the more pleasantly dark of surviving fairy tales. Now wonder Disney has yet to touch it.

goblin_insane (2006-11-26 23:26:11)
I had to say i loved the movie, though I had two issues about the movie one at times I thought the
brutality may have been a little visually un-necessary (I¼m from the hitchcock school of thinking on
that stuff.) and secondly I feel the fairy tale aspects of the movie are too few and far between often
playing second fiddle to the adult realm. I have to say I do need to see the movie again because the
subtlty of the movie means I¼m still a little stumped on things :)

(2006-11-27 12:42:32)
The producers actually suggested that he tone down the violence. His answer is right at the end of
this interview. http://film.guardian.co.uk/interview/interviewpages/0„1955212,00.ht ml P.

kaleandwine (2006-11-27 23:09:00)
Delighted that you bring this up now... A week ago I picked up Gregory Macguire¼s retelling of
Snow White. I was never a fan of the original, but this story has so much more depth: the dwarves
sub-human creatures of an underworld, the apple a throwback to the Tree of Knowledge, the evil
represented not by a stepmother but by two siblings, bastard children of Pope Alexander VI. The
historical subtext is rich and the wordplay intoxicating. I think as children we take in these tales in
terms of what we know: horror, beauty, naive love. As adults we are able to see so much more, and in
fact hunger for the depths of life (soul? struggle?) that are so often hidden in the modern first-world.
And... Pan¼s Labyrinth doesn¼t release here until December 29th. Why, why?

cerandor (2006-11-28 13:51:07)
Macguire¼s retelling sounds intriguing all right. I need to broaden my reading once I work my way
through Stephenson¼s Baroque Cycle again. As for having to wait, it¼ll be worth it. The interview
Paul linked to revealed several points I¼d missed. Plus, it¼s only a tiny reversal of the normal
waiting process we have to go through...

kaleandwine (2006-11-28 19:51:49)
Haha, yes, I knew about 2 seconds after I clicked "submit" on that comment that I should shut my
trap about waits; I¼m sure every American film releases here early. That was a great interview,
though, and I look forward to the film. As for the book... I do recommend when you have the time.
Actually, reading your entries has made me think about the writer¼s process in a way I never did
before (I always assumed thses things just appeared on a page for my pleasure, poof). This morning
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I read an interview with the author (http://www.powells.com/authors/maguire.html) that was fas-
cinating, at least to me... his take on trying to write when ideas are short, and pulling good stories
out of well-worn old ones. Probably old hat to you, but if ever a diversion is needed, I¼ve got twenty
in line to share with the world. It¼s an awful curse, really.

1.11.12 A Pause for Silence (2006-11-27 22:37)

I’m on my own in the apartment at the moment, save for the overbearing hum of the PC. Not
an unusual experience in and of itself, but there’s a different tenor to the solitude this time:
my old flatmate moved out yesterday and my new one should be moving in soon, perhaps
tomorrow. So, I’m between states for the moment. Alone in my cave.

The whole experience was pretty painless this time around. (Apart from the numerous id-
iots who don’t read the ad: If it says "no couples," calling and asking whether you can move
in with your boyfriend/girlfriend/husband/wife is likely to be a fruitless and unfulfilling ex-
perience.) A number of things came together at the right moment, as they so rarely do, and
in addition to having cleared the renting hurdle, I’ve now sorted out a lot of stuff that was
hanging over me since the U.S. trip.

Writing too, is going well. On my third attempt, it looks like I’ve finally found a proper mode
for "How the Other Half Live." Some more pruning was needed, along with a shift in tone, but
I like where it’s at. I also have another piece, "The True Sword," conceived in the wake of my
Pan’s Labyrinth rant/rambling, that I want to get to as it’ll allow me to revisit the characters
from Dead Man’s Troubles, but I’ll let that percolate in my brain as I finish what I started.

In the meantime, I’m going to relax and read before bed. I may try to conquer some por-
tions of Europe before sleep (god bless The Creative Assembly), but in the meantime, here’s
hoping everyone’s having as good an evening as me.

kaleandwine (2006-12-02 20:38:56) About your ad
Um, yeah, hi, my husband and I are calling about the flat again. Oh and our two dogs, really they¼re
mostly housetrained and you¼d hardly know they were there. I mean, we¼re really perfect, why
haven¼t you returned our calls? :-)

cerandor (2006-12-04 14:04:44) Re: About your ad
My brain hurts...

kaleandwine (2006-12-07 07:25:18) Oye
People can occasionally be so foggy... As of today we have received at least three voicemail messages
form a woman named Sally who leaves very detailed information for her friend Patty. Our voicemail
is quite clear as to who we are. But anyway I digress... I do feel bad for leaving the above comment,
a snarky nightmare, after reading a post that was in fact quite nice and made me happy (in that
fellow-cave-appreciating-stranger sort of way). Anyway, sorry, hope the cave is still enjoyable and
productive.

cerandor (2006-12-07 18:53:27) Re: Oye
Nothing wrong with snark. I took it in that spirit. Perhaps I should have added a smiley to my
response - nuances of conversation often go missing online. Nonetheless, the cave remains com-
fortable as the Irish winter kicks in, though not as productive as I¼d like. That, hopefully, will
change soon though.
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(2006-12-08 03:04:17) Colon and right parenthesis not required
No problem – smileys inferred from now on. Unless of course the post is something like "shut up,
you irritating...". Then frowney is assumed, and rightfully so. I do tend to be a zealous commenter,
I¼m learning, so frowneys may occasionally become quite necessary.

1.12 December

1.12.1 You’re damn straight... (2006-12-05 21:05)

Your Vocabulary Score: A+
[vocab.jpg]

Congratulations on your multifarious vocabulary! You must be quite an
erudite person.

[1]How’s Your Vocabulary?

Guess that English degree wasn’t for nothing after all...

1. http://www.blogthings.com/howsyourvocabularyquiz/

(2006-12-06 09:12:11)
Snap! Which is a relief. I¼d have been profoundly enturbulated to have scored anything less. Do
allow me to offer my sincerest contrafibularities on your score. Truly you are the Princeps of Prolixity!
P.

1.12.2 Just had to buy... (2006-12-11 11:24)

I’m not much of an impulse shopper. Which is to say that while I may be easily swayed by
marketing, I’m too damn cheap to allow this to affect purchases of anything more than a bar
of chocolate. So, when I go into a shop and walk out five minutes later having plonked down
¬45 on a book, there must have been something special about the "I want" reaction that came
over me.

Obviously, most books don’t cost that much. In fact, the price alone indicates that the book
was something of a specialist item. And so it was: a hefty 400-page tome entitled Pendragon:
The Great Campaign. Some of you will recognise that Pendragon is the name of a roleplaying
game. For others, a little background may be in order.

I started roleplaying back in secondary school, at the age of around 15 with a game called
"Dragon Warriors," which was simplistic in rules but offered a nicely portrayed British Dark
Ages fantasy world. Given my interest from childhood in myth and legend, it was a hobby
that grabbed my interest immediately. By the time I went to college, I’d graduated to D &D
(AD &D, to be precise).

In college, Trinity Gamers Society became my regular hangout, and I got to experience a
bundle of other games, with any amount of other settings. Everyone has their own favourite
game, something that’s informed as much by personal taste as by that classic campaign you
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may have played in or run. My two were Shadowrun, a fantasy-cyberpunk game with a ridicu-
lously well-detailed setting and future history, and Pendragon.

As the name suggests, Pendragon is based on the tales of King Arthur. Mostly on Geoffrey of
Monmouth’s History of the Kings of Britain, but not afraid to draw in other sources. If that
wasn’t enough to recommend it to someone who’d read and loved Roger Lancelyn Green’s
Arthurian tales as a child, there was also the wonderful character creation system, which
provides players with knights or squires with fully developed personalities and families. The
setting too is richly detailed in the extreme - unsurprising, given the many sources in folklore
and legend it has to draw on.

The Great Campaign is pretty much the culmination of the game as it’s meant to be played.
Its 400+ pages provide a campaign spanning 81 years from the time of Uther to the end of
Arthur’s reign. One of my two favourite campaigns ever took place in just a small segment of
this period. Even if the players and GM stick to the suggested "one year per session," that’s
nearly two years of play right there.

So, when I saw this book (the existence of which I hadn’t been aware of previously), there
was nothing for me but to buy it at once. It’s a Christmas present to myself, though I didn’t
need that justification to buy it. I’ve been poring through it since Saturday afternoon, visions
of knights and castles in my head, memories of games played and enjoyed springing up at the
turn of every page. I’d love to run it myself, and perhaps I will. For the moment though, just
reading it is enough.

kaleandwine (2006-12-11 18:04:54) Oh no, it begins...
Uh-oh! And thus, curiosity is sparked. I grew up with a girl¼s love of that time period princesses,
horses and castles, naturally that only in recent years developed into an interest (not really fulfilled) in
pursuing the more adult and masculine aspects of those legends. And given my seemingly insatiable
appetite for interactive (heroic) daydreams, roleplaying would seem a natural way to go. Although to
be honest it scares me a little because I¼m afraid I might never come back, becoming instead one
of the Borg. :) My experience in that arena comes solely from playing <em>Zork</em> in the 80s.
I LOVED that game. I think I liked it all the better because all you had to go on were words, and
relatively few words at that. No pretty pictures, but I think the imagination was honed. I skipped
many a recess to play that game. But once home... there were forts to be built after all, the computer
was taboo. The game-avoidance continues to this day, though for no real reason other than feeling
I have little additional time to spare. And I¼ve no interest in Rob¼s shooting games. I know that a
few of my good college buds (always male) played D &D, but they never talked about it it was always
referred to, mysteriously, as Geeking. I was curious but lacked the requisite balls and never partook.
Besides, aren¼t all of the characters or at least the strong and exciting ones male??

cerandor (2006-12-11 22:08:37) Re: Oh no, it begins...
(Before I dive into a reply, two corrections: First, the book is actually called <em>The Great Pendragon
Campaign</em>, and second, the primary source is Mallory¼s "Morte D¼Arthur," not Monmouth,
though it does draw from the latter, and pretty much every major Arthurian tale.) Everyone¼s going
to give you a different take on roleplaying. For myself, it comes down to being a fantastic hobby that
you can/have to indulge in with your friends. Plus, it appeals to my desire for story in everything.
There¼s no need for the characters to be male, though as most of the players are male (and few take
the leap to playing female characters), that¼s the way it often turns out. One of the most memorable
characters in a very long-running campaign I played in was a female priest from a ruined kingdom,
with something of a taste for vengeance. However, one of the strong points of Pendragon is how well
it evokes the knightly milieu of the Arthurian tales, and playing a female character is often either
restrictive (damsels and noblewomen or dangerous enchantresses are the main options) or breaks
the sense of time and place that the game evokes so well. Other games and settings, of course, are
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far less restrictive. Never played Zork myself, though I did enjoy the Lucasarts games (Monkey Island
and Full Throttle) that were more graphical descendants of the text-only adventures, and I loved Myst
and its sequels for the wonderfully atmospheric worlds. I¼ve mentioned my love of various games on
my journal in the past, but they¼ve more or less all involved strong stories, something I tend to look
for every time. It¼s just a shame that I don¼t have as much time for them as I did before full-time
employment kicked in.

kaleandwine (2006-12-11 22:38:27) My handkerchief will wipe up your blood!
Oh my god, Monkey Island How could I – okay, we played and lived for that one. My sister and I still
occasionally (with great, grinning, stupid drunkenness) trade the insults. Point taken on historical
accuracy, darn it all, at least in Arthurian context. But at least there are others. Then there is, of
course, the whole job-factor... I did get that job as a janitor, after all. :)

1.12.3 Great Out-of-Context Quotes of our Time: The Return (2006-12-12 22:22)

"You’re always right, you dumb bitch."

-From one young American lady to another, as it happens.

laerfan (2006-12-12 23:49:06)
Brilliant

theanonamerican (2006-12-13 01:08:31)
Yeah, that was a good one. And the delivery was pretty funny too.

kaleandwine (2006-12-13 19:24:36) To summarize the two previous, as a stranger
Out of context: Brilliant In-context: Hilarious (assumed) Not knowing about context and therefore
imagining a Girlfight: Priceless

(2006-12-14 09:07:51) Re: To summarize the two previous, as a stranger
Actually not. Think, rather, the line being delivered in an affectionately sarcastic growl. :) P.

1.12.4 Inanimate object, my arse! (2006-12-14 23:00)

Twice in the past two days, I’ve fired my iPod up into shuffle mode. Both times, within five
songs, it’s offered up the only Christmas-related song of the 900+ on said device: The Pogues
and Kirsty McColl singing "Fairytale of New York."

Not only does my iPod have good taste, it’s also gotten more into the Christmas spirit than I
have so far...

laerfan (2006-12-15 00:46:57)
Shuffle is the only way to play! Is it just me or is it less and less like Christmas every year?

(2006-12-15 13:24:04)
Nope - it¼s just called getting old. P.
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kaleandwine (2006-12-17 19:58:41)
So, curious: did the song often come up in random before this season? If not... there¼s something
sort of eerie in that. Pretty neat, if you ask me.

cerandor (2006-12-17 23:35:15)
Not noticeably so. I don¼t ascribe anything more to it than coincidence and the mind¼s ability to
create patterns from chaos. It¼s still amusing though.

1.12.5 An Omnibus Edition (2006-12-18 22:00)

Since I’ve just finished off my Christmas shopping, I’m in the mood to clear up some loose
ends. In that spirit, here’s what’s on my mind...

1. Okay, so I haven’t been doing the writing I’ve wanted to do recently. As always, that’s
down to a lack of diligence, not desire. It’d only take half an hour of sitting down and writing
for a few evenings to get back into the habit, but so far I haven’t managed much more than a
few snatched moments at work (god bless USB keys). On the bright side, "How the Other Half
Live" is nearly done. Perhaps the Christmas holiday will provide the chance to get a bit more
done. God knows there’ll be little else to do.

2. I’ve been watching Sky One’s adaptation of Terry Pratchett’s Hogfather last night and
tonight. It’s an impressively professional production, and the cast of actors they’ve pulled
together all do their part. However (there’s always a however), it’s never quite come together.
Partially it’s that they’ve tried to be too faithful to the book, and that there have been too
many plotlines going on all at one time. Partially, it’s that the pacing seems off. For all of the
action, everything seems to progress with a lack of urgency. It’s been worth watching but, one
suspects, not worth remembering. The ending works well though.

3. I’m not a party person, by and large, though that isn’t to say that I don’t enjoy one.
But by any stretch of the imagination, last Friday was a bit out of the ordinary. Not one, not
two, but three parties in one day. First off, the work Christmas party in the office at 3pm.
Then a mulled wine and mince pie party five hours later. Finally, off to another party conve-
niently close to home to round out the evening/early morning. Spreading myself a little thin,
perhaps, but there wasn’t any part of it that I’d regret, beyond leaving a little early or arriving
a little too late. Even got to say goodbye to people heading home for Christmas before finally
hitting the hay at 5am.

4. I’ve been playing a lot of Medieval 2: Total War recently. Enough that it’s probably con-
tributed a little to problem number 1. But the game itself is reward enough for the time spent.
It’s one of those games where you’re forging your own story while playing it. I’d love to tell
you about it: the perfidy of the Danish, the treachery of the Sicilians and the obstinacy of the
Spanish and their protector, the Pope. Of the sieges of Paris and Brussels, in which the En-
glish armies held off French and Danish armies, respectively. Of Tostig Mantle, who defeated
four Danish armies in a single season. I’d love to tell you about all of it, but I might just come
across as a little geeky...

Finally, for those of you who want to know exactly what not to read, [1]this may just pro-
vide you with the answer.

1. http://www.librarything.com/unsuggester
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laerfan (2006-12-18 22:05:58)
You¼ve been busy! Haven¼t we all. I so need to do my shopping...

kaleandwine (2006-12-21 23:06:31) Don&apos;t read Calvin&apos;s Commentaries
Haha! Okay, finally tried the Unsuggestor. Much fun. In fact, a random listing of three beloved books
from yesteryear (Steinbeck¼s East of Eden, L¼Engle¼s A Wrinkle in Time, and Maguire¼s Wicked)
brouht up a whole lot of Christian theology. East of Eden¼s of course associated with Satan, the rest
with God. Apparently if one likes fantasies they are not to read Calvin¼s Commentaries. Fascinating!
My atheism explained!

kaleandwine (2006-12-22 00:55:32) Re: Don&apos;t read Calvin&apos;s Commentaries
Check that: WEIRD fantasies = no Calvin. I know that a lot of others pull from Christian archetypes.
Still wicked fun, though.

1.12.6 Shortest Drink of the Year (2006-12-21 15:53)

Or day. I get confused sometimes. I’m about three quarters of an hour away from finishing
with work before Christmas, but I’m not exactly working at the moment. Our office has come
to a halt, and those of us who didn’t take the day off have been lured into the conference room
by sherry, port and chocolates. After a modicum of socialising, I’ve broken off, taken my glass
of amber liquid with me, and sat down to wrap things up.

It’s been an odd kind of year, though far from a bad one. It started off with my moving
into my (emphasis on the possessive) new apartment, and that’s gone pretty well. In and
around that, I continued on a writing spree that brought me three novels that I really need to
sit down and edit some day. There was also a little travel too, connected with a larger theme
of weddings and babies. I gained two new cousins on February 1st, and in November I had
the honour of watching an old friend get married to his wonderful new wife.

Ahead are more of the same, it seems. I have a wedding to go to in Belgium in January,
and another one pencilled in for August. Inevitably, there’ll be babies too somewhere. My
generation (by which I mean a more tightly-knit grouping than marketers would prefer) seems
to be moving on to that stage in their lives. Which is fine. There’s no sign of me joining the
rush to the altar or the maternity ward, but if this last year is anything to go by, a life lived
vicariously is no bad thing in moderation.

laerfan (2006-12-22 00:39:50)
Well it looks like you¼ve had a good year. Something to be proud of. Hope your next one is as good!
:)

1.12.7 Slipping towards Christmas (2006-12-22 23:39)

Travelling always tires me out. Thankfully, my dad and brother were good enough to drive
down to Dublin, thus saving me the grief of lugging three bags into town and onto a bus for
four hours of purgatory. Nonetheless, some time in the afternoon, I keeled over for an hour
or so, eventually rising to do some reading and watch as little TV as possible. I don’t actually
want to be lazy while I’m here. Lack of achievement tends to drag me down, and when I head
back to Dublin, I want to be in a good mood.

Around 11, I wandered outside in the hope that the sky would be clear enough to give me
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a view of the universe. I wasn’t disappointed. Fog and low clouds obscured various parts
of the horizon, but overhead, everything was crystal clear. [1]Orion was standing watch over
Dundrum Bay, dominating the southern sky, and the Milky Way itself was a shadowy stream
across the blackness. I stood there for a few minutes, listening to the rush of the waves and
the lowing of nearby cows, then headed back in. Hopefully, that kind of clarity is contagious.

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orion_%28constellation%29

kaleandwine (2006-12-23 03:49:26)
Beautiful. It¼s so magical to be able to glimpse that cloudy band of galaxy... something we don¼t
often see, even here. May the constellations grant you peaceful productivity!

laerfan (2006-12-23 22:17:35)
I wish we could see stuff like that in the city, but we can¼t. Pity. I¼m envious!

1.12.8 The Future Ain’t What it Used to be... (2006-12-25 22:00)

It’s the evening of Christmas Day, a time when my mum’s extended family typically gathers
en masse and sits down in our living room with plenty of drink, whatever my Mum’s slaved
over the cooker to make for the past day and a half, and a rerun of some Christmas favourite
movie. However, this year, there’s a new ingredient...

One of the presents that showed up this year was the Nintendo Wii, courtesy of my brother,
whose girlfriend procured it for him. (Presumably, given their rarity, she "knows some people
who know some people who robbed some people," though she’s remarkably restrained on the
fur coat and gold jewellery front.) Inevitably, myself and my brothers had a few runs on it this
morning and deemed it good. However, that was as nothing compared to what the evening
brought.

My mum has absolutely no interest in games, and she’s a great deal more familiar with them
than the rest of her family. Yet she’s just been slaying all comers at Wii Sports’ bowling game.
Not only that, but she’s expressed enthusiasm about more of the same and everyone else has
had a go or cheered someone else on. It’s fascinating really: The kind of story-heavy, deep
games that I love would turn them away in seconds, yet simple, recreational stuff of this kind
is open to everyone.

Maybe, just maybe, Nintendo will end up ruling the world...

laerfan (2006-12-26 04:59:02)
Yes, the Wii graced my household today also and a similar dawning occured. One must not forget
however, that Nintendo once did own the world, and have since been stolen away from the top by the
annoying marketing buzz of Sony. The Wii is designed to be a standalone console, seperate from teh
360Station3 battle, so hopefully it will gain dominance. And Wii Sports may be amazing fun, but you
need to try Rayman Raving Rabbids for the ultimate in Wii mini game fun!

kaleandwine (2006-12-28 21:21:27)
Yes, there is certainly something fabulous about the simple recreational stuff. Or perhaps it¼s the
thought of parents and family bowling in the living room... Pretty endearing. Nintendo does seem to
better understand the cross-generation appeal; my dad felt that way about "Duck Hunt" in the early
days. Sounds like we need a Wii. :)
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cerandor (2006-12-28 21:41:44)
A bit of both really: getting my parents¼ generation involved in gaming is no small feat, at least in
my part of the world. I¼d sworn off consoles a few years back, but given the Wii¼s cheapness and
general fun factor, I may just be tempted at some stage this year.
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